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Resurrection and Celestial Jerusalem:
The Influence of the Easter Liturgy on the Nave
Decoration of St. Maurice at Vienne
by

Ricki Weinberger
Occidental College

The unfinished Romane que nave of the cathedral of Vienne is a fascinating monument. Begun around 1140, the building campaign appears
to have ended abruptly in the 1160's with only the lower story of the seven
easternmost bays of the nave completed,' The rest of the church was
finished during the Gothic period.• Despite its un.Jl.njshed state, the
twelfth cen tury structure is richly decorated, with Outed pilasters and
pointed arches, ornate mouldings, and over sixty figural and vegetal capitals (Fig. 1). The beauty and complexity of this program are evident;
however its subtleties have not been thoroughly explored as yet.
Although relatively homogeneous, the nave does contain a number of
features that differentiate the eastern from the western bays (Fig. 2). 1n
the eastern bays, voussoir arches are used in the main arcade. Springers
(the lowest blocks of each arch) and keystones are undecorated. The aisle
arches are ornamented with roll-and-groove moulding, and the base profiles are quite varied. In the western bays, stepped arches form the nave
arcade. Springers are decorated, and the keystones of the arches contain
small figures. Billet ornament is used for the aisle arches, and th.e base
profiles conform to a strictly Attic type. In addition, many more narrative
capitals occur in the western bays.
'The ex.act dates of the twelfth century cumpaign and the chronology of the program hnve
only recently been established. See R. Weinberger, The Romanesque Now of St. MourictJ ot
Vienna (unpubliohed doctoral dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1978); "nd forthcoming article "St. Maurice and St. Andre-le-Bas at Vienne, Dynamic• of Artistic Exchange in
Two Romanesque Workshops," Cesto. 2312 (1984).
"There have been three bo,ic ,tudies of the cathedral. The llr,t is by L. Begule, L i!g/Jse
Saint-Maurice, 011cienne cathtd.rale de Visnne en Dauphin/ (Paris, 1914). The second is by
J. Vallery-Radot, "L'ancienne cathednde Saint-Maurice de Yienne;• Bulletin mo11um,u1/a/,
CX (1952), 297--362. The third is by F. Salet. "L'ancienne cnthedrale Saini-Maurice de
Vienne:· Congrts archeo/nglque. CXXX (1972), 508-553. All of these studies contnin fairly
e<>ro.plcte occounts of the medieval building history or the cathedral.
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Resurrection and Celestial Jerusalem
Figure I. St. Maurice at Vienne,
Nave. {Photo : J . Austin .)

FigUie 2. St. Maurice at Vienne ,
ave . orth Side. Bays 4 and 5
are at the extreme right. {Photo:
J. Austin .)
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Considerable speculation has arisen about these changes in the decorative program. ome scholars have uggested that there may have been a
hiatus at the mid-point of the campaign, after the completion of the fourth
bay.• However, closer examination of the architectural and sculptural
elements demonstrate that uch theories are erroneous. The change from
voussoir to stepped arches occurs first in the third bay,• and while the
other transformations do appear at the beginning of the fifth bay, they are
not sufficiently uniform to suggest a break in construction.• Moreover, a
comparison of the nave capitals in the eastern and western bays (Figs. 3,
4) demonstrates that the same work hop was responsible for all of the nave
sculpture, although everal hands can be distinguished.' The lack of a
unified point of onset for the structural and decorative alterations in the
nave, along with the consistency of the sculptural styles throughout, indicates that the Romanesque campaign proceeded from east to west without
a break. Nevertheless, there appears to have been a conscious elfort to
di tinguish the physical appearance of the we tern three bays from the
four that were built first, at least in the transformation of base profiles and
the new use of decorated springers, billet moulding, and arch keystone
figures. The question of why these new decorative modes were initiated
remains unanswered by current hypotheses.
It is my belief that the figural sculpture of the western bays provide
a clue to the purpose of the e transformations. In addition to the increasing number of narrative composition , there are also iconographic changes
in the western capitals (Fig. 5). While the nave capitals contain approximately equal numbers of Old Testament, ew Testament, and allegorical
scenes, the number of New Te tament subjects in the western bays increases radically. Moreover, while no apparent order or cohesive choice
of subject matter is discernible in the arrangement of most of the nave
capitals, five capitals on the last two sets of piers are arranged in approximate narrative sequence and form an abbreviated Passion Cycle. The
Entry into Jerusalem, the Last Supper, the Holy Women at the Tomb, and
the cension are grouped on the seventh and eighth piers on the north
side of the nave, while Christ's Descent into Limbo is placed on the eighth
pier on the south ide of the church.
'Both Vallery-Radot, "St. Maurice," and R. HamJinn, DieAbtrikirr:he 0011 Saint-Cilli!S u11d ihrti
lcunstlerische Nachfolge (Berlin, 1955), have postulated lhatruch an interruption occurred.
"The new method of erecting the arches supplant, the old in the third bay on the south side
of the nave and In the fourth bay on the north side. Construction of these bays demonstrates
conclusively that the church wBJ built from east to west, resolving an issue that hBJ been the
matter of som debate. See Weinberger, St Maurice, 17-49.
'For example, although the use of undecorated springers in the nave arcade comes to a
distinct bait at this point, they continue to appear sporadically in the arches of the aisles.
'At least three mBJler sculptors, along with their assistant>, appear to have been responsible
for the decoration of the nave. For a division of bands, see Weinberger, St. Mourlu, 51--83.
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Figure 3. St. Maurice at Vienne . Capital of Humanheaded Beasts from
Second Bay. (Photo: J. Austin.)

Figure 4 . St. Maurice a1
Vienne . Capital of King
David from Fifth Bay.
(Photo: J, Austin.)
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Figure 5. St. Maurice at Vienne. Diagram indicating Subjects and Placement of
Figural Capitals on the ave Piers.
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Because of the omission of a Crucifixion scene, it has been argued that
the capitals form an incomplete cycle.' However, lhis conclusion is open
to question. The iconographic program can be viewed as stre ing the
theme of Christ Victorious. Major scenes that represent the triumph of
Chri t's last day on earth are depicted, while tho e demonstrating his
humiliation and human frailty are omitted. This iconographic emphasis is
ampli6ed by the presence of the small figure of Christ and five angels,
each of which adorns the summit of one of the arches of the western three
bays. These figures, whose thrones Boat on wavy clouds, represent a scene
in the Celestial Jeru al m following the A cension. Christ (Fig. 6) holds a
scroll on which is written "I
EXTO X LAPIS AB OSTIO," an abbreviated reference to Mark, XVI, which relates the discovery by the holy
women that the rock had been rolled away from the entrance to Christ's
tomb.' Three of the angels hold palms of victory (and martyrdom); the
others hold what appear to be chalices, a reference to Christ's passion as
well as to lhe belief in transubstantiation and the renewal of Christ's
sacrifice through the eucharistic service.• Thus the iconography of the
Passion Cycle capitals is thematically unified with that of the arch figures
in its emphasis on the victorious Christ.
In attempting to isolate the reason for th emphatic resurrection ymbolism in the western bays, Jean Vallery-Radot has remarked on the small
structure, modeled on the Holy Sepulchre, that existed at one time in the
seventh bay of the nave. 10 Its original location on the north side of the nave
is still marked by plaques on the cathedral Boor (Fig. 7). 11 This chapel,
'Hamann, Saint-GIiies, 220--234.
•p Cavard, "La sculpture romane a Saint-Maurice," Bullelfn porowia~ Saint-Mourlctt de
Vit'llntl, XX (1945), 58-oO. The U1SCription, if printed In Its entirety, would read, according
to Cavard, "IN SEXTO DEClMO CAPITE SA CTI EVA CELI SECUNDUM MARCUM
LAPIS AB OSTIO MONUMENT! REVOLUTUS EST" (This statem nt Is not a biblical
quotabon but a paraphrased summary or the acbon.)
'C. lleitz, Rlcherr:hes tur /es rapports en/rt! arr:h,tecturtt et /,/urgle ti l'lpoque caro/lng/,mhe
(Paris, 1963), 227, notes that ID one Coptic text, The Boole oftl,e Enthronement ofSt. Michael,
the archangel Is mentioned as having appeared al the Last upper with a chalice filled with
wine from the vine or truth. The same dual passion and eucharutic imagery Is seen at t. Maurice, both In the 6gures of the ang ls on the keystones and ID the capital or the Last Supper,
which deplca the moment al which Christ feeds the sop or bread dipped In wine to Judas.
10 Vall ry-Rndot, "St. Maurice," 337.
"The plaques In the slirteenth century paving o.re lrucribed with the words "HIC ERAT
CAPELLA DNI.C'I SEPULCHRI." There Is an irregular outline etched in the pavement that
surround! these plaques. It Is my beUer that this outline may mark the original bow,daries
or the chapel's substructure, which was perhaps somewhat like a crypt. P. Cavard, Vlenne
la ,a/nte ienne, 1939), 151, repora that during the excavations held at the cloister or the
cathedral In 1844, the new sub-basement or the Holy Sepulchre chapel was discovered. (The
chapel had been removed from the nave to the cloister in 1524.) The sub-basement Included
galleries with many tombs. Yet the one lithograph that records th appearance or the chapel
itself (reproduced !n Vallery-Radot, "St. Maurice," 305) depicts It as a small regular structure.
It Is pOSSible then that the outlines on the pavement Boor mark the dimensions or an original
sub-basement that was used, lilce the later sub-basement !n the cloister, for burials.

Ricki Weinberger
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Figure 6 . St. Maurice al Vienne. Keystone of the Resurrected Christ.
(Photo: R. Weinberger.)

Figure 7. St. Maurice at Vienne . Plan
of the Sixth and Seventh Bays, Indicating Placement of the Holy Sepulchre
Chapel.
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moved from the nave into the cloister when the floor was laid down in the
sixteenth century and de troyed when the cloister was razed in the nineteenth, is traditionally assigned to the late Carolingian period, during the
reign of Archbishop Adon, ca. 860-875. 12 Tenth century sources mention
the monument, so there appears little reason to doubt its Carolingian date.
The chapel was the site of liturgical functions on Easter morning. 10 The
Passion Cycle capitals and the small arch 6gures contain, according to
Vallery-Radot, all of the elements of the liturgical drama which took place
on Easter at the Holy Sepulchre chapel, and thus are appropriately placed
surrounding it. In addition, he notes that the twelfth century church still
bore the Carolingian consecration to the Savior, thus endowing the Easter
celebration with additional signi6cance. •• It seems apparent, therefore,
that the e;,ci tence of the Holy epulchre chapel and its services, together
with the partial dedication of the cathedral to Christ the Redeemer,
played a large role in determining the iconography of the western capitals
and arch figures.
In terms of the ize of the Romanesque nave, the Holy Sepulchre chapel
was an isolated and physically insignificant structure, albeit a liturgical
focal point (Fig. 8). Whlle its presence appears to have been important in
the choice of iconography and po itioning of the arch 6gures and Pas ion
Cycle capitals, its existence in the seventh bay is in ullicient to explain the
sweeping decorative changes that begin in the fifth bay, To account for
these changes, it i necessary to attempt a reconstruction of the earlier
architecture and liturgy of St. Maurice and to determine the significance
of the Holy Sepulchre chapel in relation to them.
The importance of the tiny chapel within the Romanesque cathedral of
Vienne sterns from a long-standing tradition developed during the period
of the chapel's construction and related to the architectural-liturgical layout of the Carolingian church. Francis Salet has argued persuasively that
"The breviary entry for this a.rchbishop states that he built the chapel al the entrance to the
mother churcb dedicated lo the Savior "Cqjus lam salubrt tamque sancto studio in introitu
sanctae matri.s ecclesiae in honore Salvatoru corutructae, domunculum quamdam !nstar
sepulcri dominlci corutrui Cecil. .. :· "Sanctl Adonis eUogium historicum," J. 1abillon, ed.,
Acta mnctorum ord/n/s sonctl &nedlctl, 2nd ed. enlce, 1733). Th.is text is believed by moot
scholars to date from the ninth century, although the earliest extant copies a.re much Inter
"The part which the cbapel played in the liturgy is known from the thirteenth century
ordlnarlum Other rites were held al this chapel throughout the Easter season. See C. U.
Chevalier, L ordlrral,.., de SL Maurice (Paris, 1923).
"Vallery-Radot, "St Maurice," 336-337. He gives no contemporary text to prove tbnt the
consecration to the Savior was retained in the late twelfth century, after the new nave was
erected. However, we do know tbnt such a dedication existed in 1101, when a donation was
made Lo "sacro-sancte matri ecclesie Viennensi, que est constructo in honore sancte Anastasis, id est Resurrectionis Domini, el sanclorum l>facchabeorum .... " C. Charvet, Hlstoi"' de
la MJ/nte lglise de Vlenne (Lyon, 1761), 314.

Ricki Weinberger
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this structure consisted of an eastern church dedicated to St. Maurice and
an attached but distinct antechurch dedicated to the Savior, rather than
being a single edifice consecrated to both. 11 In extant ninth century texts,
the title of St. Maurice and that of the Savior are used as separate designations. Diplomas of Louis the Pious dated 815 refer to the archiepiscopal
church dedicated to St. Maurice, and records of a council held in Vienne
in 892 specify the location as the church of the Savior." In addition, the
breviary entry for St. Adon states that be built the chapel of the Holy
Sepulchre at the entrance of the church dedicated to the Savior. It was
therefore at the doorway of the western structure that the chapel was
erected.11
Although no early liturgical texts are preserved for St. Maurice, they
exist for other Carolingian churches with western antechurches dedicated
1 'Salct, "St. Maurice," 510. Such structures were folrly common in the Carolingian
period. They do not ordiruuily consist of on independent cdi6ce, although thi i, po iblo.
More often, there 15 a central-plan or apse shaped chapel added to the western end of
the nave. Above the Gnt Boor chopel may be a second story with another chapel.
Towers surmount the construction in many coses. The chapei, are oflen vaulted See
A. Crabar, Mortvnum (Paris, 1943), I, 533. In other words, the antechurch corresponds
approximately to the eastern choir ond apse, but Is placed ot the western end of the

nave.

" " Bernardo Viennensi, ecelesiae episcopo, que est constructa m honore S. Mauritii.
Patrolog/a /olino, CIV, col 1016. "Matri ecelesiae Viermensi, ub1 modo Bemardw archlep1scopw preest, que est constructa in honore S. Mauricii martyris.. " Patrologia latina, CI ,
col 1033. "Condhum Vlennense . . celebratum In ecelesia Salvotoris. llaec capatula fact
sunt anno dominicae Incamatloni, DCCCXCLI . . congregato synodo apud Viermam . m
basilica urbls 1pslw sanctl alvatoris nomine consecrata. ... " J. iTmond, ed., Concilio ant/qua Ca/floe (Paris, 1629), W, 520.
"Seen. 12 for the text. Vallery-Radot, "St. Maurice," assumed that the chapel was placed
outside the Carolingian church, but the phrase "In introatu" does not conJlnn tlus op,n•
ion. Cavard, Vlenne, 138, assumed that the chapel wos outside the church because ,ts
altar was dedicated to Mary Magdalen, St. Peter Who Denied Christ, and the Cood Thief,
and so was ohvlowly meant for public sirmers who were not allowed 10 the church.
However, thi, argument i, not a good one. Sinners who repented were allowed into
the church on Holy Thursday, when they were absolved or their ,ms. See C. U. Chevalier,
ltuth historlque sur la cvnstitvtlon de l\!gl1Se metropobtame et pnmat,ale de Vien•
m, en DauphinA (Vlenne, 1922), 92. The dedicahon or the altor corresponds to the chapel's symbolic connection with the passion and resurre<:tlon of Christ. Furtherrnore, the
antechurch may well have been open lo all, as were the narthexes or many churches,
while the nave or the church and participation in commuruon were restricted. The
western and eastern boundaries of the Carolingian building have never been determm•
ed. However, from excavations and wall fragments incorporated 1010 the present struC•
lure, the width of the Carolingian nave can be seen to be only shghtly less than that or the
Romanesque nave. (See the plan reproduced by Vallery-Radot, " t. Maurice," 302.) I assume that the western limit of the anlechurch was approximately the same as that or
the later Romanesque bays, with the Holy Sepulchre chapel placed just within the entrance.
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to the avior.'" uch dual constructions were common, and the liturgical
functions of th antechurche eem to revolve largely around the Easter
fe t Al the abbey church of Centula, m e were held "ad sanctum
alvatorem" on Palm unday, Holy aturday, Easter Sunday, and Easter
1onday. 1• On only two other feast day , tho of the Ascension and hristmas, did m
tak place in the we tern church. The Adoration of the
Cro on Good Friday did not take place in the antechurch, but was held
at the altar of the Holy Cross in the middle of the nave of St. Riquier, the
eastern church. • 0
This use of the western tructure to eel brate the Easter ervic appears to have b en based on the liturgy of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre al Jerusalem (Fig. 9). 11 In this complex, the majority of Easter service
look place in the western rotunda of the An t is, which sheltered the
tomb of Christ. The Adoration of the Cro s was held at the supposed ite
of the Crucifixion in the Calvary atrium, which eparated the rotunda
from the eastern church. This latter structure, the Martyrion, served as the
location of mo t of the other service during the liturgical year.11 At
Jeru alem, the altar in the western rotunda tood within the vestibule of
the tomb chamber. Of course there was no tomb at Centula, but the major
reliquary of the church, containing many relics of Christ's passion, was
placed in the crypt beneath the altar dedicated to the Savior... As Carol
Heitz stat s in his study of Carolingian architecture, this reliquary must
have assumed the same role in the minds of the builders as the tomb at
the center of the rotunda in Jerusalem. 14 The entire liturgical layout of the
Carolingian church/antechurch structures seems to have evolved from
the functional divi ions of the Holy pulchre complex. In such buildings,
the majority of rvices were held at the eastern altar, the Easter functions
at lhe we t rn altar, and the Adoration of the ro at a special altar placed
in the nave between the two; thus the eastern choir and apse became the
••one good e

mple

1J

the bbey church t Centula. In other early double churches, such

a.s that at \1et.t (wh re the w tern antechurch is an independent structure), the dedication
or Lhe w tern church is to someone other than Christ, but the liturgical patterns seem
slmllar We know that many churches were dedicated either totally or In part to the Savior
in the Carolingian period Heitz, Rkherr:hes, 147-148, lists close to 61\)
"licit.,, Rtcl,erches, 85, Others, uch a.s Metz, followed a similar liturgy. The days on which
,ervices were held al the western altar vo.ry slightly from church to church, but, In all or
them, the functions center around the Easter sea.son and ,ts various feasts, with Easter
unday being the central focus
••Heitz, Rtcherr:hes, 95. The positioning or the altar or the I loly ross m the middle or the
nave foUows the pattern ,een m many other doubl churches, for example Fulda and St Call
"Heitz, Rtchnrhes, 91-102. See also H. Vincent and F, Abel, Jtrusalem nouoell• (Paris,
1912-1926), II 1-2, ~287.
"Vmcenl and Abel,) rusolem, II. 1-2. 265, 6g. 125.
"lic1t.t, R«herr:l,es, 103-104
"He1t.t, Rkherr:l,es, 106.
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symbolic repre ntation of the Marlyrioo, the antechurch took on the
symboli m of the naslasis, and the nave assumed the role of the Calvary
atrium 11
In the Carolingian cathedral of Vienne, the same functional and sym•
bolic divisions presumably occurred. The eastern apse and choir of St.
faurice corre ponded to the Martyrion in Jerusalem, the nave to the
Calvary atrium, and the antechurch of the Savior to the Anastasis rotunda.
The altar and relics of the antechurch served as the focal point of the
Easter liturgy as did the tomb structure in the western church at Jerusa•
lem. The erection of the model of the Holy Sepulchre in the Carolingian
antechurch and the placement of an altar in front of the chapel become
quite understandable in light of the symbolic and liturgical connections
of the antechurch with the Anastasis. Even the placement of the cha•
pel to the north ide of the building may have been purpo eful if the
de igners consulted rculrs popular guide to the Holy Land, with its
plan of the Anaslasis showing the tomb lo the north of center (Fig.
10).20

The earliest preserved liturgy for St. Maurice dates from the thirteenth
century. ln it one can see that the functional divisions found in the extant
Carolingian liturgies of church/antechurch complexes and in the Jeru a•
lem liturgy are maintained. Just a at Centula, all of the important services
of Easter Week other than the Good Friday Adoration of the Cross and
the Holy Saturday baptismal rites took place at the Holy Sepulchre chapel.
Services were also held in the chapel during the celebration of the Ascen•
sion. Throughout the rest of the liturgical year, it remained largely
unused." Most other rites were held in the eastern part of the church, but,
again as al Centula, a special altar dedicated to the Holy Cross was set up
in the middle of the nave. Because of its close lies with the known Carolin•
gian liturgies, there is good reason to assume that the thirteenth century
St. Maurice liturgy derived directly from the rites practiced at the Carolin·
gian cathedral.
Although the apse and choir of the Carolingian church at Vienne were
rebuilt in the eleventh century, the nave and the antechurch of the avior
.,Heitz, Rkherr:hes, 96-113.
'"llili plan was a copy of thnt drawn by A.rculf, Bishop of Caul, who visited Jerusalem in the
seventh century, to illuslTate his nccount of th.e plnces he saw. Ott Lccis Sane/rs erut< in four
copies of the ninth century. See Heitz, Rkhnc/,es, 114-115
''The one exception to this disuse occurred on Mru-y Magdalen's feast day, when there were
services at the altar in front of the tomb. (Chevalier, L 'ordlna,rc, l 11.) The relationship of
the Magdalen to the resurrection theme is stressed in the liturgy for that day. For example,
the antiphon is "Sedit Angelus," which derives from the biblical narrative of the Holy
Women at the Tomb and which i< also the antiphon at Easter. (Chevalier, L 'ominal~,

50.)
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,Figure 9. Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. Plan (from H. Gardner, Arr 11trougll tlle
Ages . 6th ed. [New York , 1975 , Fig. 7-10 , 254).

Figure 10. Arculrs Plan of the Holy Sepulchre, after Paris B, N. La1. 13048, fol. 4v
(from C. Meitz, Recllerclles s,ir /es rapporrs entre architecture et liturgie II I' epoque
carolingieM [Paris , 1963] Fig. 34, 115).
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remained standing until they were replaced by the present Romanesque
nave in the mid.twelfth century.a. Thus the new edifice superseded, both
functionally and symbolically, the IIJ'eas of the arolingian structure that
had represented the atrium of Calvlll'y and the Anastasis rotunda. The
western bays of the Romanesque na e, with their distinct decorative
modes, Passion Cycle capitals, and lll'Ch keystones of the risen Christ and
angels, surrounded the model of the Holy Sepulchre and its altar, replac•
ing the antechurch of the Savior.•• The eastern bays sheltered the altar of
the Holy Cross and replaced the Carolingian nave. It is due, in all likelihood, to the fact that the Romanesque nave served as a replacement for
these two distinct parts of the Carolingian church that the subtle but
systematic d.ilferences in decoration occur between the eastern and western bays. These variations maintain the traditional division between
nave and antechurch, despite the new unification of lhe architectural
space.'°
The new sculptural program of the western bays was also conceived to
reffect and emphasize contemporl'.IT)' liturgical practices. The iconography
and po itioning of the Passion Cycle capitals and the keystone figures can
be interpreted more clearly in light of our new w1derstanding of the
architectural symbolism of the various parts of the nave. The Easter functions of the Holy epulchre chapel are reRected in the subject matter of
the Passion Cycle capitals that surround it; the triumphal scenes of Chri.,t's
Entry into Jerusalem, the Resurrection, and the Ascension capture in
stone the events which are celebrated at the chapel The fact that the
scene of Limbo is isolated on the south ide of the nave can be seen as a
conscious effort (augmented by the keystone Christ's inscription) to stress
Christ's ab ence from the tomb during the Lime benveen his death and
resurrection, while the scenes of the earthly events occurring at Jerusalem
are clustered around the model of the tomb. o liturgical functions took
place at the Holy Sepulchre chapel on Holy aturday, the supposed day
of Christ's descent into Limbo. evertheless, the representation of this
scene (including the rescue of Adam and other Old Testment personages
from Purgatory) does depict Christ in his role as Savior, and is thus placed
..Salet, "St. Maurice," 512.
"Seen. 17 and Salet, ''St. Maurice," 512.
'"The ratio of lb length of the Romanesque nave to the width is exactly 2: I. Thus, the last
three bays, which symbolic-ally replace the Carolingian antechurch, are only sligblly too short
to form a perfect square. A!J Grabat, Martyrium , has noted (seen. 15), many of the C.rolingian antechurchcs were centnilly planned structures like the Anaslllsis in Jerusalem. Perhaps
the Romanesque architects wished to preserve the symbolic shape of the earlier antechurch
ot Vienne as closely as possible. In addition, the three arches thot lead into this section of
the Romanesque building from every side may have been meant to symbolize the twelve
gates of Jerusalem. (See n. 32.)
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quite appropriately in the western end of the church. 11 The angels and
Christ on the arches above emphasize, as inhabitants of Heaven, the fact
of Christ's victory over death and also conform to a longstanding tradition
associating the A.nastasis and its European copies with both the earthly
Jerusalem and the celestial city.st It is now apparent that the omission of
the Crucifixion scene is purposefuJ, relating not only to the liturgical
exclusion of the Adoration of the Cross from the Holy Sepulchre chapel,
but to its exclusion from the entire western antechurch in the Carolingian
period. The placement of a Crucifixion scene in the western bays of the
Romanesque church would have negated the symbolic differentiation
of the Carolingian nave and antechurch o carefully preserved in the
later liturgy and in the decoration of the twelfth century building program.
The inHuence of liturgy on monumental decoration is probably not
uncommon in the Romanesque period, although it has been demonstrated
in only a few monuments. Among these, frescoes painted in 1050 in the
westwork of the convent of Essen (like the Holy Sepulchre chapel at St.
Maurice, the focal point for Easter services) depict several of the appearances of Christ after bis Resurrection along with the scene of his Ascension.•• Suggestion of a similar connection between the Easter liturgy at St.
Sernin in Toulouse and a painted cycle from the late twelfth century in
"It Is w,fortunate thut no p1ctonal cycles exist from Carolingian antechurches. It would be
interesting to know whether the specilic scenes that occur m the Romanesque Passion Cycle
at St. faurice were derived from cycles which were planned to decorate such structures.
We do know that at the Hol)• Sepulchre Anastnsis in Jeru.alem there were mosaics of Christ's
Descent Into Limbo, the Aseeruion, and the Annunciation However, these were probably
part of an eleventh century program. (Vincent and Abel, Jt!rosalem, II. 1-2, 262). In the
Ottonian church at Essen, there is• cycle of scenes closely related to the resurrection event.,
and the appearances of Christ following his death. In addition, the upper levels of the walls
have seene1 concerning angels. (Heitz, Recherr:hu, 198-199.) Heitz point., out that the cult
of angels was clearly connected with antechurches and westworks by the time of the Carolinglons. (Heitz, R&:herchu, 221-235.) Thus e,·eo the appearance of Christ m Majeny Being
Adored by Angels above the arches at St. Maurice may be related to earlier pictorial images
associated with antechurches rather than simply bemg an abstract extension of the resurrection symbolism.
"Ao early as the Gfth century, the Annstas,s rotunda bad been considered as representing
at least a portion of th celestial city. This fact can be seen by examining the apse moswc
at Sta. Pudcnnana in Rome, in which Chnst is seated "'thin his heavenly court A depletion
of the Anasta.sis forrns part of the BTchitecturnl background In addition, medieval representatlo,u of the heavenly Jerusalem often show the city In the forrn of asqunre structure with
towers, a common shape for a western antechurch. (See Heitz, R&:h11rchu, 221-235.) The
cult of ruigels associated with antechurches (see n 31) b, of course, tied to the symbolic
identity of these structures with the heavenly sphere. Thb was the angels' natural habitat,
lll1d the archangels were considered to be the guardians of the region
"See n.31.
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the north transept has also been made.•• In addition, it has been postulated that the iconography of the north doorway of St. Lazare at Au tun is
correlated with this portal's use as an entry for penitent sinners during
Lent.•• Such examples presumably represent only a small percentage of
tho e Romanesque monuments who e decorative programs are connected to Liturgical activities, and it is likely that, as research continues,
many new ones will emerge. Few however, are likely to surpass in subtlety, sophistication, and cohesion the nave program of t. Maurice at
Vienne.
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1'. Lyman, '"fheoplumic Iconography and the Easter Uturgy; the Romanesque Painted
Program at Saint-Semin in Toulouse," Futschrift Otto oon Simso11 (Munich, 1979).
"O. Werclanelster, "The Untel Fragment Representing Eve from St. Lazarus al Aunm,"
journal of IM Warburg and O>urtauld /nslltulu, XXXV, (1972), 1-30.

Petrarch's Rhetorical Reticentia as Politics.
by

Lucia Re
University of California, Los Angeles

A discussion of Petrarch's politics must take into account the historicity
of politics itself: political science, as distinct from other disciplines, is
generally believed to originate with Machiavelli. It would therefore be
anti-historical to attribute to Petrarch a systematic political vision (as it is
understood today). The modem claim for the independence of political
theory and practice is as alien to Petrarch as the possibility of a theologically integrated political vision: Petrarch could not and would not have
written either /l Principe or Dante's De Monarchia. Nevertheless, I will
speak of Petrarch's politics not only because, at a very general level, his
texts do not escape the basic political nature of rhetorical strategies,• but
also because the term rhetoric acquires, in the light of Petrarch's studies
of classical antiquity, peculiarly political meanings.
It may be difficult for the modern reader to comprehend how the
writing of epistles in the style of Cicer0--0r even to Cicero-could be
considered a politically relevant enterprise. Yet it must be stressed that
Petrarch initi.ally accepts from Cicero the idea that rhetoric, or eloquence,
is a form of political action:

Quam multos, quibus nichil omnino loquentium exempla contulerant, etate nostra velut
experrectos agnovimus et a sceleratissime vite
'See Paolo Valeslo, Nooontlqua, Rhetoric as a Ctmtemp0rary ThMn; (Bloomi.ngton: lndia.na
University Press, 1980), p. 57: "The rhetorical ,tructw-e corutitutes the real politics of the
text-the only kind of politics that Is rea.Uy relevant to its interpretation; the other kindthe politics of external relntloruhlps between the text as message and Its social background,
the 'reality of the Limes' that hi.storicbm is so fond of evoking-being only a thin disguise for
Ideology."
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cursu ad summam repente modestiam alienis
tantum vocibus fuisse conversost•
Although such a conception of rhetoric is neither constant nor allpervasive in Petrarch, it does define an initial phase of development, and
it is a starting point for the study of a number of Petrarcban texts which
are consciously structured as political exempla: specilically Africa and De
Virls, both advocating the ideal of the rer,ovatio Romae. But works such
as the Secretum and even the biography of Caesar (which is a late development of the De Virls) no longer view rhetoric simply as a force directly
shaping human behaviour in society. Petrarch's reHections on Augustine
concur with a movement away from pagan eloquence and toward Christian philosophy; the trend was probably in.Ouenced by Petrarch's growing
awareness of the fact that Augustine's intellectual development had
begun with the study and teaching of rhetoric but had gradually shifted
towards philosophy. Like Augustine, Petrarch moves away from eloquence; they both re nounce the concept of rhetoric as a force intended
to have a ocio-political impact, and adopt a "silent rhetoric" of self-analysis which aims at expressing the individual's isolated relation with philosophical truth and Cod.•
Still, even the "silent rhetoric" is not devoid of political implications.
While it abdicates the first-stage elements of ideological superstructure
("politics" in the traditional Ciceronian sense), it invites a subtler inquiry
in the " politics of the text."
The Ciceronian definition of rhetoric as overtly political is necessary in
order to understand that the letters written by Petrarch to Cola di Rienzo
and to the Roman people are conceived as a form of political action,
inasmuch as they are meant to shape people's lives through the power of
eloquence. They are not in fact, as Joseph Macek argues,• the symptoms
of a metamorphosis which would liaue changed Petrarch from a poetdreamer into an active political man: the formal perfection of the letters
(filled with quotations and classical allusions) is not an end in itself, a sterile
academic exercise based on the pretext of a political event. On the contrary, the very ideal of the renoootio Romae shared by Cola and by Petrarch makes the rhetorical use of Latin models politically significant. "I
will be your Livy," Petrarch writes in 1347. And Cola di Rienzo, himself
something of a humanist, is both Battered and encouraged by Petrarch's
words. For Petrarch, a system of events assumes a s.ign-function within the

•u

Foml/lDrl, ed. by Ugo Dotti (Urbino: Argalia Editore, 1974), I, 9, 6.
•5ee Jerrold E. Seigel, "ldeab or Eloquence and Silence in Petrarch," JouN1a/ of 1h11 Hutafl/
of ldeu, vol. XXIV, n. 2, April-June 1965.
'Joseph Macek, " Petrarque et Cola dl Rienzo," Hlstorlco, Prague 1965, vol. Xl, pp. 5-51.
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code of Rome's myth; a code that Petrarch himself had helped to reshape
and perpetuate.•
The recently rediscovered Roman past is a Petrarchan reality; if the
strength of its presence is difficult for the modern reader to grasp, it is
because the concept of historical perspective itself must be historicized.
Sweezy's paradox, "the present as history," could be reversed in this case:
Petrarch's historical perspective is characterized by disregard of distance
in time ("history as present"). ln one of his letters to Cola, Petrarch deplores the fact that one of Cola's messengers has been beaten upon entering Avignon: he has no difficulty in introducing the Roman past as though
it was simultaneous with the small incident:
Quanto intactior isset in Germaniam, cesis
Theutoni et Mario triumphante, quarn hue venit, te Romanam Ecclesiam 6.lialiter venerantel'
Modem historians judge Cola's episode as the adventure of a
megalomaniac who was unaware of the social and political forces of 14thcentury Rome. Whatever the actual dynamics of that revolution might
have been, it is clear that Cola was merely manipulated in the power
struggle between the Church of Avignon and the various factions of Roman nobility. He thought of himself as the Tribune of the Roman people,
the embodiment of Republican virtue, and a champion of liberty; but the
very notion of a "Roman people" was anachronistic, and the desire to
restore a coput mundi ruling a confederation of all "free" Italian states
was utopic. Cola di Rienzo's support came out of social discontent: the
rising mercantile class was exposed to the extortions of the nobility and
was deprived both of stability and revenues because of the papacy's absence from Rome. The pressures of this class on one side, and of the pope
and the emperor on the other, made Cola's position unsustainable. By the
Fall of 1347 he had been crushed. Still, the economic reality behind the
revolution would not have been expressed in that particular form, nor
would that form have been accepted with such enthusiasm, vehemence
and violence, had the political-rhetorical model of the renovatio Romae
not been as powerful as it was.
'A semiotic anolysi., could study the relation between historical events (Cola's revolution),
their interpretation according to pre-existing codes (those or Roman mythology), and the
translation of this interpretation into a kmd or symbolic action-Petrarch ·s texts-which, by
feeding back into the code, contributes in a highly mediated way to the shaping or historical
events.

'SIM nomln11. uttem polemlche" pol/fiche, ed. by Ugo Dotti (Bari, Laterza. 1974), p. 26.
From now on all references to tlus work will be Included in the text.
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The renovatio is conceived in Livian lemporis acti spirit: in a famous
hortaton·a addre ed to the tribune and to the people of Rome, Petrarch
sees in Cola a new Brutus, a liberator coming after the elder Brutus killer
of Tarquinius and the second Brutus, killer of Caesar: he is the prototype
of the Republican hero. Probably due also to the inBuence of Lucan's
Pharsalia, and to the still-limited knowledge of the Roman empire,' such
a view shows that Petrarch's politics are already removed from the medieval belief in the necessity of a God-willed universal monarchy, or from
the reverence for the mythical splendor of Caesar, who was so highly
prai ed by Dante.
Rodolfo De Mattei's /l se-ntimenlo politico de/ Petrarca (1944) and Joseph Macek's "Petrarque et Cola di Rienzo" (1951) 1 offer two diametrically opposed interpretations of Petrarch's involvement with Cola. The
Czech historian romanticizes the entire episode, seeing in Petrarch's enthusiasm the emergence of a truly democratic spirit, almost pre-Risorgimental. According to Macek, the fall of Cola di Rienzo represents a great
moment of crisis and disillusionment for Petrarch; it marks the beginning of an intellectual "degeneration" which leads to the elaboration of
a personality cult. According to Macek, the cult of Caesar leads Petrarch to pursue the patronage of some of the worst tyrants of the times
(such as the Visconti); Macek 6.nds the same tendency in Petrarch's
writing to Emperor Charles IV to invite him to take over Italy. De
Mattei, on the other hand, tries very hard to demonstrate that Petrarch's political sentime-nto is consistent throughout. He claims
that Petrarch's admiration for Cola parallels Petrarch's admiration for
Caesar simply because they were both strong men of great personal
value.
Every misreading is of course interesting in itself: the ideological motivation of a critical text by a Czechoslovakian writer could be easily unveiled, given the "milieu" of the critic. As a matter of fact it is questionable
whether Petrarch's growing interest in Caesar implies a "degeneration."
On the contrary, it seems that Petrarch's increased knowledge of the
history of the Roman empire, together with the painful experience of
Cola's fall, contributed to Petrarch's widening awareness of the reality of
his times. Seeking out consistency at all costs is equally misleading, since
it ends up creating an image of Petrarch as ignoring the shifting political
occurrences, in an eternal quest for abstract classical models. The linking
'Cf. Guido Mo.rtellotti, " Llnee di svlluppo deU'umanesuno petrarcheoco," in Stud/ Petrarcheschl, vol. II, 1949, pp. 51--SO. It must be stressed that at this point Petrarch has not yet
developed the cult or Caesar that will emerge from the Dege.rtu Qsaru; in the poem Africa
he has actually cond mned Caesar as the destroyer or Roman freedom.
'Rodolfo De Mattei, // n111tlme11to politico de/ Petrarca (Firenze: Sansoni, 1944); for the
Macek essay er. note 4
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and likening of Cola and Caesar is in any case factually incorrect, since
Petrarch had compared Cola to Brutus, the murderer of Caesar.
According to Hans Baron, Petrarch's De Gestis Cesaris (and Coluccio
Salutati's De Tyron no) represent a recrudescence of medievalism in political thought.• However, while it is true that the admiration for Caesar is
part of a medieval tradition, Petrarch's under tanding of Caesar gradually
grows to be the complete opposite of Dante's, inasmuch as it is thoroughly
secular. Guido Martellotti has shown that an early version of the Triu,11plws Fame appears already less intransigent towards the Empire than the
Africa and the De viris. 10 Cola's disaster revealed that the ideal of the free
populus Roma11us was mere delusion: Petrarch appears prepared to accept the fragmented political reality of early Renaissance Italy. Caesar is
no longer the carrier of God's will (as in Dante) or the de troyeroffreedom
(as in the Africa); he has become the symbol of a strict political necessity.
The Visconti, the Colonna and Charles IV are the n w Caesars in a new
post-republican culture.
Through a famous invectiva nimbly written to justify his own position
at the court of the Visconti in 1355, Petrarch document with great lucidity the origin of a new kind of Renaissance intellectual:
Tempus est ut ad me ipsum enno redeat, idque
expurget quod michi obicis, convictum adque
amicitiam tyrannorum, quasi simul agentibus
ornnia esse communia sit necesse, cum sepe tamen inter bonos pessimi, inter pessimos boni
habitent. An non inter triginta tyrannos
Athenarum Socrates fuit? Plato cum Dyonisio,
Callisthenes cum Alexandro, Cato cum Catiline,
Seneca cum erone? ec infecta est virtus in
vicinitate nequitie; nam, etsi teneros animos
sepe !eves cause quatiant, solidas mentes
morum contagia non attingunt. Huie tamen calumnie multisque aliis quibus non nunc primum me stultitia livorque impedit, uno pridem
toto volurnine respondisse videor et verborum
inanium tendiculas confregisse. Quod ad presens attinet, unum dicam, quod si credas, stupeas, si minus, irrideas: animo quidem sub nullo
sum, nisi sub illo qui michi animum dedit, aut
•Hans Baron, Tht1 Cri.r/1 of thtJ &rly Italian Renoil.ronce (Princeton: Princeton Unlveulty
Press, 1955), pp. 86--87.
0
' Martellotti, op. cit. pp. 53-55.
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sub aliquo quern valde illi amicum ipse michi
persuaserim, rarum genus. Addarn aliquot michi conformes animas, quibus me amor iugo subiecit amenissimo: non !eve imperium sed tam
rarum, ut ab adolescentia ad hanc etatem perpaucis talibus iugis obnoxius fuerim [...) Ita, ut
vides, melior pars mei vel est Libera, vel iucundis atque honestis ex causis libertate carens
aliter Libera esse non vu.It, cogique metuit ac
recusat. Sic est animus. Pars autem mei altera
bee terrestris terrarum dominis quorum loca
incolit subdita sit oportet. Quidni enim, cum
hos ipsos, qui minoribus presunt, maioribus subesse videam et ad illud cesareum rem redire:
IIUMANUM PAUCIS VIVITGE US; quin et hi
pauci quibus humanum genus vivere dicitur,
non formidolosiores populis quam populi illis
sunt. lta fere nullus est Uber; undique servitus
et career el laquei, nisi forlasse rarus aliquis
rerum nodos adiuta celitus animi virtute discusserit. Verte te quocunque terrarum libet:
nullus tyrannide locus vacat; ubi enim tyranni
desunt, tyrannizant populi; atque ita ubi unum
evasisse videare, in multos incideris, nisi forsan
iusto mitique rege regnatum locum aliquem
michi ostenderis. 11
Petrarch's claim that the intellectual can be free even in the most tyrannical political system, and that political concerns should not and do not touch
the truly autonomous soul of the intellectual has become a myth so deeply
embedded within the codes of the modem "humanistic" tradition that
almost all the traces of its emergence have disappeared. Originally this
attitude was a political stance grounded in a correct interpretation of
given historical and political circumstances (the desperate conditions of
Italy); but our positing the non-political nature of the humanistic enterprise has succeeded in obliterating its exquisitely political origin.
By separating all "compromising" political letters from the others and
collecting them in the Libersine nomine (to be "published" only after his
death), Petrarch marks the beginning of a tradition as important, perhaps,
as that established by the composition of the Canzoniere. He sharply
11 /nr,t,Ctfoa contra qu<1ndom mogni #otu, homin= sed null/us l>Cifflli<1 out ulrtutfs, ed. by
Pier Gloglo Rlccl (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1949), pp. 1~15.
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separates the political and the literary spheres and confines the political
to a book which is "A book without a name." The names of the addressees
are, in fact, kept secret: "Quorum nomina sciens volensque subticui, ne,
his forsan in lucem erumpentibus, aut noxe, si supererant, aut odio, si
obierint, illis sint . . .'' (Si11e Nomi11e, p. 4).
The Libersine nomi11e, then, seems to enact a strategy quite different
from that of the Canzo11iere, where the name (of Laura} is semantically
charged and rhetorically productive.•• However, by excluding specific
names and dates-a move ostensibly dictated by "traditional" political
reasons-Petrarch guides the reader's attention beyond the "matters'" of
''traditional" politics to the politics of the text. He points out the increased
signilicance he attributes to the text's rhetoric in the Sine 11omi11e IV:
"Ego ipse (. . .] nunc taceo, neque his ipsis ad vos scriptis meum nomen
adicio, stiJum ipsum sufficere arbitratus .. .'' (p. 54). The explicit political
rhetoric of the poem Africa, akin to the rhetoric of Dante's Commedia,
is wiJlfully shut off. The poet develops a new concept-which, using J. E.
Seigel's term, we could call a "rhetoric of silence": reticentia. While shunning charges of political opportunism, the kind of political reasoning in
which the book is rooted immediately e tablishes a decisive trend. The
impact that Petrarch's choice of reticeTlfia had on the humanist tradition,
in beginning an era of de-politicization of art, designates the role of writing as symbolic action. The conflicts of Petrarch's exemplum become the
conHicts of a whole class of intellectuals.
Just how political Petrarch's choice of de-politicization is can be illustrated by a "rhetorical" analysis of the invectivo quoted above. Once
thrown out the door, politics in fact comes back through the window and
hides in the nooks and comers of the text. In the process of buttressing the
argument that "Animo quidem sub nuJlo sum, nisi sub illo qui michi anim
dedit," Petrarch quotes Caesar: "Human um paucis vivit genus." Although
the quotation comes at the end of a rhetorical question which stresses the
value of the author's personal experience of human nature, the very fact
of quoting Cae ar betrays him: the rejection of politics implies the acceptance of Caesar. The quotation itself is taken from Lucan's eminently
anti-Caesarian Pharsalia. (While Petrarch echoes Lucan in the Africa, in
the De geslis he manipulates a number of Lucan 's phrases so that no blame
is attributed to Caesar.'") The statement that follows aims to expose the
irrelevancy of political conditions to the literatus, but implies a precise
political belief: the dictatorship of one man is no worse than the rule of
the people. At the beginning of King Lear, while condemning "that glib
"Cf. FronQOb Rigolot, Poetlque et onomtuhque: /'ttemple de lo Renalssonce (Ceneve: U •
brarie Droz, 1977).
"MarteUottl, op. cit., p. 57 .
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and oylie art," i.e. rhetoric, Cordelia uses complex rhetorical 6gures. 14 The
reader must be aware of a similar textual irony in Petrarch's disclaimer of
any political involvement with the Visconti: the disclaimer does not, as it
seems, simply point to a function of the inteUectual as "decorative" tool
for those who have power, but to a critical assessment of this new political
ituation.
Petrarch's delight in his literary otium did not last long. In 1351 he was
involved in the Visconti's arbitration of the wars between Genoa and
Venice, and in 1354 he was at the head ofa diplomatic mission to Venice
on behalf of the Visconti. In the lighl of these events, the claims contained
in his 1355 invectioo are deceptive:
Cum illis, non sub illis sum, et in illorum terris,
non domibus habito. il comune cum ipsis est
michi, pr ter commoda et honores, quibus me
largiter, quantum patior, continuo prosequuntur; consilia et executiones rerum administratioque munerum publicorum committuntur aliis ad bee natis, michi autem nil penitus, nisi
otium et silentium et securitas et libertas; bee
cure, hec negotia mea sunt. ltaque ceteris
palatium mane petentibus, ego silvas et solitudines notas peto. 11
At face value, this is a clear-cut negation of factual truth: Petrarch had in
fact been involved in political missions, and his relation with the Visconti
went weU beyond living in their land and walking around their woods. Yet
mysti6cation lies elsewhere. Critics who accuse Petrarch of blatant hypocrisy" miss the point, as did Petrarch's most intelligent contemporary,
Boccaccio, who bitterly accused the poet o( having betrayed his ideals:
Proth dolor! Quo honestas, quo sanctitas, quo
eius abiere consilia? Eius, quern trucem, quern
immanem nunc Polifemum nunc ciclopem
vocitabat, amicus affectus est; cuius stomacans
dampnabat audaciam superbiam tyramp"Cf. Valesio, op. cit, pp. 44-60.
• ed. cit., p. 16. Still, PeLrarch"s changed attitude might partly be explained
by the dca~n October 5, 1354-of the Archbashop Giovanni Visconti, whom Petrarch
greatly admired and respected
"See Ugo Dotti, Petrart:a o Milano: dat:umenti milonesi, /353-/354 (Milano: f'eltrinelli,
1972), p. 63. See al.so E. H. Wilkins, Petrarch 't Eight >eort In Milan (Cambridge. Mass.: The
Medieval Academy of America, 1958).
"fov«lrva
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nidem, iugum non tractus non coactus ponte
sua subivitl 17
When Petrarch apparently rejects politics he actually displaces his relation
to it; he seeks to reach a level deeper than the plane of occurrences (factual
and historical contradictions which we can identify altogether too easily}.
Petrarch's politics develops by sinking into micro-structures rather than
expanding into macro-structures: the sets of rhetorical strategies embedded in his discourse become vehicles for symbolic action.
In order to verify this hypothesis, we must ask how Petrarch's diplomatic missions on behalf of the Visconti, and even his orations to the
Venetian leaders, are'related to the ideal of literary otitlm and the willed
evasion from politics proclaimed in the invectiva. ls a political dimension
ctually buried only in the Sine nomine, or can we also trace it throughout
the rest of his work? A brief comparative analy is of two key texts may help
to throw some light on this problem.
The Sine nomine IV, addressed to the people of Rome in 1352, and the
oration addressed to the Venetian council in early 1354 on behalf of
Giovanni Visconti, are both ostensibly political in their purpose. 11 The
letter urges the Romans to ask for the release of Cola di Rienzo, who was
being kept prisoner in Avignon. Th oration's content is an exhortation to
peace; the mission had probably been prompted by the threat of Chari
TV's joining forces with Venice, after the recent conquest of Genoa by
Giovanni Visconti.
Ego ipse, qui vobis bee scribo et forte pro veritate non recusem mori, si mea mors collatura
aliquid reipublice videatur, nunc taceo, neque
his ipsis ad vos scriptis meum nomen adicio,
stilum ipsum sufficere arbitratus, hoc adiecto,
civem romanum esse qui loquitur. Quodsi tuto
in loco apud equum iudicem et non ad tribunal
hostium res agatur, spero, veritate animum illustrante et linguam seu calamum dirigente
Deo, posse aliquid dicere, quo luce clarius appareat, imperium romanum, quamquam fortune iniuria nunc attritum oppressumque diu et
quamquam varie ab Hispanis, Afris, Grecis, Gal"Quoted in Dotti, op. cit, p. 134.
"Fo.r the debate on the authenticity of the Alfflgno facto ven«ij, see Wilkins, op. cit., pp.
53-60. In Scrltti inediti di Francuco Pelrarr:a (frieste, 1874), AttiUo Horti, points out that
the oration b less rhetorical than on.e might expect. While for Hortis this fact tends to
undermine the authenticity of the oration, I believe it lo be evidence to the contrary.
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lis, Theutonis occupatum, adhuc tamen, quan-

tulumcumque est, Rome esse, non alibi,
ibidemque mansurum, etsi nichil prorsus ex
tanta urbe preter nudum saxum Capitolii
superesset (... ] In hoc autem rerum statu dum
dies trahitur, quo forte desuper datum est, ut,
quod modo ne sperare quidem auderetis, tanta
res in lucem veniat, unum, quad ad vestram et
romani oominis dignitatem spectare visum est,
dissimulare non potui, cogente me ad calamum fide ilia, qua vos urbemque vestram
inter omnes singuJari quodam amore ac veneratione complector. (Si11e 11omi11e, pp. 5456)
The intricate argumentative schemes used in the letter deserve a detailed
commentary, but for my purpose it will suffice to point out a few elements.
The tone of personal involvement which gives the letter its passionate
quality is substantiated, in the opening passage, by the use of "argument
by sacrifice." Petrarch skillfully plays this kind of reasoning against the
self-congratulatory proposition implict in the claim that the style will be
sufficient to recognize the author. Since in the argument ad saorificium
"the sacrifice is a measure of the value attributed to the thing for which
the sacrifice is made,"" here Petrarch obviously means to point out that
the fate of the Roman republic is as dear to him as his own life. The praise
of his own style-a self-re8exive element often present in Petrarch,
though nuanced in a wide range of variations-achieves its oratorical
effectiveness when juxtaposed with the subsequent claim that the impulse
to write derived from enthusiasm and concern for the Roman people,
rather than from any purely literary intent. Here Petrarch impeccably
complies with Plutarch's rule that "we should be careful not to praise
ourselves, unle we have ill prospect some great advantage to our hearers.... " 20 The political goal which constitutes the advantage Petrarch has
in mind for his readers determines the turns of his argumentation and the
use of rhetorical devices. At the level of symbolic action, Petrarch's letter
signifies a kind of political involvement still similar to that of Dante. The
political element is macroscopic and easily detectable, and not yet "hidden" in the text (although subtler analyses of rhetorical strategies would
reveal still subtler political implications).
••L Olbrechts Tyt~ Chaim Perelman, The New Rhetoric (Notre Dame: University of
otre Dame Press, 1969), p. 2A8.
10 lb., p. 276.
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Between the Sine Nomi11e fV and the 1354 oration to the Venetian
council, the collapse of Cola di Rienzo's dream contributes to a radical
change in Petrarch's political outlook. A re-presentation, under a different
rubric, of Calcaterra's "conversion" hypothesis would be out of place."'
The evolution of the poet's politics and the consequent shift of his use of
rhetoric do not occur all at once, are not caused simply by material circumstances, and need not be read as a klnd of "lay conversion." The determining and increasingly sympathetic reading of Augustine, the growing
interest of Petrarch in philosophy as opposed to rhetoric, and SnaUy, a
considerably expanded knowledge of Roman history are inner elements
which contribute to bring about the new phase. However, the new phase
does not represent the ultimate dialectical reabsorption of vita activa by
vita contemp/atiM, i.e. the fulfillment of the Augustinian ideal which
Pelrarch had apparently only postponed at the end of the Secretum ...
Rather, the new phase points in the direction of a new, politically "reticent" rhetoric: the rhetoric of symbolic action.••
The stages of Petra.rcb's rellection on Italy and on the function of the
intellectual within the political &amework were not as clear-cut as a critic
may try to delineate them; a number of contradictory elements are
present even in the Sine nomfne. The two subsequent lay-outs of the book
itself offer semiotic evidence to that effect. For example, Petrarch's letter
to the Roman people was originaUy placed at the opening of the book and
therefore gave the whole coUection both a passionately hortative tone and
the concreteness of a juridical disputation:
Clarita tern igitur vestram hortor atque ob ecro,
ne civem vestrum in extremis positum deseratis, sed vestrum esse monstretis, solemnibus
eum nuntiis reposcentes. Etsi enim vobis im"Carlo Calcaterra. Nella wlva de/ Petrarca (Bologna: Cappelli, 1942).
"Cf. Calcaterra, op. cit .• pp. 295--296 and p. 4.26.
"A categorization that may help in the identi6cotion or this afficium of rhetoric which is not
really included In the three main Clce,onian ones is the one Kenneth Burke suggests in A
Rlietorlc of Mof/OOII (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1969), p. 50:
..... often we could with more accuracy speak of persuosion ·10 attitude,' rather than
persuasion to out-and-out action .... Insofar as a choke of aclio11 is restricted, rhetoric seeks
rather to have a formative elfect upon allitude.... Thus, in Cirero and Augustine there is
• shift between the worm 'move' (mooo"") and 'bend' (Jlectere) to name the ultimate function
or rhetoric. This shift correspond, lo a clininclion between act and attitude (attitude being
an incipient act, a leaning or inclination). Thus the notion of persuasion to attitude would
permit the appUcation of rhetorical terms to purely poetic structures; the study of lyrical
devices might be clnssed under lhe head of rhetoric, when these devices ru-e considered for
their power to induce or communicate stales of mind to reader<, even though the kinds of
BSSent evoked h.ave no overt, practical oulcom :·
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perii titulum nitantur eripere, nondum tamen
eo vesanie sunt evecti, ut negare audeant, vos
in ve tros cives ius habere. Certe, si quid homo
iste peccavit, Rome peccavit. ec dubitari potest de commissis Rome peccatis vestrum
esse iurucium, nisi vobis fundatoribus legum
atque cuJtoribus et qui iura gentibus trarudistis, eripitur ius commune. (Sine nomirle, p.
56)
In the definitive arrangement of the Sine nomine - probably prepared
in Milan between 1359 and 1361-the opening letter is the one addres ed
to Philippe de Cabassole in 1342. The letter uses both the doctrinal symbol
of the naviculo Petri and the classical theme of the storm in order to
condemn the Avignon papacy; however, any specific historical reference
is avoided, to the point that the letter has been the subject of some scholarly debate. 1n its closing sentence, the letter clearly po its the concept of
retreat, the ideas of non-involvement and of otium (all later elaborated in
the i1wecliva ) and thus in general points to the policy of reticenlia:
Si consilium meum poscis, in rure tuo, si liceat,
optime manebirnus; ibi silentium optatum
et portus michi quietissimum videtur. Hie
anirnum intende et vale. (Sine nomine, p.
14)
Thus, by content and form, the Liber sine nomine testilles both to
Petrarch's reaching a new phase of thinking and to his own ideological
turmoil. Even within the letter to the Roman people two contraructory
signs reflect the author's changing opinion on the signi6cance of "Caesar."
While at one point he implies that Caesar's monarchy might have been a
tyranny ["Quin etiam post lulii Cesaris seu tyrannidem, seu dicere malumus monarchiam ... " (Sine nomine, p. 46)], he later advises the Roman
people to act like Caesar:
usquam rugnius premium viri fortis exolvitur
quam ubi fortiter gessit, ut qui actum viderint,
ad imitandum premio accendantur. (Sine nomine, p. 56)
Three years later, in the 1355 i,wectiva, the rule of the people is condemned as even more tyrannical than that of Caesar, while the Caesarian
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dictum "Humanum paucis vivit genus" becomes the sanction for political
skepticism and the withdrawal from political action. 14
Can the forsaking of Ciceronian politics be shown in such an ostensively
political document as the 1354 oration to the Venetian council and, if so,
to what extent? The diplomatic mission headed by Petrarch meant to dam
the increasingly menacing reaction of Florence and Venice to what they
took as a dangerous expansionist policy on the part of the Visconti (who
had taken Bologna in 1352 and had recently become lords of Genoa). A
reading of Petrarch's oration and a brief glance at Doge Andrea Dandolo's
response (13 June 1354) show how far Petrarch has come from the initial
idea of eloquence as a force capable of shaping human lives. The choice
of skillful rhetorical argumentation which can be seen at work in the letter
to the Roman people is here avoided. Even the element of literary selfre8ex:iveness adroitly used to captivate the Roman audience is turned
around here and laid bare: the orator puts himself at the mercy of the
court:
1n primis quidem illud michi ciceron.ianum occurrit, in omni doctrina inque omni persuasione
optimum: 'opus est' inquit, 'animo non repugnante'. Quid en.im, nedum ego sed Cicero ipse,
si afforet, persuadere posset invitis? Prestate
ergo michi, oro vos, viri clarissimi, non repugnantes animos; pellatur inde odium, cesset ira,
aboleatur memoria o!Tensarum, extiguatur
libido vindicte; ita demum in animis liberis
atque purgatis satis consiliis et vero iudicio locus
erit. 11

By asking his audience to put aside all sense of hostility, and by relying on
the classic device of direct captatio benevolentiae, Petrarch is announcing
that be intends to structure his speech above the level of that specific
14
Accordlng to Quintilian, rhetoric belongs to the domain of th«>relical and practical arts,
as well as to the realm of arb which are productlu,, (of action): "Fere iudicandum est,
rhetoricen in actu conslstere; hoc enim, quod est officil sui, per6cir. [. . .JMlhi autem videtur
etlam ex illis ceteris artibus multum assurnere. am et potest aliquando ,psa res per se
ln.rpectlone esse contenta. Erit enim rhetonce In oratore etlam tacente, et sl desierit agere
vel proposlto vel aliquo casu impeditus, non magis desinet esse orator quam medicus, qui
curandi fecerit 6nem." I quote from The lnslltutlo Oratorio of Quint/lion, ed. by H. E.
Butler (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Pre$$ and Heinemann, 1969), II,
18,W.
"Quoted in Dotti, op. cit., p. l 77.
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political struggle. The hostility between Venice and the Visconti is a political fact: were it to be dealt with in correspondingly political terms, it
would have required the use of political concepts and rhetoric. Petrarch,
on the other hand, is here laying the groundwork for a philo ophicaJ
disquisition: peace is better than war-an argument to which, in the abstract, no one would be willing to object. The use of argumentation addressed to a universal audience is characteristic of philosophical or poetic
rhetoric, rather than of political rhetoric: it is independent of local and
historical contingencies.•• The reference to the specific political eventthe peace negotiations between Genoa and Venice by Matteo Visconti,
Giovanni's father - is in fact almost parenthetical, and is overshadowed
by the generic argument about peace:
Cogitate, queso, cum animis vestris, sapientissimi viri, quid sit quod a vobis petitur, pax profecto non aliud, eaque cum honore vestro et
meliore fortuna vestra, ut Hanibal apud Livium
ait. Hoc vobis bellum prestit ut pacem quam
ante libenter equam accepissetis nunc detis: nolite earn negare. Si viri boni estis, quod de vobis
fama loquitur, non pugnastis nisi propter
pacem; ideo enim inquit Cicero: 'suscipienda
sunt bella'. Quid creditis eum fore dicturum? ut
vincamus, ut rapiamus, ut occidiamus? nichil
horum, sed cur, queso sequitur: 'ut sine iniuria
in pace vivamus?' Hunc &nem, Deo favente,
consecuti, cavete ne quid ulterius cogitetis nisi
sine iniurils in pace vivere. Scio quidem, ut est
animus horninum insatiabilis, vos forte plus aliquid optare quam pacem; vultis ultionem et extremam de antiquo hoste victoriam, sed videte
ne Deo non probentur asperiora consilia et
cogitate fortune rotam esse volubilem simuJ et
unum Ha.nibalis dictum ad memoriam revocate: 'Melior enim tutiorque est certa pax quam
sperata victoria'. 21
The political issue is of course not whether the end of war is peace, but
rather what the actual causes are that would bring war. Petrarch does not
..Cf. Th. New Rhetoric, ed cit., p. 32. As Petrarch hirruelf points out In Foml/laru XVIIl,
16, the audience for thb oration was not the entire Senate, but "coram Duoe et coruilio."
"Quoted In Dotti, op. cit., p. 178.
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touch on them; he chooses to give his rhetoric that highly philosophical
stamp and ornate quality which today often give the word rhetoric implications of in incerity, exaggeration and even irrelevance. 1n bis reply, the
Doge puts his finger on the political question Petrarch has been shunning,
Venice's reaction to Milan's expansionist policy. He does so with some
irony, but with perfect elegance and a diction nol unlike Petrarch's.
Scis enim, tuo Cicerone testante, nullam mortem servitute maiorem, nilque detestabilius
esse dedecore vel fedius servitute, et cum ad
decus et libertatem nati sumus, aut tenenda et
tuenda est aut cum ipsa pariter moriendum." 8
Any overt political rhetoric is avoided in Petrarch's oration because of
its e sentially philosophical nature, but the oration is charged with political
implications. Petrarch's politics hides in the infrastructure of the text; it
is expressed by a particularly subtle use of reticentia. The use of nonpolitical rhetoric implies a political meaning that concerns the new role
of the intellectual in 14th century Italy. Despite appearances, Petrarch is
consistent with the statements conta.i ned in the irwectiua which had succeeded in disposing of involvement in politics by claiming all political
systems to be equally bad, Petrarch is no longer willing to compromise his
personal tranquillity for a political goal, as he had done previously in his
show of enthusiasm for Cola di Rienzo which jeopardized bis relation to
the Colonna family. Rather than indicate a recrudescence of medievalism,
Petrarch's unenthusiastic acceptance of Caesar and his propensity to vita
solitaria attest to a sad but accurate diagnosis of his times. The political
powerle ness of the intellectual, his basically decorative function at the
courts of Italy and Europe, where politics increasingly became a separate
discipline out of reach of the literati and philosophers, make Petrarch
frankly define bis "political" missions as a waste of time (cf. Seniles, XVTI,
2).

The "waste of time" syndrome, or, to use Auden's phrase, the "poets
make nothing happen" syndrome, was quite contagious. The princes probably did not read IL Principe, and no real policy-making derived from
Machiavelli"s theorizations. They mainly contributed to create a bad reputation for Italian politicians abroad. But is not "the creation of (good or
bad) reputation" the transforming impact that literature as symbolic ac..Ib., p. 185. Al Wilkins notes (op. cit., p. 56), the Doge's letter supports the authenticity of
Petrarch's oration, since it refers to four elements i.n the oration: the quotation of Ch.risrs
"'Peace I leave with you," the use of Cicero; the assertion of Giovllllni Visconti'• peaceful
intentiom; and the allusion to Antioclmll.
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lion can have on the interpretative codes of history, the only poUtical
elfect literature can have? In this sense, Petrarch's reticentia as renunciation of overt, Ciceronian political rhetoric, has had a strong elfect on the
Western intellectual 's vision of himself and of his socio-po Ii ti cal role, as had
Machiavelli's constant desire for factual civic engagement.

Lu.fly and its Variants in Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight
by

Jacqueline de Weever
Brooklyn CoUege

When Gawain enters the great hall of Bercilak's castle, he is welcomed
and made to feel at home with a fine meal and fresh garments, and the
lords and ladies, learning that he is Sir Gawain of King Arthur's court, say
to one another:
'In menyng of manerez mere
pis burne now schal vus bryng,
I hope pat may hym here
Schal leme of Juf-tallcing.' 1 (924-927)

"Luf-talking" is Gawain's most famous attribute, and the adjectives and
adverbs lufly, luftych, luflyly appear with the second highest frequency
among adjectives and adverbs in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,
twenty-one times altogether. The highest frequency belongs to good,
fifty-six times, with goodly appearing six times. Cognates of lufly appear
three times: louelych twice and louely once. The general neutrality of the
meaning of lujly makes it a highly manipulative word, a word which the
poet can place in a variety of contexts. It becomes a chameleon word,
taking color and variation from the immediate context to mean different
things. Louelych and louely retain the same meaning as their modem
English descendent, lovely, and there is no ambiguity or variation in their
meanings. Other words appear in the poem with some frequency, for
example, pris occurs thirteen times as noun and as adjective, but the poet

c,_,,

'All quotations are from Sir Cawoln and the
Knlgh~ ed. J. R. R Tolkien and E. V
Gordon, 2nd ed., ed by orman Davis (Oxford, Clarendon PrC$S, 1968). The line number,
appear in curved brackets.
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does not manipulate them in original ways.• ouns occur with the greatest
frequency of all, the synonyms for man or warrior at the top of the list, and
show no variation in their meanings.•
Lufiy and its variants develop different meanings in different contexts
only in Sir Gawain and the Green K11ight. Lufiyly, /ujlyche, /oue/ych,
lofty appear once each in Cleanness while luflyly appears twice; lufly
appears three times and louely occurs once in Pearl.• They show no
variation in meaning. Modem English lovely occurs only once in Chaucer,
describing Absolon's glances at the ladies in church. Chaucer applies this
adjective to no other per on or thing.•
• Pru always alliterates a.s noun ("Prize .. or ··excellence'j or adjective (" prized·). It appears
twice in the formula .. pryncece or pr!s," (1770) and "prynces or prys .. (2398), and Is one or
the standard formulae or medieval romance, a.sin " quen or prls" and " maldenes of prls" in
Sir Orft/0, lines 51 and 64, ed. A. J. Bliss (London: Oxford University Press, 1954), pp. 6-7.
• For a discussion or " man .. and "warrior, .. see Marie Boroff, Sir Cawoin and the C1Tt111
Knish/: A Sty//$Hca11d Metrical Stud11 ( ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1962), pp. 56-60;
on synonyms, see Larry D. Beruon, Ari and Tradition in Sir Cawoin and the Cf'f!t!n Knisht
ew Brunswick, .J.: Rutgers University Press, 1965), pp. 137-143. The imaginative use of
two nouns, knot and laet1, are further demonstrations of the poet's genius. Knot occurs ten
times, indicating several /rinds of knots: the Pentangle, or endless knot; the lrnottes in the
green horse'• mane (188); the intricate lrnot m the borse·s taU (194); the lcnotez or binges
in Gawain's greaves (577); the endless knot and its symbolism (619-665); the lcnot of the
deer's gullet, tied by the huntsmen to prevent the contents of the stomach from escaping
when they " break up .. the deer (1~1334); the boar hides in a "knot by a clyffe,.. (14311436; the word uppean twice here). After the Green Knight identi6es the green girdle a.s
bis, Gawam loosens the Ir not and hastily hands it over to him (2376-2377); Gawam rides back
to Camelot, the green girdle over bis shoulder with a lcnot under bis lei\ arm (2487). All the
knots in the poem come together in the knot of the green girdle; for as the boar hides in
a lcnor but is captured at la.st, so Gawain hid behind the knot of the green girdle but Is
discovered at last. The use of knot Is part of the technique of interlace: the knots in the
horse's tail and mane lead inevitably to the knot in the green girdle. The same Is true of/oce.
There is a laa, or thong on the green axe which the Creen Knight carries (217), and the green
lace that Lady Bercilak gives to Gawain (1830), called a lujlac6 twice (187 4, 2438), elaborately embroidered with gold threads (1830-1833). Un/aa, occurs in the context of the boar
bunt and, like the linking knots, ties together the bunts and the seductions, for aJ the boar
b unload, so Gawain is undone.
• Barnet Kottler and Alan M. Markman, A Concordonc,: to FiDB Middle Enslish POtrmS,
CIMnneu, St. Erlcenwold, Sir Cawaln ond the Crttn Kn,sht, Patiena,, PMrl (Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Preo:s, 1966), pp. 354 and 356.
• Other adjectives are more important in Chaucer's work, for example, worthy, wbi.c h Is
applied to such diJTerent characterS .. the Knight, the Friar, the Merchant, and Dame Alys,
each time in a dilferent tone. P. E. Beichner has examined the use of hende, applied to
icholaJ eleven times in The Mil/er', Tole, in .. Chaucer's Hende Nicholas,'' MS, 14 (1952),
151-153. E. T. Donaldson in '1dlom of Popular Poetry in The Miller's Tale" in &p//calfon
tu Criticism, ~lectl!d Papen from the English Institute, 1941-1952, ed. with a foreword by
W. K. Wimsatt.Jr. ew York: Columbia University Press, 1963) discusses htmde, pp. 35-36,
and ~ lolJd, pp. 36-38. He points out that Absalon Is .. the only character In Chaucer
associated with the adjective lovely," a word applied to feminine things in pOpular poetry,
p. 39. R Hazleton observes that .. privitee•· and its cognates serve as a leitmotif In Chaucer's
orchestration in The Mf/161'°1 Tale, "Chaucer and Cato," Speculum, 35 (1960), p. 373, n . 58.
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The frequent occurrence of Luffy and its variants in Sir Gaumi1J establishes it as one of the main devices in the poet's idiom. It changes meaning
subtly as the theme changes. The adjective/adverb is one of high alliterative rank, belonging to A. Brink's Group II, that is, it belongs to that group
of Midclle English words which have descended into modern English.• A
word of high alliterative rank is a word of frequent occurrence, but not
nece sarily a word of elevated stylistic value.1 As an adjective, lujly alliterates with its noun seven out of ten times; as an adverb, it alliterates with
its verb none out of eleven times. It is thus not only a word of high
alliterative rank but one of important stylistic value, and it occurs
frequently enough to warrant examination of its meanings. The absolute adjectives loueloker (973) and /ufsum are excluded from this
study.
Lujlych occurs for the first time in the description of the court on the
6rst Christmas day in the poem:
~is kyng lay at Camelot vpon Krysbnasse

With mony luHych lorde, ledez of pe best,
Rekenly of pe Rounde Table alle j,o rich breJ,er,
With rych reuel orY3t and rechles merpes. (3740).

In tb.r ee of the best known translations of the poem we lind a variety of
meanings: mighty (Stone)', good (Boroff)•, gentle (Gardner) 10• These
meanings illustrate at once the variation of the Middle English adjective,
and any one is appropriate for these qualities - rnJghtiness, goodness,
gentleness - are to be found at court. Yet if one looks at the stanza as a
whole, a more precise meaning seems to be indicated. These lords and
princes are not only brothers-in-arms of the Round Table; they joust with
each other during the day and feast and dance the carole at night during
the fifteen days of Christmas. Lujlych appears in the second line alliterating with its noun, in the first half of the line (all indications of its irnpor• Marie Boroff', p. 77.
' Marie Boroff' gives a summary of Brink's Gndings From Stob ,md Wort Im CoW1Jft11 e/ne
Sty/lsl/4t:he U11tersuclwng, Studien zur engliscbe Philologie, 59; Halle, 1920, In op.cit., pp.
75-80. A noun or adjective is of high alliterative rank if it occurs more than three times in
a poem in alUterating position. Words of elevated styU.tic value occur !n !nlti I position or
in the first half of the line, pp. 56-64.
• lo his 1959 translation (Baltimore, Penguin), p. 24, Stone translates lufiych as "loyal," but
changes ii to "mighty" for his 1972 edition, Ox.ford ,4,,1hology of Engl/sh Literoturtr (New
York: O,ford University Press. 1973), I, 287.
' Sir Cawoin ond the Green Kllight, Marie Boroff in The Norton Anthology of £,.g/isl,
Literature ew York: W. W. orton, 1968), 1, 221.
•• Th8 0:,mp/efB Works of the Cawoln l'oeJ, John Gnrdner (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1965), p. 225,
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tance) in a stanza describing in detail these accomplishments. It seems to
mean, then, "accomplished."
The word next appears as an adverb in Arthur's welcoming address to
the strange Green Knight, and it is used to describe dismounting for the
first time:
"Li3t luflych adoun and lenge, I pe praye,
And quat-so }y wyUe is we schal wyt after."
(254-255)

Li3t luflych ado,m is formulaic; it occurs five times, twice with inversion
of the word order: li3tez dou n luflyly. Arthur's words are courteous as he
seeks to recover from the shock the Green Knight has given him, and the
courtesy serves to dampen any hostility the strange creature may have.
"In a courtly manner" seems the best meaning here, indicating to the
Green Knight that be be less bellicose.
The formulaic phrase is applied two more times to dismounting. It next
occurs when the poet describes Bercilak's dismounting to deal the boar his
death blow:
He ly3tes luflych adoun, leuez bis corsour,
Braydez out a bry3t bront and bigly forth
strydez,
.
Foundez fast pur3 !,e forth per j,e feUe bydez.
(1583-1585).
A large man, tall and broad-shouldered like Bercilak will not dismount in
a courtly manner to kill a boar. Placed in a different context, the word
changes meaning. Although the action is the same, dismounting, it is
done differently. Bercilak's dismounting is sure ani:I confident, and he
strides fearlessly towards his quarry, knowing that he has him in his
power.
The formula, varied slightly, occurs again as Gawain dismounts before
the Green Chapel to keep his rendezvous with death in the form of the
Green Knight:

pc

kn3yt kachez his caple, and com to pe !awe,
Li3tez doun luflyly, and at a lynde tachez
j,e rayne and his riche with a ro3e braunche.
(2175-2177).

The poet uses the variant luflyly; Gawain dismounts lightly, with a touch
of bravado perhaps, for now be trusts in the green girdle. The inversion
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of word order and rhythm indicate a change of tone and a change in

Gawain's moral stature.
The adverb, in the last three instances, bas been applied to dismounting
once to the Green Knight, once to the lord of the castle, once to Gawain,
thus linking the three participants of the poem's action, used three times
in a poem noted for its threes: three hunts, three temptations, three
strokes of the axe. In yet another instance the adverb is applied to the
host, describing his behavior on the night of Gawain 's arrival at his castle:

),e lorde luBych aloft lepez ful ofte,
Mynned merthe to be made upon mony sypez,
Hent _he3ly of his bode, and on a spere henged,
And wayned hom to wynne pe worchip perof,
pat most myrpe mY3t meue pat Crystenmas whyle
(981-985)
The adverb links the Green Knight to the lord of the castle. He leaps up
in a jovial mood, and offers his hood as a prize in the Christmas games.
Here, he is part of the game as is the Green Knight who interrupts Arthur's
games and offers one of his own.
The formula next occurs in the context of Gawain's room, applied to the
lady in her first attempt to seduce the knight: for the only time it appears
in the wheel:
Wyth chynne and cheke ful swete,
Bope quit and red in blande,
Ful luBy con ho lete
wyth lyppez smal la3ande. (1204-1207)
Later:
Ho comes nerre with pat, and cachez hym in
arrnez,
Loutez luJlych adoun and pe leude kyssez.
(1305-1306)
The formula describing dismounting also describes the lady's sitting on the
bed, tying together the hunts, the temptations, and the principal characters in the poem. Here, lujlych certainly means "seductively."
ln a stanza full of the onomatopoeic sounds of the hunt (1464-1475), the
poet shifts the spotlight from Bercilak as he pursues the boar to Gawain
in the castle:
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Bot j,e lorde on a ly3t borce laW1ces hym after,
As bume bolde vpon bent his bugle he blowez,
He rechated, and rode pur3 ronez ful )>yk,
Suande )>is wylde swyn til pe sunne schafted.
pis day wyth pis ilk dede pay dryuen on )>is wyse,
Whyle oure luHych lede ly in his bedde,
Gawain graypely at home, in gerez ful ryche of
hewe. (1464-1470)
Here the contrast is sharp between the energetic host and the indolent
guest; luflvch which described Gawain's limbs under the silk robes (868870) describes him as he lies in bed among the rich bedclothes. In the
stanza immediately following the adjective is applied to the lady as she
comes into the room to continue her seduction:
Settez hir softly by his side, and swypely ho la3ez,
And wyth a luHych toke ho layde bym py e wordez: (1479-1480)
While seduction takes place in the bedroom, Bercilak dismounts luflych
to kill his boar. In the evening, at the feast, Gawain's indolence is again
emphasized:
At j,e soper and after, mony apel songez
As coundutes of Krystmasse and carnlez newe
With al j,e manerly merpe )>at mon may of teUe,
And euer oure luHych knY3t ),e lady bisyde.
(1654-1657)
Gawain bas allowed himself to be drawn into the sweetness of life and is
now totally unprepared to recognize the test of the green girdle. On the
last day, the lady awakens Gawain from deep sleep and troubling dreams.
He opens bis eyes and sees:
j,e lady luHycb com la3ande swete,
FeUe ouer his fayre face, and fetly hym kyssed;
He welcumez hir worj,ily with a wale chere.
(1757-1759)
This new seduction emphasizes the sweetness of life and prepares him to
accept to lujlace.
Luflych is also used as part of the technical vocabulary in the poem. At
the beginning it describes Gawain's greaves:
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His legez lapped in stel with lu.8ycb greuez,
With polaynez piched J,erto, policed ful clene,
Aboute his knez knaged wyth lmotez of golde;
(575-577)

Lujlych greuez are greaves in good working condition. The adjective also
appears in the description of the architectural details of the windows of
the castle:
And syJ,en garytez ful gaye gered bitwene,
Wyth mony luBych loupe J,at louked ful clene:
A better barbican J,at bu.me blusched upon
neuer. (791-793)
It appears in the boar bunt. Bercilak dismounts lujlych to face the boar
and, after dealing it its death blow, the huntsman advances in the stanza
immediately following:
penne a W)'3e J,at watz wys vpon wodcraftez
To vnlace j,is bor lu.8y bigynnez. (1605-1606)
The huntsman will "break up" the boar in a professional manner.
1n other places, the adjective / adverb retains its general meaning of
"courteously," or "in a courteous manner." Gawain, fully armed and ready
to depart,
Lachez lu.8y his leue at lordez and ladyez;
And J,ay him kyst and conueyed, bilcende hym to
Kryst. (595-596)
At the feast on Christmas morning in Bercilak's castle:
J,e olde auncian wyf he est ho syttez,
pe lorde luOy her by lent, as I trowe;

(1001-

1U02)

He is the essence of courtesy to the old lady.
The last two occurrences of lujlyly have the traditional meaning and
there is no variation. In both instances the adverb occurs in the last half
of the line and does not alliterate with its verb. The poet describes Ber•
cilak's reaction to Gawain's exaggerated confession of treachery and untruth:
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Thenn lo3e pat oper leude and luflyly sayde:
I halde bit hardily hole, pe harme pat I bade.
(23 9-2390)

The court has the same reaction when Gawain returns to Camelot; after
he has related his adventure:
pe kyng comfortez pe knY3t and J,e court als
La3en loude perat, and luffyly acorden
pat lordes and ladis pat longed to pe Table,
Vche bume of pe broj,erhede, a bauderyk scbulde
haue,
A bende abelef hym aboute of a brr3t grene,
And }at, for sake of pat segge, in swete to were.
(2513-2518)
The identical reaction and the identical adverb once again link Arthur's
court with Bercilak's court. The word is not in the position of important
stylistic value in these instances, but it is obvious that it conveys the
implication that both Bercilak and the knights of the Round Table are
being generous to Gawain, laughing a little at him meanwhile.
Of the twenty-one times that luftych and its variants occur in the poem,
it appears fifteen times in the first half of the line where it maintains its
position as the second or third stressed word in the long line, and occurs
only four times in the second half of the line in the penultimate position
and once in the wheel. The poet prefers the suffix -lych which keeps the
word nearer its Old English original, lujlice, and in this form it occurs
eleven times, while lujly occurs six times and lujlyly four times.
As the reader studies lujlych, its place in the line, and its frequency of
occurrence, he is increasingly made aware of the sound patterns. 11 It
becomes evident that the voiceless velar stop [k] closely follows the liquid
[l] of lujlych or lujly after the fashion of a musical cadence:
Wyth mony luflych loupe pat louked ful clene:
(792)

Loutez luflycb adoun and pe leude kyssez.
(1306)
And wyth a lu8ych loke ho layde hym hse wordez:
(1480)
" Alain Renoir discusses the sounds of the poem, but not the sound patterns, in "An Echo
to the Sense: The Pattern., of Sound in Sir Cowoin and the Crer,,, Knight" in Critical Studies
a/SirCowoin and thd Cmm Knish~ ed by Donald R. Howard ,md Chmtian Zecher ( otre
Dame: University of otre Dame Press, I 968) pp. l 44-158.
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He ly3tez luHych adoun, leuez his corsour,
And euer our luHycb kny3t lie lady bisyde.
pe lady luilych con la3ande swete,
La3en loude l,erat, and luHyly acorden
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(1583)
(1657)
(1757)
(2514)

The voiced velar stop [g] appears twice in this pattern:
His legez lapped in stel with luHycb greuez,
To vnlace pis bor luHy bigynnez.

(575)
(1606)

The bard sounds of the velar stops provide a tension to lhe line, and
preserve it from the softness of the liquid sounds, e pecially in the technical descriptions of architecture and bunting. The poet increases the use
of [I] alliteration as the action shifts from bedroom to hunt in the third litl,
a device that appears peculiar to this section because it doe not stand out
as clearly in other sections of the poem:
pus laykez pis Jorde bylynde-wodez euez,

(1178)

immediately followed by:
And Gawayn lie god mon in gay bed lygez,
Lurkkez quyl pe dayly3t lemed on pe wowes,
(1179-1180)

then back to the hunt:
And ay pe Jorde of pe londe is lent on his gamnez,
(1319)
and back again:
pe lede with J,e ladyez layked alle day,
Bot pe lorde ouer pe londez launced ful ofte.
(1560-1561)

Larry D. Benson has noted that in the special vocabulary of the Gawainpoet there "is sheer joy in the play of words as in the actions represented.''12 Although at first it appears that words are the master, a careful
analysis reveals that the poet is very much in control. A writer with such
" Larry Benson, Art and Trridltlon, p. 128.
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detailed, technical knowledge of knights' armor, of architecture, of hunting would certainly know the exact and precise words which describe
them. The use of luflych in such different contexts prompts a search for
other readings beside the obvious ones. The poet demonstrates that a
carefully thought-out use of a seemingly neutral word can add other dimensions of color, tone, and meanmg. John Gardner observes that "few
poets in English, and for that matter few poets anywhere, can surpass the
music of the Gawain-poet."'"
What has been demonstrated here is an interlace of words rather than
theme so idiomatic to medieval romance." The three prin.cipals - the
Green Knight/Bercilak, Gawain, Lady Bercilak- are all laced together by
the words of the poem, of which knot, lace, and lujlych are only three.
The words are variegated threads in the tapestry of the poem. The poet
gives us a clue at the very beginning:
I schal telle hit as-tit, as I in toun herde,
with tonge,
As hit is stad and stoken
In stori stif and stronge,
With lei letteres token,
In londe so batz ben longe. (31-36)
Knot, lace, and luflych are such ·•truly fastened letters," locking and
linking the various parts of the poem together. L11flych appears in the
very next stanza; it appears and clisappears into the fabric of the poem,
tying together actions and p~o-E.!e. Circularity is one of the givens of this
poem, which begins and ends in Arthur's court, begins and ends at Christmastime; where Gawain passes the larger test of keeping his word by
appearing at the Green Chapel but fails the smaller test by not giving
Bercilak the green girdle. The "lei letteres loken" are the equivalent of
word11m wrixlan of the Beowulf poet, a weaving of words or varying of
" The Complete Works of /he Gawain-Poet, trans. John Gardner, p. 90
" Rosemond Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, Som" Media8tJOI Bookut1d 1/Utlr Postmtv {Princeton, .J.: Princeton University Press, 1960), p. 363. "E11ents connected by entrelacement are
not Juxtaposed; they are interlaced, and when we get back to our llnt character he is not
where we I n him as we l!nlshed his episode, but in the ploce cf psychological state or
condition of meaningfulness to which he has been pulled by the events occurring to following
episodes written about some one else." (p. 36.'.l). And further: "This web-structure has special
possibilities of gradually discernible meaning as the woven pattern shows it ~ a pattern and
toku shape. Hence It was a superbly invented instrument for conveying not only what we
called the polyphonic nature of what is happening, but that which interested Spenser SU•
premely, the fact that to human minds what happens ··mewu" something, is signill.cant.'' (p.
364). For interlace in Arthurian romance, see E. Yinaver, 'The Poetry of lnterlace.." in 71,a
Rise of Romance (Oxfordc Oarendon Pre.., 1971), pp. 68-98.
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words to form the fabric of the poem. 11 The Anglo-Saxon poet and the
Middle English poet (both anonymous) come from roughly the same part
of England - the Beowulf poet from the Midlands or the orth of England,
the Gawain-poet from the north west Midlands. 11 The digressions of both
works are part of their lavish ornamentation. 17 Vinaver has observed that
the test of an ornament is, of course, its fitness.
It must occupy a space, fulfil a purpose, be
adapted to the material in which it is executed
and to the process by which it is inserted into
the general framework .18
The words discussed here show only a small part of the poet's skill of fitting
ornaments into the general framework of the poem, which makes its study
so richly rewarding. They are like ribbons running through the fabric of
the poem, tying and linking people, animals, and things. The Beheading
Game recedes as the Temptations come forward, only to reappear at the
end of the poem. One strand of threads holding them together consists of
lufiych and its variants. "Everything leads to everything else, but by very
intricate paths." 1 •

" Wotdum Wrlxlon appean twice ln Beowulf: wben Wulfgar advises Hrothgar to speak
with Beowulf when he llrst arrives (366), 11nd to describe the JC0p s song about Sigemund
and the dragon (874), ed F. Klaeber, 3rd ed. (Boston, O.C. Heath, 1968), pp. l ◄ and 33. See
John Leyerle, "'The Interlace Structure 0£ Beowulf, ·· Un/1J1Jrsllfl of Torunto Q1JiJrutrlv, 37,
o. I (1967), 1-17.
•• Sir Gawain and th• Crr:e11 Knlgh~ ed. J. R. R. Tolkien and E. V. Cordon, pp. xxvi-xxvll.
"For ampllficolio as a part of omarneot in medieval romance, see Vinaver, pp. 86-90. Like
amp/1.ficot/o, interlace Is a filler omarnent, in art as well as in poetry. See Carl ordenfallc,
Q/tic and Anglt>-Soxon Polnlfng (New York: C. BrazUler, 1977), p. 14.
11
Vinaver, p. 91.
•• C. S. Lewi.,, Th• Ducatd«J Image (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), p. 194
0

Oral Hygiene in Elizabethan England
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The men and women of Elizabethan England were well aware of their
living in an age of transition. The old order was changing and empirical
maxims were replacing the ideals of classical humanism. The new courtier
and the new man of the middle class searched for pragmatic rules that led
to success, recognition, and a more gracious way of life that befitted the
new wealth.
The concepts of social acceptance, of proper conduct, and the elimination of offensive habits and action were vital parts of the desire to achieve
honor and prosperity. Italy, advanced in expressions of social intercourse,
furnished a wealth of materials for the aspiring Englishman. Gabriel Harvey, writing in 1580 from Cambridge to Edmund Spenser, asserted that
at the university, "Matchiauell a great man: Castillo of no mall reputation:
Petrach, and Boccace in euery mans mouth: Calateo and Cuazzo neuer
so happy: ... The French and Italians when so highlye regarded of Scholiers? The Latine and Creek, when so lightly? .. . lacke would faine be a
Gentlemanne."'
Harvey included here references to three Italian works which were
important in England as part of the new and growing interest in proper
social conduct. Baldassare Castiglione's The Courtier was 6rst published in
1528 in Venice. It was translated into English in 1561 by Sir Thomas Hoby,
a courtier and diplomat who had studied at Padua. While the pattern of
a versatile and graceful Renaissance soldier, courtier, or scholar found in
this work was greatly to influence Elizabethan courtiers, English courtesybooks, and courtly ideals and decorum, the book contained very little on
'G. Harvey, Thrtt Proper and Wittie, Fam/I/or Letten (London, 1580), p. 28. See also J. W.
Holme, "Italian Courtesy-Books or the SiJ<teenth Century," Mod~ Languog6 Rffl8W, 5
(1910), 160-163.
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per onal hygiene, our subject. But it ce:rtainly helped set the stage for
naturalism, pragmatism, and empiricism.
Stefano Guazzo's La civil conve-,; atione was translated into English in
1581 by George Pettie and Bartholomew Young. Again, this work was
aimed at improving the polite relationship of gentlemen and gentlewomen. The Galatea of Giovanni della Casa was published in Venice in
1558. The first English version was printed in 1576, the work of Robert
Peterson of Lincoln's Inn. This book of manners had a broad appeal and
was well-suited for the cultivation of proper conduct by the con6dent and
self-reliant middJe class.
Besides the Italian books of courtesy and manners, similar indigenous
works flourished in England. A number of books of "Good Manners" were
offered in the vernacular to a public that was growing in literacy and social
consciousne . There were also an increasing number of herbals, often in
the vernacular, which described the plants which were basic to hygienic
preparations. Medical books, too, were translated into English for the
common interest, and these contained prescriptions and advice on health
and hygiene. Popular books of assorted medical, housekeeping, and hygienic information were also available.
Literature of all these types will be cited below in an examination of the
proferred advice, suggestions, prescriptions, cautions, and explanations
pertaining to oral hygiene available late in the sixteenth century and the
early decades of the seventeenth century to the English people who were
becoming increasingly aware of the benefits of personal cleanliness and
hygiene, including that of the teeth and mouth.
Bid them wash their faces and keep their teeth clean.
Coriolanus, II, 3, 67
"The teeth are alwayes to be kept cleane, that nothing remaine betweene them and stinke," advised Christoph Wirsung, a German physician whose work was popular in England. To make and to keep teeth
clean, he recommended the following:
l. Take cuttle-bone, white sea-mussels, Spuma maris (Halcyonium, bastard sponge), alum, aristolochia (birthwort}, parched barley, native sulfur,
cinnamon, and long pepper in any amounts, temper with honey, and rub
the teeth often with it.
2. Take two drams of crude tartar {argol, from wine), crush it line, sear it,
wash it in good wine, and rub the teeth once a day with it. The mouth
should then be washed out with warm wine in the winter and cold wine
in the summer.
3. Highly recommended is the following: take two drams of date-stones
and three drams of prepared red coral. Add three drams each of lupines
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and the roots of the yeUow Flower-de-luce {iris). Beat this and make a
confection of it with clarified honey which must be so hard one could make
troches of it. Dry in the shade. For u e, dissolve one troche in wine or
vinegar and wash your teeth every morning after you have fu-st rubbed
them weU with a cloth. Keep the liquid in the mouth for a good while.
4. Take half an ounce each of burnt oyster sheUs and sandarac (resin of the
bark of the sandarac tree of northwest Africa), two drams of iris roots,
one-half a dram each of aristolochia, gentian, and centuary. Use as a dentifrice. It is highly recommended and although it is bitter, it is very drying
and cleansing.
5. Take one drop of vitriol (blue vitriol of copper sulfate), wet the teeth
with it, and rub them with a course cloth; "This taketh away all blacknes
of the teeth, but it is very sharpe."
6. Do the same operation with distilled oil of sandarac.
7. Take equal amounts of alum and salt, powder them, distiU in a glass
lembick, and rub the teeth with this preparation. The last three (5-7) were
very strong and Wirsung's counsel was "to refraine them.''1
Prevention of discoloration was al o important; "then are not those
things to be used that doe change the naturall white colour of the teeth
into another hew," wrote Wirsung. He correctly deduced that the causes
of discoloration were both outward and inward. For example, the long use
of "tincting or colouring meates" and the continued practice of preparing
foods in brass pots. Also, a hard substance grew on the teeth {tartar,
"argoyle'') and teeth "pestered" with tartar must have this removed by
gentle craping. Inward causes "may be a corrupted and foule stomack,"
which usually colored the teeth green, especially when many ''Toadestooles" were frequently eaten. To remove this cause of di coloration, the
patient must 6rst of all "be Jet blood," since discoloration came from bad
humors. The teeth were to be rubbed often with parched salt and then
with the dentifrices or powders that made teeth white and finally with a
piece of "Scarlet [-cloth] clipped in Honie."• The translator and author
William Phiston (Fiston) rightly advised his young readers to keep their
teeth clean by rubbing teeth and gums with a linen cloth each morning
before they arose. It was "comely and holsome" to wash the mouth with
"faire water once in the morning." To do that often in the day was foolish
and unseemly. As for washing the teeth with wine, "leave that to the
Spaniards.'' One could calcine the tops and branches of rosemary and mix
one part of the ashes with one part of burnt alum. Then, with the finger
'C. Wimmg, Prozls mmlcintn unf1JM1a/is, or A C.mero/1 Practise of Physicke, tnuu.. Jo.cob
Mosan (London, 1598), pp. 183-184.

'Ibid., p. 184. Unless otherwise Indicated, micro6Jm copies or the slJCteenth and early seven•
teenth century worlc.! were used In this study.
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moistened with spittle, apply the ashes to the teeth, rubbing them all over
"a prettie while every morning till they bee cleane, but not to galling of
thy gums." Then the mouth could be washed out with water or white
wine.•
ot only should lhe teeth be kept clean, but attempts should be made
to whiten the teeth. Wirsung had the following suggestions:
l. Take Venetian glass and grind it very fine on a piece of marble. Powder
white pebbles. To these powders, add a like quantity of the roots of white
iris and rub the teeth with this mixture.
2. Take two drams each of burnt date-stones and red coral, mix, and place
in a piece of linen cloth. Steep this in wine and rub the teeth with it to
make them white and strong.
3. Take one-half ounce each of pumice stone, cuttle-bone, red bricks, egg
shells with the white membranes removed, and red and white coral prepared by grinding. Add two and one-half drams each of pellitory of Spain
(really from Algeria) and burnt alum, two drams of iris roots, three drams
of sandarac, half an ounce each of mastic and myrrh. Make this into a
powder and u e as a dentrillce.
4. Take two and one-half drams each of pellitory of Spain and burnt alum,
one-half dram each of Dragon ·s Blood (a red resin from Malaya) and
blossoms of pomegranate. Mix and use as a dentifrice.
5. Some advise using only the cuttle-bone, others only egg shells. Both
were very good and safe.•
Phiston remarked, "as for powder to make them white, leave that to
nice Maydes." He also cautioned that to "use rubbing much with Salt or
Alum doth frette the Gumrnes."• Another popular author, Hugh Plat, in
suggesting some "Sweet and delicate dentifrice , or rubbers of the teeth,"
recommended dissolving three or four drams of gum tragacanth in four
ounces of warm water. This would thicken overnight into a jelly-like
substance and could then be made into rolls four or five inches long.
onharmful coloring matter could be added to make the rolls more attrac•
tive and the rolls could be sweetened with rosewater, civet (from Africa),
or musk (from Asia). Plat gave no further directions as to the use of the
rolls, but they were used to rub the teeth.' The celebrated French physician Ambroise Pare wrote of such tubular dentifrices: "powders, if mixed
with ome syrupe, as oxymel scilliticom, or with mucilage of gum arabicke
and tragacanth, will become opiates, to be made into a pyramidal! forme

•w. Phiston,

Tiu, Schoolt! of Cood Ma,men (London, 1609), Sec. 2.
'Wirsung, Pra,:f.r medic/11ae, p. 184.
'Phiston, Schoole of Cood Monnt!TI, Sec. 2.
'H. Plat, Jewell HoustJ of Art a,id Notum (London, 1594), p. 74, No. 86.
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some 6.ngers length, round or square, and sharpe pointed, lhat dryed
. serve for dentifrices."'
If the teeth were "very scalie," Plat recommended that one "let some
a:pert Barbar 6rst take off the scales with his instrument. " Then the teeth
d be kept clean witb the rolls. Plat issued a strong caution against one
ctice. Having seen some "miserable examples" in some of his friends,
was forced "to admonish all men to be careful" that they not permit
their teeth to be whitened with aqua Jortis (nitric acid}, "which is the
&rbars usual! water." Unless this application was "well delaied, and care•
fullie applied, a man within a few dressings, may be drive n to borrow a
of teeth to eat his dinner with, unlesse his gums doe helpe him the
tter. '''

If the teeth be "swart and black," a good de11tifricium, according to
Philip Barrough, a popular medical writer, consisted of the rinds of sweet
pomegranates, Baloustium (wild pomegranate Oowers}, sumac, myrrh,
red roses, Sa11guis draco11is, Calycutorum glandium (an astringent},
frankincense, and burnt hartshom. These were powdered, seared, and
the teeth rubbed therewith. Another dentifrice, a de11tifricium optim·
um, had nitrum, rock alum, burnt hartshom, myrrh, iris roots, frankin•
cease, dry mint, burnt salt, birthworl, pumice, pellitory, and dry penny•
royal. These ingredients were beaten together, seared, and the teeth
rubbed with this mixture daily. Or, one could rub the teeth two or three
times a day wilh a mixture of Balauslium, nutmeg, rock alum, and honey.10
There were some simple, uncomplicated, and inexpensive recipes to
clean the teeth. The botanist Rembert Dodoens recommended birth·
wort.'' Thomas Lupton cited a recipe of Antoine Mizauld (d. 1578) which
prescribed a little honey and the ashes of a grape vine which had never
borne grapes. When teeth were often rubbed with this, it would make
them "so whyte, that they will be judged to be of luory." 11 The popular
author Alexis of Piemont recommended taking sal armoniac, salt, and
sugar alum, distilling these and tempering the re ult in two pounds of
water for eight days. To whiten the teeth, rub them with this preparation.
Also, "take a pound of salt, well purged and beaten, an ounce of Alum
Claciale," distill this, mix one ounce of the result with one ounce of plan'TM Worku of that famous Chlrorglon Ambrose Parev, trnns. Thomas Johnson (London,
163-4; rept. Pond Ridge, ew ,York: Milford House, 1968), p. 1071.
' Plat, Jewell House, pp. 74-75.
••p, Banough, TM Method of Phlm:k (London, 1590), p. 71 .
" R. Oodoens, A n/ew/1 herbal/, traru. Henry Lyte (London, 1578), p. 315.
'"T. Lupton, A Th()US(Jru/ otab/11 things of rondrv sortu (London, 1595), 2.. 71.
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tain water, and rub the teeth with this, using cotton, to clean and whiten
the teeth.'"
ln the first century A.O ., Pliny had mentioned that tooth powders were
prepared from pumice. 1• ln the sixteenth century, Alexis noted a "goodlie
and notable secret of great vertue" to scour and whiten the teeth was to
use pumice stone, the fine, white stone which shoemakers used to whiten
shoes made of white leather. Beaten into a fine powder, rubbing the teeth
with this would whiten them and take away all roughne . Alexis had
friends, "men of great judgement and knowledge," who gave pumice
powder as gifts to great men and lords, for when it was "well beaten into
pouder, a man cannot tell what it is." By laying the powder among bags
of musk or ambergris, one could "give it a little savour."'"

I will fetch you a toothpicker now from the farthest inch of Asia.
Much Ado, II, l, 274
A variety of toothpicks or toothpickers were available. Usually these
were made of a pointed quill or a small piece of wood. Some were derived
from the hardened rays of the umbel of the plant Ammf visnaga. In
England this plant was also known as the Spanish toothpick or toothpickbishopweed. Henry Lyte in his translation of Dodoens' herbal described
this ginidlum or Spanish visnaga and pointed out that "the harde stemmes
of the great rundles or spolde tu.ftes are good to clense the teeth, because
they be barde, and do easily take away uch 6.lth and baggage, as sticke
fast in the teeth, without hurting the iawes or gumrne ; and bysides this
they leave a good sent or tast to the mouth." 11
Other toothpicks were made of gold, silver, and other materials. Wirsung advised "not to pick them with an iron." He recommended a toothpick made of Pistacia le11tlscus, a small Mediterranean evergreen tree of
the cashew family, which also produced the resin called mastic, "which is
much commended for the teeth." 17 Toothpicks, probably of this wood and
of bone, were imported into England. The 1545 Rates listed "Ere pickers
or toothe pickers of bone" with an impost of 12d. per gross. The 1582
Tudor Book of Rotes gave an impost of 20d. per gross of toothpicks.'"
"The St!creu of the muerond Malsltrr Alexis ofPiemo,11, trans. William Ward (London, 1595),
fol. I 36v. The supposed author u Girolamo RuscetU (d . 1566), an llalian grammarian.
"PUny, Natu,a/ Hlstorv, trans. H. Ro.c.kharn et aL, 10 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 19~), 36, 156.
Alexis, S«:rets, fols. 78v-79r.
"Dodoens, A nfewe httrball, p. 615.
"Wirsung, Proxl, medlcina11, p. 185.
"A. Tudor &>ok of Ralu, ed. Thomas S. Willo.n (Manchester,....Englo.nd: University Press,
1962), p. 61 .
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For some, an expensive toothpick was hung about the neck of the proud
owner or carried on his person. An Elizabethan man about town was
known "by the picking on's teeth."'" But the act of picking one's teeth in
public with a personal toothpick, no matter how costly, came in for disapproval. Francis Seager advised, "Ficke not thy teeth at the table sitting. "10
The Ga/oleo of della Casa put it thus: " either is it gentleman-like, to
carry a sticke in your mouth from the table when you ri e, like the birde
that builds her a nest, or put it in your eare, for that is a Barbars tricke."
Also, to wear a toothpick suspended about the neck-''of all fashions that
is the worst." It reminded della Casa of the "toothdrawers" who sat on
their benches in the streets. It also made one think that the possessor loved
"his belly full well, and is prouided for it." The author saw no reason, "why
they should not aswell carry a spoone, about their necks, as a toothepicke. "11 Phiston suggested, "If there by any thing hanging in thy teeth,
get it not out with thy Knife, nor with thy nayles like cats and Dogs, nor
with a napkin, but with the poynt of a toothpicker, made either of some
fine peece of Wood, or of a Quill, or of little bones taken out of a Capons
legge."11

The rabblement ... uttered such a deal of stinking breath.
Julius Ceasar, I, 2, 249
The word "halito is" was not used before the nineteenth century, but
Elizabethan medical authorities recognized a number of causes of this
problem. One explanation was that bad breath occurred when the "gums
doe putrifie and stinke." Another cause was "bad and hollow teeth."u
Before going on with other causes, let us consider the remedies proposed
to keep the gums and teeth healthy and thus not producing offensive
odors. To prevent decay, and thus halitosis, one hould not drink milk or
eat fish, radishes, dry 6gs, dates, odden honey, or any food dressed with
such items. Also one should abstain from sour and green apples and pears,
from prunes, services, medlars, lemons, and garlic, for all of these harmed
the teeth. Also, one should avoid very hot and very cold food and especially the sudden change from one to the other. Vomiting was very bad
for the teeth. One was warned not to bite very hard things. And, above
all, keep the teeth clean?•
"'Sb.tkespeare, Wint..,. :, Tale, IV, 4, 780.
F Seager, The Schoole of Vmu., (London, 1593), Chap. 4
"John della Casa, A TrratiMlofthtJ Mamm and Behav,oun, trans. Robert Peterson (London,
1576), pp. ll3-114
"Pluston, Schoole of Cood Manner,, Sec. 2.
"Winung, Proxh medic/not!, p. 163.
"Ibid., p. 184.
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Besides the use of dentifrices and other methods of cleaning and whitening teeth, one could use a variety of substances to preserve the health
of teeth and gums. Among the materials to use to "cleanse the teeth and
conlirme the gummes," were the following: the bark of the tamarisk tree,
peels of pomegranate, the bark of the ash tree, white sugar tempered with
honey, the oil of hen (from Asia), oil ofroses, the powder of a burnt hare's
head, honey and salt burned to ashes, beaten lupines, myrrh and plume
alum beaten to a powder, or burnt alum tempered with vinegar as a
mouthwash. Or the teeth could be ,ubbed with a mixture con isting of one
scruple each of burnt bartshorn, seed or Bowers of tamarisk, cypress roots,
roses, and spikenard, and half a scruple of salt, and all of these made into
a powder. Washing the teeth with myrrh soaked in wine fastened the
teeth and dried the "supe.Ouous humiditie of them." Finally, one could
chew mastic and rub the teeth and gums with it.•• Thomas Vicary put it
bluntly, "If the stinking of thy mouth commeth of a rotten tooth, the best
is to have it drawne out."18
A third cause of a stinking mouth and breath was the "stinking humors
that fall downe from the head into the pannicles of the mouth, and there
make the spettle to stinke." For those with such a post-nasal drip, the
action called for was a little more drastic. For this the "head vaine" (principal vein of the arm) should be opened, boxing cups placed on the neck,
and the head purged with Piiulae aureae or Pilulae cochtae. These pills
were strong purges. The ingredients of Pilulae aureae included aloes,
diacrydium (quince juice and scammony), red roses, seeds of smallage,
anise, fennel, mastic, and salfron. These pills were reputed to purge the
head, quicken the senses, especially the sight, and expel gas. They worked
harshly and when a small dose was taken in the morning, it worked before
noon. There were two kinds of Pilulae cochiae. The greater was to be
given only to one with a strong body. The lesser, not so violent a purge,
was composed of aloes, scammony, colocynths, and syrups of wormwood
and purging thom.21 Also, the mouth should be washed often with plantain water or water of shepherd's purse. The vapor from decocted mallows
or lettuce, and the smell of roses, violets, waterlillies, willow leaves, anders (sandalwood), or camomile would clear the head.••
A fourth cause of bad breath was the "stinking slime of the stomache."
One must avoid fruits, fish, beans, "all bard meates," and such food that
quickly putrilied in the stomach. For several days, one should take potions
H(bid., pp. 184-185.
"Vicary, The E11g/lshmans Treasum (London, 1587), p. 75. Vicary (d . 1561) was physician
to the Tudor rulers.
"'Phamacopoea Londi11e11m (First ed., 1618), p . 93; Nicholas Culpeper. Phannacopaeta
Landiuerul1, or 1/,e Lo11dor1 Disper=ta,y (London, 1653), p. 140.
'"Wirsung, Praxis medlci11ae, p. 164.
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of oxymel compound, or oxymel of squills, and purge with Pilu/ae cochiae.
Then gargle with a water composed of iris roots, cypress roots, juniper
berries, marjoram, Seid mints, wild thyme, and garden mints. The quantity or number of ingredients included did not matter, but it should be
used often. The solution might also be drawn up into the nose.
The "corruption of the Lights" or lungs would also cause bad breath,
as would any stinking matter or purulence (pus) as in phthisis (wasting of
tissues). Bad breath could also be caused by any stopping of the nose or
some ulceration of the same as in ozena {a fetid mucopurulent discharge
from the nose). If corruption of the mouth caused bad breath, the prescription called for frequent gargling with a decoction of agrimony, olive
leaves, and honey. Or the mouth could be washed with a decoction of
cloves and vinegar. which had been extinguished a good many times on
red-hot gold. Gold held in the mouth was very good as was the chewing
of iris roots. One dram of pulverized green oak leaves taken every day
with wine would take away the stench ...
Alexis analyzed the causes of bad breath thus. Those who were not
accustomed to washing out their mouth after meals "shall haue alwaies
yellow teeth, and a stinking breath." Also, tho e sleeping with their mouth
closed had "likewise an euill breath and fouJe teeth." To maintain fair and
white teeth and a sweet breath, when a person awoke it was good to purge
the breast and throat by "spitting out all that is gathered together that
night." Then, with teeth and breath warmed, one took a linen cloth "or
the corner of the sheet" and rubbed the teeth well, within and without,
to take away the "fumositie of the meat, and the yellowness of the teeth,
gathered together in the night." It was this matter that yellowed teeth,
reddened gums, and corrupted the breath; "This is a verie necessarie
thing to be knowne, and ought well to be observed.·· Some grains of mastic
should also be eaten every morning.••
Barrough analyzed the causes "of a stinking mouth" (De foetore oris)
as being mostly from putri6cation of the gums and teeth, "or through
meate sticking still in the teeth." The cure for this problem was to 6rst
draw blood out of the Caephalic vein and then fasten cupping glasses to
the neck and draw more blood. Purging the body of "euill iuces" with a
convenient medicine was helpful. Then a good wasb was made of one-half
handful each of red roses, plantain, and kootgrass; two drams each of
pomegranate Bowers and cypress nuts; one-half dram of pomegranate
rinds; and one ounce of rock alum. These ingredients were boiled in water
"Ibid., pp. 163-164. Even today there Is really very little known about the causes of bad
breath. Possible causes include lndlgestion, liver failure, kidney insuJliciency, lung abscesses,
low grade infection in the respiratory tracts, and anaerobic bacteria.
,.Alexis, S«nts, fob. 80-al.
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and strained. Into this decoction was added one-half ounce each of rose
honey and dicarion (honey and nuts) and three ounces of dimeron (honey
and mulberries). The gums and teeth should be washed every morning
and evening with the mouthwash. Also, washing the mouth often with
water and vinegar was good. If there were ulcerations, the teeth should
be washed often with the roots of iris steeped in "old odoriferous wine."
It was also good to hold this mixture in the mouth. Also, one could wash
the teeth with myrrh steeped in pure wine. Pellitory, tamarisk, or rue
could be chewed. Also good was a wash of quill vinegar, or a decoction
of sage, or only \vine, or mint in vinegar and water. 31
According to Barrough, other causes of a stinking mouth were "hot
distempure of the skinne of the mouth," corrupt and rotten humors sticking to the mouth of the stomach, and ulcerations of the mouth or lungs.
In diet, the person must avoid things that "do readily ingender corruption
in the mouth or stomache" like milk, 6.sh, almost all fruits, marrow, fats,
and "naughty water." It was better to roast meats than boil them. After
dinner and supper, one should eat pears or quinces, especially if the
stomach was causing the bad breath. Also, one should avoid sleeping soon
after eating. To eliminate the "corrupt humor in the mouth of the stomache," purge or induce vomiting through medicines. Then strengthen the
stomach with such medicines as aromaticum rosarium, diamber, hydromalum, and things like cloves, mastic, mace, aloe wood, cinnamon,
roses, sanders (red, white or yellow), nutmegs, cubebs, iris, etc. st

I saw her coral lips to move, and with her brenth she did perfume the air.
Taming of the Shrew, l, 1, 80
To sweeten the breath, one could use one of the many odoriferous
mouthwashes recommended in the literature of the day. In a book on
distillations, recommended were Waters of red mint, of strawberries, of
Veronica, of moderwort, of myrtle, of herb bugloss, of wild roses, and of
red roses. These were good for the "stynkynge tethe" and a '"stynkynge
mouthe."' The Water of Veronica was also good for those in church and
other places and was especially good for pregnant women, "whiche can
not suffre well all the brethes of people.'' The Water of \vild roses should
be drunk morning, noon, and night, an ounce each time.••
Wirsung recommended that one chew cinnamon, cloves, sage, balm,
nutmegs, angelica roots, "and such like odoriterous things," spit them out,
and take in Fresh. These took away "alle bad savours and stenches." Gen"Barrougb, Mstl,od of Phis/ck, pp. 72-73.
,.Ibid., p. 73.
,.Hierooymous Brurucbwig, Ths Vsrtuoss Bob of Dl tvllocyorr, traru. Lawrence Andrews
(London, 1527), caps. 30, 73, 79, 168, 173, 203, 234, 235.
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era! in application to whatever may be causing the bad breath, the following simples were effective when taken alone: avens, cypress roots,
frankincense, lignum aloes, cinnamon, citron seeds, ra~ eeds, cloves,
myrrh, Blotto byzantia (an aromatic shell fish), mastic, cardamon, agnus
castus, spica, squinanth, citron leaves, water lillies, rosewater, prepared
coriander, odoriferous apples, quinces, tormentil roots, "and such like." A
powder or small balls to be held in the mouth could be made of five drams
each of white sanders and roses and two drams each of red sanders, citron
peels, squinanth, and Gallia muscata. ••
To sweeten a breath made bad because of the condition of the stomach,
Alexis of Piemont recommended taking sage, rosemary Bowers, cloves,
cinnamon, nubneg, and musk, all powdered, and mix these with clarified
honey. This mixture should be kneaded well, placed in an earthenware
box, and set in the sun for four or Sve days. One took one-half an ounce
of this in the morning before eating and again at night. By using it often,
one was "deliuered from the euill smell of the breath." To take away the
smell of garlic, leeks, or onions, Alexis recommended eating roasted beet
roots. Or, an easier recipe, eating a piece of zedoary root, "and you shall
not smell at all .....
The social consequences of either a pleasant or bad breath were mentioned in a French book on dancing which was read in Elizabethan England. Here, such a social activity is recommended because "dancing is
practised to make manifest whether lovers are in good health and sound
in all their limbs." In the kiss which was permitted at the conclusion of the
dance, the partners "may perceive if either has an unpleasant breath or
exhales a disagreeable odour as that of bad meat." Thus, besides other
merits, dancing "has become essential for the well-being of society."••
Due to soci.al pressures, many Elizabethans undoubtedly tried to improve their social acceptance and personal appearance by practicing
methods of oral hygiene. Just how effective the advice and the prescriptions were and how much they were used is difficult to ascertain. The
simples used in the prescriptions were typical of the medicaments used by
the physicians, but even the elfectivene of the medicines of the time is
unknown. Then, as now, people did not record the personal and private
"Wir.sung, Proxu medic/nae, p. 164. Collio mwcato was composed of aloe wood, ambergi!,
musk, and mucilage of gum tragncanth made into a troche with rose water. It strengthened
the brain and heart and caused a sweet breath; Culpeper, l.,orido11 Disp,msotory, p. 147.
"Alexis, Set:rots, fob, 136v, 158v. See also fob. 63r-v for a long and complicated Neapolitan
recipe for little morsels, " an exquisil thing, for they be very sauorous, doe comfort the
stomnche, and make sweet breath."
'"Thoinot Arbeau Oehan Tabourot), Orr:l,esogrophy. tran,. M. S. Evans (New York: Dover,
1967), p. 18. The Orr:hesogroplue was 6r t published at Lengres in 1588, of which the British
Museum has three copies.
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use of dentifrices and mouthwashes. As to the ingredients, certainly
honey, egg shells, salt, garden plants like ro emary and birthwort, and
even the ashes of a burnt hare's bead and burnt hartshorn would have
been readily a ailable.•• The dentifrices and tooth-rubbers may have
helped some, but powdered materials like cuttle-bone, crude tartar, burnt
oyster shells, Venetian glass, red coral, red bricks, and white pebbles, were
so abrasive that, if used regularly, they must have easily damaged the
gums and the teeth.
There were simple and inexpensive preparations, but many of the more
complicated prescriptions could have been costly. The use of aromatic and
coloring substances to make the dentifrice or mouthwash more palatable,
in themselves indications of the de ire to improve and make more accept•
able the practicing of oral hygiene, would have increased the cost considerably. However, foreign coloring agents and aromatics like sa11guis
draconis, iris roots, nutmegs, sanders, myrrh, cloves, musk, civet, and
ambergris were imported into England. Whether the preparations were
expensive or not cannot be gauged because no cost figures for drugs are
available for England of this period. At Aberdeen, Scotland, there was
published a price Ust in 1625 and this list does include an unspecified
dentifrice and a powder to weeten the breath for sale by the apothecary.•• A 1582 price list for drugs for sale by the apothecaries in Worms,
Germany, is available and this Ust contains a dentifrice for sale, but no
price is given.•• Also on the continent, the Thesaurus pharmaceulicus of
Kaspar Schwenckfeld gives three recipes for dentifrices, i11 forma solida,
in forma pulveris, and in forma /iquida. •0 The first national pharmacopoeias of England (1618) do not contain such official recipes but, as
shown above, the popular medical literature and helpful-hint books of
Elizabethan England contained numerous recipe .
The toothbrush was not introduced into England until the middle of the
seventeenth century.•• Judging from the numerous prescriptions for loose
teeth, periodontal diseases and the loss of teeth must have been very
common, even more common than tooth decay. Even the aging queen
had her oral problems. The French ambassador to Elizabeth, initiaJly
denied an audience becau e the queen had "a cold in her teeth," wrote
"The ashes or burnt hare's head, or bartshom, and of egg shells are recommended as
dentifrices by Pliny in the 6rsl century; oturol History, 28, 178; 29, 46.
"William Gordon, Phormna,pinox, or a Table and Tau of tlitt Pryce, of Med,camenu
(Aberdene, 1625), pp. 32, 42. Both items cost three shillings per dram
.,Refarmotio und emeuwerte Ord,1ung der Apotecke11 (Franckfurt am Main, 1582), p. 127.
••K. Schwenckfcld, Thesaurus phonnoceulicus (Basel, 1587), pp. 431-432.
"/llemo/r, of ll1e V~rney Family during the Commor1UN!Olth, 1560-1660, ed. Margaret M.
Verney, 4 vols, (London, 1892-99), 3: 39 (1651); "Dr Kirton at F1orence thanks hirn for the
gift or the new Paris luxury, ' the Teeth Brwhes and Boxes',"
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that the queen ·s teeth "are very yellow and unequal, compared with what
they were formerly, so they say, and on the left side less than on the right.
'.Many of them are missing so that one cannot understand her easily, when
she speaks quickly."•• In 1598 Paul Hentzer of Brandenburg described the
queen as having '"her teeth black (a defect the English seem subject to, for
their too great use of sugar).""
Considering the importance of the history of medicine as an intellectual
and social force in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, much work must
yet be done by scholars to examine the influence of society on medicine
and of medicine on society in those periods. Effective or not, Elizabethan
England, more so than on the continent, seems to have experienced a
concerted and widespread effort to implement practices of oral hygiene.
There were many in the growing middle class who aspired to positions in
the Court or elsewhere to better their social and financial conditions.
Some achieved patronage, clientage, or favors through artistic, poetic, or
other talents, but certainly, for everyone, Lhe personal appearance and
behavior of the individual was important. Yes, ··1acke would faine be a
Gentlemanne, ·• and those who sought preferment or upward ocial mobility were made increasingly aware of the new emphasis being put not only
on better manners but also on its concomitant association, oral hygiene.
Social pressure insisted on white, clean teeth and a pleasant breath. And
the Elizabethans discussed the methods of oral hygiene and the reasons
therefore with fmnkness and bluntness.

"A Journo/ of all that was Accomp/i$hed by Monsieur dr Mal,se, trans. C. D. Harrison
(London: The onesuch Press, 1931), pp. 18, 26-26.
..William 8. Rye, Eng/ar,d as see,, by Fort1gTlt= in the Days ofE/1::abetJ, o,,d James the First
ew York: D. Blom. 1967), p. 104. Oa the frequent use or sugar in wine, see Fynes Moryson.
An 1//neran;, 4 vols, (Clasgow: James M•cLehose and Sons, 1907-08), 4 176. Shakespeare
has a number of references lo sugar including wine and sugar; er. Merry W/ve.t of Windsor,
a, 2, 69 and Part I of King HenT!J JV, 11, 4,470. Falstaff was called .. ir John Sack and Sugar,"
lb,d, I, 2, 114. See also T. . Wi!Lm, Studies in Eli::abethan Fomp;n Trodt! . fanchester:
University Press, 1959), pp. 313-332. "Sugar and the Elizabethans."

John Skelton:
Courtly Maker/Popular Poet
by

ancy A. Gutierrez
Uruversity of Texas. San Antonio

The eight poems in Latin and English written at the time of the English
victory at Flodden Field in 1513 are various combinations of praise, vituperation, satire, and polemic, reB.ecting the attitudes of their authors, John
Skelton, Thomas More, Peter Cannelianus, and Bernard Andre.' Th so
courtly makers, homogeneous in both their humanist background and
court employment, see the battle essentially the same way-as an occasion
to celebrate their royal employer and to abus his enemy-thus the differing verse forms and slanted treatments are grounded in a common point
of view. However, John Skelton, as author of three of the eight poems,
adds another dimension to his office. ln one of the poems he seems to be
speaking the king's man to the king's court; however, in another poem,
hls office is more generalized: h is a popular poet addressing the people
of England as their teacher, but also, peculiarly, expressing their own
views in his single voice. Finally, in a thlrd poem, be seems to combine
'There are six Latin poenu: lnvocotfo dt1 lnt:lyta ,n olctiss/mi Regis nosln l/t1nrlcl VIII, In
Co/lo, et Scotos o/clarla by Bernard Andr~; Epitapl,Jum Jacobi Rt1gis Scotorom by Peter
Cannelianus; In Regem Scobae Qu, ,lm,m Norhamam Proditam Sib/ Tamen OppuKna•II
Dimmulans Prod/tam &se, £pitapl11um Jacobi Regis Scotorom, and In lacobum Regem
Scotorom by Thomas More; and Choros de Di.s corltra Scotto, cum omni pro«u/0110/11
fut/a/tote ,o/emnlsaolt l,o, epitoma xx/I dit1 Septembri.s, by John Skelton. The two English
poems are A Bal/Dde of ti,,, Scot1,µ,lu, Kyngt1 and Slee/ton Lau,eate Against the Seo/tu by
John Skelton. Eight other poems are extant which were written later in the sixteenth century: a Scott15h poem of Six rhyme-royal stanzas, beginning "O Schollnnd thow w Aowrlng
in prosperus welthe"'; The Lamentation of King lames the fourth, King of Scots and Tl,t1
botaile of Brampton, or Floddon fieldt1 by Francis Dyngley (i'); T/11, lame11toble Complaint
of King Jama of Scotland6 by Ulpian Fulwell; Scottsh Ffeildt!, 7116 Battlt1 of Floddt!11 Field
(in Ni11s Fits), and Flodd6t1 Ffeilde (Stanley family poem.); and the Sang of Flodde11 Fit!ld
by Thoma.1 Deloney(?). There also is extant an Italian poem, contemporary with the battle,
entitled La Rotta de Scocesi.
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the e two functions, acti.ug as both king's poet and popular spokesman.
We can see this blending of rhetorical stances, perhaps best explained
as a blending of medieval and Renais ance perceptions of a poet, by 6rst
examining the event of the battle itself, and then by comparing Skelton's literary response to the battle with the responses of his fellow
poets.
The English victory at Flodden Field demonstrated English heroism
and military prowess to the entire European community.• King James IV
of Scotland invaded England's northern border in August 1513 when the
country was ostensibly vulnerable to attack: not only was Henry vru
absent from England, but almost all of his military elite and a substantial
6ghting force were absent as weU. Henry, a member of the Holy League
which was committed to protecting the Papacy, had invaded France
because of its designs upon papal territories.• Only Thomas Howard, the
Earl of Surrey, and a few north-country armies remained. This vulnerability, however, was not the cause of James's aggression. The cause
lies in the entangling alliances of the European princes. Because
France was surrounded by hostile neighbors, alJ members of the Holy
League, Louis XII turned to Scotland, France's traditional alJy, for help
in stopping the Eng.Lish invader. Since Henry's army comprised the
major military threat against the French, a succe sful Scottish diversion in England would relieve the situation in France almost immediately.•
•1 am ind bled to the following works for my discussion of Flodden Field, A T,ewe Encou11/rd
. . or Boloyle latelv don betwene. England 011d: Scotland, In John Ashton, ed. , A Ballade
of the Scottysshe Kynge (London; Elliot Stock, 1882), pp. 68-78; Thordre and behauyoure
of the .. . Erle of Sur,ey . . agents the kynge of Scottcs .. , in London, British Library,
Additional l\.is. 29, 506, fol. 1-13; Edward Hall, The V11/or1 of the Two Noble and Illustre
Famelies of Laneaslrt! & Yorke, ed. Henry Ellis (London: J. Johnson, 1809; reprint ed. New
York: AMS Press, 1965), pp. ~
; Willlrun Hunt and Reginald L. Poole, gen. eds., 11,e
Polflicol Historv of E11gland. 12 vols. 'ew York: Longmans, Green. and Co., 1906), vol 5:
The History of England from the AC<=t!.ulon of Henry Vil lo the death ofHtmry Viii (14851547), by H. A. L. Fisher, pp. 179-89; ) . D. Mackie, Henry VII{ 011d Se<>tla1Jd, Transactions
oflhe Roynl Historical Society, 4th ser., vol. 29 (London, 1947), pp. 93-114: and J. D . Maclde,
Tiu, E:arller TudoTS 1485-1558, en!. ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), pp. 271--85. All
furLher reference to these >YOrb >Yill be noted in lhe text
•Tue other me,nbers of the League were Pope Leo X; Margo.rel of Savoy, Regent of the
Netherlruid•; King Ferdinand of Aragon, Henry's fnther-in-low; and Maalmili.an, Holy Roman
Emperor.
•1t is probable that the other members of the League were using Henry, hJs army, and his
money to wQAe a war whose success would ultimately be more benelicial to continental
Europe than lo th island of Englruid. However, Henry, who hod visions of himself as a great
conqueror, was wiUing lo be used. See, for example, Carr II Mottlngly's explanation in bis
Catl,erineof Aragon ( cw York: Little, Brown nod Company, 1941; reprint ed. 1 cw York:
Vintage Books, 1960), pp. 131--57.
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James was low in committing himself totally to Louis XII.• In March
1512 he had renewed the "Auld Alliance" with France, but he was also
bound to England by a treaty of peace pledged in 1509. This formal pledge
took tangible form in the marriage between James and Margaret Tudor,
Henry' sister (performed August 1503). The treaty with England was
placed under the sanction of papal excommunication; any breach by one
of the two monarchs was to be punished by excommunication or interdict.
Pledged as he was to both warring nations, James was forced to weigh
which king's friendship would prove most beneficial to himself and to
Scotland. Discontented with Henry's indifferent attitude toward numerous injuries against Scotland and himself, and obliged to Louis for various
gifts of money, armaments, and professional military advisors.James chose
in August 1513 to act upon his oath to France.•
In his eagerness to become another Henry V, Henry V1ll had not been
blind to James's leanings toward France. Between August and October
1512, a skeleton army had been kept ready in the north under the command of the Earl of Surrey to combat any Scottish hostility. When Henry
left: for France in the summer of 1513, he entrusted the safety of hi
northern border once more to Surrey, and Surrey was able to mobilize the
northern counties with exceptional speed when the crisis came because
of his arrangements the year before. Apostolic censures-probably arranged by English lobbying-were pronounced against James in Rome on
9 August, fully thirteen days before James crossed the English border.
Clearly, Henry was fully cognizant of his brother-in-law's intentions.
James entered England on 22 August 1513. Although English accounts
state that the Scots numbered anywhere from 60,000 to 100,000, a more
accurate estimate is 30,000. James besieged orham Castle, which fell on
the 28th, after its English captain had used up all his ammunition before
help could arrive (a misjudgment rather than a betrayal, although Thomas
More maintains the latter in one of his epigrams). During the next week,
'James fervently desired to lead a crusade ngninst the Turks, and was rightly convinced that
European wars would only hinder this plan. Consequently, he lobbied for a peaceful resolu•
lion of the hostilities between England and France, as weU as among the other European
states involved, principally Spain and the Papacy. See Marguerite Wood, ed., Floddtm Po·
pen: Dlplomotlc Correspondtmct1 between tlro Court~ of From:tt ond Scotlo11d. 1$()7-1517.
Scottish History Society, 3d ser., vol. 20 (Edinburgh, 1933); and Robert Kerr Hannay, cal.,
R. L Mackie and Anne Spilman, eds .. Tire letter, ofJamt!S tlrtJ Four/Ir /SOS-1513, Scottish
History Society, 3d ser., vol 45 (Edinburgh, 1953),
'There are three sUghts in particular whlch James listed in hi, letter: (I) the delay in delivering valuable jewels which were promised to James as part or Margaret's dowry; (2) lhe delay
in bringing to trial bastard Heron of Ford and his accomplices for the murder of ir Robert
Ker, the warden of the marshes; and (3) the Failure of Justice or satisfaction offered in the
lcilllng or the privateer, Sir Andrew 8arton, and lhe seiz.ure of his ship by Thomas and
Edward Howard. See 11.U, pp. 545-47
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the Scottish king took the castles of Wark, Eta!, and Ford. Meanwhile,
urrey hastily mustered his army (numbering approximately 20,000 men),
and on 4 September he sent the herald Rouge Cross to the Scottish king
to set the time of battle, the afternoon of Friday, 9 September. On 6
September, James encamped on Flodden Hill, a seemingly impregnable
rise above the river Till. Surrey sent Rouge Cross to James again, this time
to rcque t that Jame remove himself from the hill in order to give proper battle. However, James refused. At this point Surrey was faced
with a problem of strategy: how to bring James down from the hill
without sacriJicing the English army in a suicidal assault. His solution
was to march his army around the hill and approach Jame from the northern direction. The logistics of this maneuver have been debated by
historians since the time of the battle, but the actual fact of its accomplishment is unquestioned.' The battle was over in the early evening, but the English were not certain of their victory until the next day,
when daylight revealed the extent of Scottish losses-the deaths of
most of the peers of Scotland, including that of the Scottish king himself.
The news of the English victory travelled by many routes. Surrey sent
a brief notice lo Catherine which apparently arrived in London on
the 14th. 8 Catherine's letter to Henry at Tournay reached him on the
15th." Henry wrote to Maximilian on 16 September, as did Maximilian's
ambassador with Henry, Paolo da Laudi (Letters and Papers, no.
2271). Meanwhile, Bishop Thomas Rutha! of Durham wrote three letters to Wolsey who was with the king in France, giving an accurate
although second-band account of the battle (Letters and Papers, nos.
2279, 2283, and 2284). The e official dispatches are only a few of
the many such letters sent among the European nations with "news"
of Flodden Field. Most of the letters sent during the first month or so
after the battle contained incorrect information, which affected some
'See especially Thoma.s Hodgkin. "The 8atUe of F1odden," A.rcha-,/0gilJ A.eliana, n.s., 16
(1894): 1-45; W. M. Mackel12ie, Th8 Secret of Flodden with '71,e Rout of 1h11 Sco/4" (Edin•
burgh: Grant and Murray, l931); and C. F. T. Leather, NewLlsht on Floddon (sic) (8erw!ckupon-Tweed, 1937).
'Crea\ 8ntllln, Public Record Office, Caltmdar of State Papen and Manuscrlp/4, Venetian,
of the Reign of Hemy VIII, vol. 2 (1500-19): 14 September 1513, Antonio 8avarin to the
Pesari of London, no. 337. All further referl!nces to this work will be cited in the text, by
number or document.
'Creal Britain, Public Record Office, Lellllrr and Papen, Foreign and Domutlc of th,, Reign
of Hen'IJ VIII, vol. I (1500-13): 16 September 1513, Katharine or Aragon to Henry VIII, no.
2268. All forther references to this work will be cited in the text, by number or document.
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policy-making at certain courts. 10 However, the account of the English
victory was accepted as true throughout most of Europe by mid-October.
The authors of the poems on F1odden Field-Bernard Andre, Peter
Carmelianus, Thomas More, and John Skelton-were men of learning,
employed by Henry Vlli to perform various secretarial and ambassadorial
duties. 11 As men skilled in the humanist arts of writing and speaking weU,
they wrote official letters and reports, delivered important speeches, interpreted correspondence, composed poems and ongs celebrating the
monarch and his glorious deeds. Andre and Skelton had achieved a certain
exceUence in grammar and rhetoric, as their appellation "poet laureate"
indicates (an honorific title conferred occasionally by various universities).
In addition they e11ch called themselves "orator regius," as did Carmelianus, because their duti.es for the king required them to use the arts
of oratory (i.e. writing for the purpo es of per uasion and celebration). The
fact that one man might be known by both these titles indicates that
poetry and oratory were arts that hared certain of the same kills of
language, skills which were given practical application in the court of
Henry Tudor.
The predecessors of these four Henrician courtly makers were the
medieval troubadors, "singers [who] praised the deeds of their patrons and
lords, attacked his enemies, ridiculed rival poets, celebrated victories,
lamented defeats, scorned the traitor, the upstart, the coward."" Laurence Minot, a poet in the court of Edward rn who wrote poems about
the English troubles with the Scots, offers the most striking parallels to the
Tudor poets. He too is a man of letters retained by his king to perform
secretarial duties as well as to celebrate the deeds of his royal employer.
He writes with a consciousness of his country's worth. Minot's allegiance,
however, is to his king, rather than to his nation. For example, in his poems
on the avenging of Bannockburn and on the battle of eville's Cross,
Minot consistently refers to the Scots' enemy as Edward-the English
0
' 01plomatic rel tions o.mong the
variow European states were in the formative
stages. Amba.,.adors were expected to perform mo.ny roles-spy, lego.l advisor, diplomat•
le negotiator, etc. Consequently, most attempted to build their own private network
or communications, which performed with varying degrees or reliability. For a comprehensive view or the system llS it WllS forming, see CDITett Mattingly, Reno/ssa11a, Dlpl<>macv (Boston: Houghton, Miffiln and Co., 1955; reprint ed., Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1964).
"Willio.m eoon, John Ske/1011, Laureate (New Yor"' Columbia University Prcss, 1939), pp.
4-58; and "Thomas More, Grammarian and Orator," PMU, 58 (1943): 337-52.
"Arthur R. Heiserman, Skelton and So/Ire (Chicago: Unlversity or Chicago Press, 1961), p.
287.
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people, though not unimportant, are human extensions of their king. 13
This emphasis upon the ruler indicates that Minot wrote the poem to
please his royal patron and that his audience was probably the S)'ll1pathetic
one of Edward's court. In their Flodden poems, Andre, CarmeUanus,
and More clearly depend on the throne and court in much the same
way as does Minot; their humanist training has not altered the fun•
daroental duties of their office, although the tools (of language and technique) used in the performance of their duties may be substantially
different from their predecessors·. Skelton, on the other hand, not only
shows in his poems an awareness of the possibility that the English
people are an alternative patron and audience, but he also appUes
innovations in language and rhetorical technique, which successfully
separate him from both his medieval and contemporary counterparts.
Yet he has not entirely embraced the Renaissance, nor entirely abandoned the medieval: Lhe oratQr regius is simultaueously an orator popularis.
By writing in Latin and by using sophisticated poetic forms, Andre,
CarmeUanus, and More signal Lhe courtly nature of their poems. Bernard
Andre, who gained eminence during the reign of Henry VU, enlitles his
poem, Inoocatio de inclyta itlvictissimi Regu nostrf He11rici V/11, in Cal/os
et Scotos victorio.,. He signs this formal panegyric, "poeta regius," indicating that he is continuing to function as royal historiographer, his office
in the couxt of Henry VU.'"
Peter CarmeUanus wrote an epitaph on James rv, a poem in ploddiJ:1g
hexameters. 1 • It begins with a denunciation of the King of Scots, the first
in a long series:

Hie Tacobe iaces Scotorum perfide princeps
lnnumeris iacuUs gladiis confossus et armis.
"Laurence Minot, The War Ballads of Lourence Minot, erl . Douglos C. Stedm11n (Dublin:
Hodges, Ciggis, tic Co., Ltd., 19 I 7), pp. 5-6, 33-35.
"Ca/er,dar of the Manusr:rlpts of the ..• Ma"lul-, of So/1.tbury, in Historical Manuscripts
Commfilion (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1883), lA; see also l.ellttrs ar1d Papers, no.
2247.
"Although Bernard Andre apparently WIIS widely retpccted und odmired in hi, day for his
learning and bis writing skill, he has been virtually igno.r ed by modern scholars. Several of
his works, including his Latin life of Henry VU, a French poem ei,titled "Les Douze Triomphes d Henry Vll," ond an anna.listic account of two years of the reign of Henry vm have
been reprinted in James Cairdner, ed., Memorials of Kin11 Henrv the Sewmth, Chronicles
end Memorials of Cre11I Brilll.in and Ireland during the Middle Ages, vol 10 (London:
Longrnans, Brown, Green, Longman<, and Roberts, 1858). See o.l,;o Nelson, Skelton, pp.
239--42 for a bibliography of Andre'• works.
'"Lo.ndon, BriliSh Library, Additional Ms. 29, 506, fol. 14.
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Carmelinnus sees James as a traitorous king ("perlide princeps") who,
"pierced with numerous spikes, swords, and arms," has ultimately been
punished for a sinful life. He is responsible for his father's death, an act for
which he feels no shame or guilt." He also has disregarded the pope's
commands, as well as God's. Further, he has violated a treaty with Henry
VIII, having entered the kingdom "like a Turk, Saracen, or Indian," while
Henry was away subduing the French enemy. Finally, James has abused
his wife, Henry's sister, by offering her a traitorous war ralher than a
virtuous marriage bed. For these crimes, James is heing punished. The
poem ends with the poet's assertion that James will be a model for all
princes to abhor:
. . . et es regum exemplum / manifestaque
norma utque promittunt / teneant/ ellesaque
servent.
The JinaJ three poems, written by Thomas More, are Latin epigrams in
elega.ic couplets. These epigrams were probably composed shortly after
the battle, in 1513, but were not published until 1518, in More's Progym nosmata et epigrammata. '" 1n the first poem, entitled In Regem Scoliae,
qui Arcem Norhamam proditam sibi tamen oppugnavit, dissimulans
proditam e-Sse, the poet addresses James directly, asking the king of Scots
why he had bothered to use force in his assault upon or ham Castle, when
treacherous betrayal would offer him the victory. (Historians maintain,
however, that ill strategy rather than treachery caused the castle's surrender.) More interprets the Scottish defeat as a punishment for the English
captain's traitorous actions. The tone of the epigram is angry and condemnatory. More attacks the treachery of the captain and finds grim
consolation in the fact that this "betrayer" and James are both killed:
Proditur ut pereat, pereat cui proditur hostis,
lnvicta in fatis arx habet ista suis.
More's use of repetitive sound patterns-for example, alliteration, agnominatio ("Proditur ... proditur"), and epizeuxis (" pereat, pereat"}adds a biting quality to the sound as well as to the sense of the epigram.
"James Ill was murdered by rebels who had placed at their head the future James IV. Upon
ascending the throne, James IV did penance for his father 's death, an action which admits
a certain amount or complicity. The actual measure or James fV's involvement in his Father's
assassination is not known, however
'"Thomas More, The Latin Epigram.r of Sir Thomas Mort!, ed. and trans. Leicester Bradner
and Charles Arthur Lynch (Chicago: University or Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 76, 115. All
further references to these poems will be from the Bradner and Lynch edition.
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More us James rv as the subject of his two other epigrams. In In
lacobum Regem Scotonnn, the poet addresses France in the gloating tone
of a victor. He rejoices that, while Henry was reclaiming France for the
pope, James was being punished for attempting treason against Henry. It
is the will of God, say More, that James perish among his men, for he has
called his own doom upon himself, beginning with his own unnatural
slaughter of his father. ln the third epigram, Epifaphium Jacobi Regis
Scotorum. James apparently warns the kings of the world that a king must
have a name which can be trusted. More uses the Fall-of-Princes motifthe return of a shade to warn men of a particular sin. James does not offer
an emotional lamentation, nor does he plead for prayers. He recognizes
his sin of betrayal and accepts his death stoically. This restraint is well
expressed by More's spare language, his concisely arranged rhetorical
6gures, his use of the 6rst-per on narrator.
John kelton is often viewed as a transitional figure in literary history,
and here he retains this distinction as the poet coalescing the offices of
medieval court maker and popular spokesman. 11 Chorvs de Dis contra
Scottos cum 011111i processio11ali fe.stivitate solemnisovit hos epitoma xxii
die Septembris is a formal celebratory poem, written in the same tradition
as the 6ve Latin poems previously discussed. However, Skelton's English
poems on Flodden Field, The Ballade of the Scottysshe Ky11ge and Skelton
Laureate Against the Scottes, demonstrate a new application of his humanist learning. The English poems differ from the Latin poems not only
in the application of the vernacular but in the significance of that application: the vernacular indicates that an audience different from the court is
being addre ed, an audience comprising the breadth of the English nation.
Chorus de Dis demonstrates that Skelton possesses the same learning,
sophistication, and poetic talents as his three fellow poets.•0 In his poem,
Skelton parodies a paschal hymn of Fortunatus which begins:
Salve festa dies, toto venerabilis aevo
Qua Deus inferum vicit et astra tenet.
'"The texts for Chorus de Du and llga/,ut the Scottes are taken from Jolin Skelton, Tire
Po«lical Work, ofJohn Skelton, ed. Alexander Dyce, 2 vols. (London: Thomas Rodd, 1843;
reprint ed. ew York: AMS Press, 1965), 2:lSZ-00; the text of II Ballade of the Scott,pshe
Kgnge is take n from Jolin Skelton, II Ballade of the Scolly,tshe Kgnge, ed. John Ashton
(London: Elliot Stock, 1882). All furl.h er reference to these poems will be noted in the text.
••Chorus d11 Du contra Scotti» ls a sister poem to Chorus dt1 D/8 ... contra Calli», a poem
Skelton wrote In celebration of Henry·s capture of TherouaMe on 22 August 1513. This
poem, sixteen lines of Latin hexameters, prllises Henry .. a military leader, "'valldiSSimus
Hector." It refers to the Battle of the Spurs, on Ul1$Uccessful attempt by Louis to relieve
Therouanne on 16 August 1513, during which the Dukes of Longueville and Clermont were
taken prisoner. The poem ends with a paeon to the Engli.,h banner of St. George. Nelson
(p. 129n) identifies Fortunat:u.s·s hymn as Skelton·s source for these poems.
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Chorus de Dis echoes this opening:
Salva festa dies, toto resooabilis aevo,
Qua Scottus Jacobus, obrutus ense, caclit.
The contrast between the resurrected Christ and the fallen king of Scots
immediately signaJs the satiric vein. Skelton inverts the well-known hymn
of praise in order to compose a vituperative poem against James. Rhetorical manuals list certain topics which an orator should praise in an epideictic oration, for example, the person's character and family, his great deeds,
and his ability to exercise power. Skelton here uses these topics for blame,
instead of praise: be vilifies James and his race ("damnorum germine
cretus"); he mocks the Scottish defeat ("Luxuriat tepido sanguine pinguis
humus"); and he derides James's loss of kingly power and dignity in death
("Die modo, Scottorum dudum male sane malorum/Rector, nunc regeris, mortus, ecce, jacis"). Skelton ends the poem with a peroration common to any prayer or sermon, an exhortation to give thanksgiving to
God:
Anglis, due choreas; resooeot tua tympana,
psaJlas;
Da laudes Domino, da pia vota Deo.
Thus, by reversing the purpose and language of a popular Latin hymn,
Skelton gives an original touch to an otherwise conventional series of
invectives.
Chorus de Dis could be termed a sirvente.l'. a form of medieval satire
having two primary characteristics: the use of musical devices and the
technique of attack of the enemies of the poet and his patron.21 Skelton's
poem clearly was written in order to be sung at some formal occasion of
celebration-perhaps even the royal celebration in France.•• Also, keltoo
composed the piece on behalf of his king and patron, and the wit of its
conception inclicates that he was writing for an educated and sophisticated
audience, probably Henry's court. As poet of this particular poem, Skelton
appears no dilferent than bis fellow courtly makers, and much like a Tudor
Laurence Minot.
Skelton is not merely a child of the Middle Ages, however. Although he
is clearly taking the role of regius orator in his composition of this Latin
"Heiserman, pp. 247-Sl.
"Nelson (Sk~lton, pp. 124-27) postulate! that Skelton may have been in France with Henry'•
army when he wrote Cho= di! Dis. Maurice Pollet, John Skelton: Poet of Tutk,r Engla11d,
traru. John Warrington (Londo"' J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1971), pp. 69f, holds ttrls view
as well. However, the common consensus i• that Skelton was t Dis and that he wrote the
poem for the choir al Dis. See, for example, H. L. R. Edwards, Skelton: The Life a11d Times
of An Early English Poet (London, Jonntban Cape, 1949), pp. 139-41.
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Flodden poem, his role alters when he composes verses in English about
the victory: whereas Chorus de Dis is a Latin poem written for an educated audience, the Ballade of the Scottysshe Kyr1ge is written in English
for a popular audience. It is the earliest printed news ballad extant, a
predecessor of the news broadsides of the later part of the century. Skelton's approach to the historical event is very like that of Elizabethan
hroadside balladeers: (1) he uses the event of Flodden Field as an occasion
to praise his king and abuse the king's enemies; (2) he relies upon an
emotional structure for his poem which is founded upon a feeling of
community; and (3) he assumes a role as spokesman of his society, an orator
popularis. •• These operations take Skelton out of the king's court and
place him squarely in the national community. His audience no longer is
small, insular, elite, but large, universal, and comprehensive. Consequently the poefs function of pleasing, either through his artistry or his
ability to Ratter, is modified: his primary function is now didactic, for his
artistry and his ability to Batter, must bow to the necessity of enunciating
political, social, and moral issues. orthrop Frye recognizes this didactic
aspect of the poet:
. . . [T]he poet may devote himself to being a
spokesman of his society, which means, as he is
not addressing a second society, that a poetic
knowledge and expressive power which is latent or needed in his society comes to articulation in him. Such an attitude produces poetry
which is educational in the broadest sense . . . .
The social function of the poet figures prominently as a theme.••
In Renaissance terminology, Skelton's "educational" poetry is poetry
which uses history as a teaching tool, a central humanist value. In his own
translation of the Bibliotheca H~torica by Diodorus Siculus, Skelton
writes:
... but onely historyal processe, representynge
the worde equyualent vnto the dedes, in her
compryseth all couenable auauntage. For it in"For the bc>l analysis or tht- broadside ballad, see M A. Shaaber, S<,me Foreru11nel'8 of the
Ne=paper In E:11gla11d, 1475-16!!!! (Philadelphia, University or Penn,ylvania Press, 1929),
pp. 193-201
" orlhrop Frye, A11alomy of Cnlrcism (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1957), p. 54;
see also Ed wards, p . 183.
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cyteth a man vnto a!Je that vpon honeste is
grounded, and hugely abhorreth alle vices detestable. She bryngeth manerly persones vnto
auaunsement. Alle haskard s she shaketh
theym out of conceyte. And, in conclusion, by
experyence of the thynges whiche she decrybeth, hyghly she profyteth in conductynge
vs vnto the strayt way of sensyble vnderstondynge.11
This passage expre
the Renaissance commonplace of history as a moral
force to incite men to virtuous actions, a commonplace echoed by innumerable writers throu~out the century. 21 Skelton's Ballade partakes of
this educative thrust of history in hvo ways. In one obvious sense, an
educative aspect lies in the poem's function as a news report. Although
clearly not an objective journalistic account, the poem reports the major
facts as Skelton knows them from the contents of Surrey's initial letter to
Henry. (Surrey only reports that the Scots had been routed and that the
fate of King James was unkno\vn.) This factual aspect of the poem, however, is of lesser importance in determining the poem's teaching effectiveness than are the rhetorical techniques used. The most obvious technique
is Skelton's inversion of the epideictic oration. Although he applied this
same technique in Chorus de Dis, which I have termed "courtly," the
application here is different, for Skelton does not base his poem on an
older poem, and more important, he does not expect prior knowledge
from his audience for his structure to work. The poem works or does not
work in a context void of previous literary associations.
The epideictic nature of the Ballade, however, explains only part of its
energy and vitality, and in a discussion of the educative thrust of the poem,
must take second place to the hortatory aspect. It differs radically from the
previous six poems, which rely solely on the cpideictic. The Ballade
achieves a sense of immediacy, even of urgency, because of several stylistic elements directly related to this persuasive oratory: the use of the
vernacular; Skelton's use of the first person plural which creates a sense
of oneness between the poet and the English people; the reference to
James in the econd person; continuous use of the imperative and present
n John kelton. lrans., Th• Bibliotheca Ill tor/co of Dtodorw Slculus, ed . F M. Salter and

H I.. R Edwards, Early Englfsh Text Society, vol 233 (London Oxford Univer,ity Press,
1956), pp. 8-9
,.For two representative examples, see Erasmw, The Educot/011 ofa Chr/11/011 Prlrtce, trans
Le ter K Born (l\ew York, Columbia Univernty Pr , 1936; reprint ed., ew York: W. W.
, orton & Company, 1968), p. 202; and Thomas Elyot, The Book amt!d the Covemor, ed .
. E. Lehmberg (London, Dutton, 1907), pp. 28-34, 38-40
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tense , with use of the subjunctive or past tense only to set up hypothetical
con tructions with which to abuse James.
These rhetorical techniques and their attendant elfects corre pond to
the techniques and elfects of medieval preaching, thus revealing a second
educative level. If Skelton appears like an early Tudor troubador in
Chorus de Dis, in the Ballade his rhetorical posture is more similar to that
of a preacher. In both roles, Skelton uses the same rhetoric of occasional
oratory, but in enlarging his audience, he enlarges his authority. He no
longer speaks solely for the King, but for the nation. The similarity between the preacher and the Renai sance news poet i that both possess an
undisputed authority as orators of their respective times. The preacher
peaks to a community of one faith and the poet speaks to a community
of one nation. Tbe audience is the same in both situations, that is, both
preacher and poet appeal to the common people, but the difference in
times signals a shift of interests, as the secular replaces the religious.
Charles Sear Baldwin cites the "fund of common emotional associations"11 shared by Church members as an important aspect of the potential to move men to action:
Always emotional, occasional oratory becomes
in preaching a distinct form of persuasion. Relying le than political oratory on argument, reasoning less and pleading more, it is even more
urgent toward a goal. (p. 230)
Preaching, Baldwin suggests, appeals primarily to the emotions rather
than to the reason of its audience, because faith is an emotional rather than
a rational concept. Therefore, the sermon, too, is "less sustained by a
progress of paragraphs than forwarded by stages of emotion." (p. 248)
In Skelton 's Ba/lode, such a structure is also apparent. The 6ve sections
of the poem are held together, not by a logical, coherent structure, like
the Chorus de Dis, but rather by Skelton 's continuous tone of censure and
condemnation. Skelton is so caught up with the arrogance of the Scots that
accusation follows accusation, with no clear organizing principle other
than his emotional response to the event.
In the first section, 11. 1-14, Skelton refers to James's action of sending
his herald, Lyon, to France to call Henry back from his wars, likening the
king to a summoner, an ecclesiastical official of mean degree "who cites
and warrants persons to appear in court" (O.E.D.). In this denunciation,
Skelton alludes to the specific words used by Henry to the Herald Lyon:
••Charles Sears Baldwin, Medieoal RMtoricand P«tlcto /400 ( 'ew York: Macmillan Company, 1928; reprint ed., St. Clair Shores, Mich., Scholarly Press, 1976), p. 231. All further
reference$ to this work will be noted in the text.
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"I will returne to your domage at my pleasure, and not at thy masters
somonyng" (Hall, p. 545).11 The comparison is not a favorable one, for the
per on of a summoner had long been a popular example for the vices of
corruption and exploitation ...
ln the second section, 11. 15-J7, James is described as a rebellious
servant of Henry. Whatever sins Jam s may have been guilty of, rebellion
was not one of them. He was sovereign of Scotland and owed no fealty to
England, except that promised in the 1509 agreement. In breaking the
treaty, he was acting in bad faith as an equal who had broken his pledge,
not as a rebellious servant. However, Henry-and Skelton reOects this
sentiment-habitually thought of James as a feudal vas al holding Scotland
in trust for the king of England.• 0 Therefore, Skelton describes James in
various unsavory roles, particularly as a patricide and as an unanointed
king.
The third ection, 11. 38-52, contains the story ofJames's defeat on the
battlefield as Skelton understood it-that James was a prisoner at orham
Castle after losing in battle his spur , armor, and sword. The fourth section, 11. 53-65, compares James and the king of avarre, who had
been deprived of his kingdom by Ferdinand of Aragon in 1512 on
the pretext of avarre's alliance with Louis XII. Skelton is making
a direct allusion to Henry Vlll's reply to James's letter calling the English king back to England (a letter which James was not alive to receive):
And yf the example of the kyng of auarre
beynge excluded from his royalme for assistence gyuen to the Frenche king cannot restrayne you fro this vnnaturall dealynge we
suppose ye shall haue like assistence of the
sayde Frenche kynge as the kyng of auarre
hath now: Who is a kynge withoute a realme,
and so the French kynge peaceably sulfereth
hym to contynue wherunto good regarde
woulde be taken. (Hall, pp. 547-48)
The poem ends with a second denunciation of James as a summoner and
with a prayer to Cod.
"See abo ehon, Skelton, pp. 243-45 for a recounting, independent of Hall, of the same
coovenatlon, reprinted From London, British Ubrary, Harleian Ms. 2252, fol 41.
,.Chaucer's summoner is only the most famous example. For a discussion of the ollice of the
summoner, both in its practice and In Its literary expression, see Louis A. Huselm.oyer, "The
Apparitor and Chaucer's Summoner," Speculum, 12 (1937): 43-.57.
"'See Mackie, Her,"' VIII and Scotland for a detailed analysi! of Henry's attitude and it:s
re,ults.
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A second rhetorical technique which kelton hares with the medieval
preacher is bis stance of social critic within the poem. This stance is most
evident in the type of sermon which speaks against social corruption.
Mendicant friars, followed by other preachers, attacked the corruption of
the times from the pu1pit, and these attacks were gradual1y secularized
into political poems, which retained the homiletic characteristics. Skelton
speaks for the English people just as the preacher speaks for the oppressed, and he abuses James in the same phrases of condemnation that
the preacher uses against the oppressors of society. His audience is not the
communion of Church members, but the English people as a nation.
Although English nationalistic feeling in 1513 is not the coherent entity
it is in 1588, Skelton is aware that the victory of Flodden Field, placed as
it was at the center of international attention, would inspire a kind of
national unity and pride, and he uses this patriotism as the emotional
foundation of the Ballade. Thus, the medieval preacher and news poet
identify themselves with the victims of corruption-the common people.
They attack the oppressors-the uncaring rich, the bad ruler, the materialistic clergy. And both see themselves as the agents of God. The dilference is that Skelton applies this homiletic rhetorical stance, not in a
religious context to a small audience, but in a seculnr context to a large
audience.
When the entire story of Flodden Field was finally known, Skelton
expanded the Ballade, creating a new poem, Agoi11st the Scottes. It is a
more finished piece than the Ballade, although it, too, is more coherent
in tone than in structure. The first section is a diatribe against the Scots.
Skelton speaks in the first person plural, once again making himself a
spokesman of the English, but he addre es the Scots in the third per on,
which weakens the vehemence of the satire:
At Floddon hyllys
Our bowys, our byllys,
Slewe all the Roure
Of theyr honome.
Are not these Scottys
Folys and sottys ... {11. 25-30}
In the second division, Skelton addresses James, this time in the second
person:
Joly Jemmy, ye scorneful Scott,
Is it come unto your lot
A solmpne sumner for to be?
(11. 49-51)

Na11C1J A. Gutierrez
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Entitled ''When the Scotte lyved," it expands the second section of the
Ballade, where James is depicted in the various uncomplimentary roles
of a rebellious servant, a patricide, and an unanointed king.
The third section, "When the Scot was slayne" is more wittily conceived. The 6r t lines set the time of the battle in a parody of conventional
poetic beginnings:
Continually I shall remember
The mery moneth of September,
With the ix daye of the same,
For then began our myrth and game.
(11. 65-68)

Skelton next determines "to wryte some lyttle tragedy." The tragedy is
directed toward "our royal! Englysh nacion" and its purpose is not to offer
matter for lamentation, but rather a "special consolation"; that is, Skelton
will celebrate the death of James IV. Once again, the poet laureate is
consciously composing a vituperative oration. He invokes Melpomene, the
muse of tragedy, but follows this by calling upon Thalia, the muse of
comedy, deliberately undercutting the mock formal invocation and shorpening the satire against James. The remainder of the poem is a reworking
of the Ballade, retaining the same divi ions as I have formerly described,
but with a few additions and correction of facts.
lo writing Against the Scottes, Skelton blurs his two roles as orator
regius and orator populoris, for although the new ver ion is learned in its
allusions, the fact that it is written in English widens its potential audience.
I do not press this opinion, however, for Skelton's signature as orator regius
clearly indicates that, whoever may have eventually read the poem, Skelton most probably intended it to circulate in court. Also, the fact that it
was not printed seems to indicate that Skelton was speaking primarily to
his immediate audience of the court, and not to the broader audience of
the English people.
Skelton's awareness of his role as national pokesman has also been
noted by Robin Skelton, who argues, in an analysis of the Skelton canon,
that Skelton consciously fuses past and current poetic practices in order
to show himself a Master Poet. A Master Poet possesses the qualities of
versatility and genius, recognizes himself as a successor in a long line of
a nation's Master Poets, and embodies a kind of "stage presence," a recognizable voice, in his poetry. Further, states Robin Skelton,
he establishes a scheme of cultural values which
relates directly to the history and nature of his
own community, and, most frequently, appears
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to claim for his own vision, a central place in the
history of human civilization.31
Skelton paints such a WO"rld picture For himself and England in his
English Flodden poems. Indeed, he believes his authority as spoke man
is inviolate. When certain criticisms were made about the bad taste and
irreverence of his verse toward James, a king in his own right as well as
a relative of England's king, Skelton replied with several lines entitled
Vnto DitJers People that Remord This Rymynge Agay11st the Scot Jemmy.
Ln this poem he justifies his invectives against James and casts doubt upon
the loyalty of the complainers:
Who so therat pyketh mood,
The tokens are nol good
To be true Englysh blood; . . .
He skantly loueth our kynge,
That grudgeth at this thing:
That cast such ouerthwartes
Percase haue hollow hartes.

(11. 21-23,

35-38)32

Implicit in these lines is the assumption that Skelton himself speaks with
the authority of the king and with the mandate of the people, an authority
and mandate justified by divine providence.
ot only do Skelton's two English poems reflect the rhetoric of occasional oratory from homiletic literature, but they also propound the Christian theme of salvation history expressed in this literature. Skelton
interprets the victory as a sign of God's care for England. His homiletic
peroration at the end of the Ballade identifies his awareness of divine
providence:
God save kynge Henry and his lordes all
And sende the frensche kynge such an other fall
Amen I for saint Charyte
And god save noble
Kynge I Henry /

VIIJ
"Robin Skelton, '"The Master Poet: John Skelton os C:msciou.s Craftsman; · Mosaic, 6 (1973):
71.

"Dyce, I: 189.
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This same awareness is signalled in Against the cottes:
Thus for your guerdon quyt ar ye
Thanked be God in Trinitie,
And swere Saincte George, our ladies knyght.
(l l. 139-41).,
Although these attributions to divine providence are commonplace, they
hold a greater meaning in light of the international ramifications attendant upon the battle's outcome, and in light of kelton' attempt to speak
to a broader audience. The victory becomes a close and personal expr sion of God's favor, a blessing upon Henry's imperialistic designs.
By converting the news item of Flodden Field into an example of divine
favor, Skelton uses the historical event rhetorically,just as history was used
in the humanist scheme of education. The events of Flodden Field are
secondary to bis purpose of e tablishiag Henry as God's favorite and James
as a disciple of Satan. The news ballad, by its very nature, cannot appeal
to an audience over and over again with the same intensity. This transitory
characteristic of lhe news ballad reduces the importance of historical
veracity in lhe make-up of the poem. For example, Skelton ·s ignorance of
James's death in the Ballade does not detract from the emotional effect
of the poem. Rather, nis analysis of James·s character, his description of
Henry's kingship, and bis interpretation of James' actions as those of a
disobedient vassal constitute the significant elements, for those all contribute to Skelton's Gnal point-that God puni hed James with the English
victory because James was rebel.ling against the established heirarchy and
because the English are blessed with God's favor.
Therefore, when judging the "truth" of the Ballade, it is necessary to
consider its rhetorical nature, for the historical facts ultimately are irrele•
vant to the poet's purpose: the poem is thematic rather than mimetic. And
in fact, these eight Flodden poems share this trait. Skelton·s two English
poems, however, also demonstrate a significant difference from the other
six poems. First, Skelton and the audience, as one entity, are the Ballade's subject, and may be the subject of Against the Sccttes. Skelton's

n,e

' "The refrain "St Ceorge our lady's knight" appeurs in kehon ·• ballad nd in
bataile
of Bramp/011 According 10 Francis James Child, ed., £111(/ish and Scollish Popular Ballads.
S vols. ( ew York : Houghton, MIIDin and Company, l 2-9 ; reprml ed., Ne" York: Dover
Publications, l965), 3: 294 (Introductory remarks 10 the "Baille of 011erburn ", no. 161), there
IS no specific legend ,n which t. George is so entailed; howe, er, there nre mnn) mstances
,n popular lradillon, including several Danish nnd Swed1Sh ballads of the sixteenth century,
Udall's Ro,s/~r Doi:rter. and a popul.or spell for night -more, in "hich thi epilh~t appears. F'or
further discussion , see Child, 4. 499 and 5 24.J .
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practice of direct address in the 6.rst person plural is one obvious illustration of this effect. A second, more subtle duference is Skelton·s implicit
assumption in the Ballade that bis audience is a homogeneous national
community which will interpret his poem not only as a diatribe against the
Scots and a panegyric of the English army and king, but also as a celebration of the English people as God's chosen people. These qualitie , once
and for aU, show kelton as moving out of the Middle Ages, away from his
fellow court poets, into the new world of the Renaissance, where the
community, rather than the king and court, is both patron and audience.

Iconoclasm as a Revolutionary Tactic:
the case of Switzerland 1524-1536*
by
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Iconoclasm, Revolution and the Reformation: Some Observations.
Although the institutional and legal triumph of the Reformation in
Geneva came on 25 May 1536, when a General Council voted unanimously to "live henceforth according to the Law of the Gospel and the
Word of Goel, and to abolish all Papal abuses, images and idols,"' the real
moment of change had already taken place nine months before, in a mucb
less formal or decorous manner, through an iconoclastic riot instigated by
children.
The final phase of religious revolt in Geneva began in the cathedral of
St. Peter, on Sunday 8 August 1535. As the priests began to sing vespers,
some boys interrupted them by staging a counter-ceremony of their own:
hooting and howling, they mocked the Latin chant of the service. Suddenly, the youths charged the sanctuary, overturned the chairs on which
the priests usually sat, and cursed them for making images and having
confidence in them. The priests stood frozen with fear as the youths, still
shouting, waved the chairs at them. Outside the cathedral, others who
heard the noise came running in, and, upon seeing what the children were
doing, pounced on the images, knocking them to the ground and breaking
--rhiJ paper was awarded the Carl Meyer Memorial Prize at the Sixteenth Century Studies
Conference ln St. Louis, 1980. The prize Is offered annu.ally to the best paper presented by
a younger scholar. I would aho like to acknowledge the generow support of the Center for
Renaissance Studies at the ewberry Library in Chicago, where the paper was substantially
revised I would like to e><press my gratitude to Jobn Tedeschi for his encouragement and
his thoughtful suggestions, and to the Enon Educational Foundation, whose Fellowship
made my residence at the Newberry possible.
'La R,gutTa du Conml d11 CIJnlolJ. Rlvolre and Van Berchem, edJ., (Ceneva, 1900-1914),
vol. 13, p. 576. Hereafter cited a., " RC''.
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them into pieces. The children dropped the chairs and joined in, collecting some of the debris and carrying it outside, where they chanted to
passersby, "Here we have the gods of the priests; would you like some?"
ous avons les diewc des Prebstres, en voulles vous?''). The priests ran to
notify the authorities, aDd soon returned with two syndics, but they could
do nothing to stop the destruction. One of the syndics expressed bis exasperation by saying: "If tbe images really are gods, then they can defend
themselves if they want; we do not know what else to do."•
The following morning an alarm was sounded, and many gathered
thinking it was a warning for an impending invasion. The assembled
crowd was then incited to wage battle against "all the other idols of tbe
churches in the city.''' Led by two nobles and a wealthy merchant, the
mob crashed through the church of St. Gervais, the Dominican house and
the chapel of etre Dame de Grace• Throughout the day, the syndics
were unable to stop the rioting. Later that evening, the leaders of the
iconoclasts were asked to appear before the syndics and the council. When
questioned about their actions, Amy Perrin, Pierre Vandel and Baudichon
de Maissonneuve defended themselves by appealing to divine authority:
concerning the destruction of the images they
answered that it was true they had done it, but
that they did not think they had erred, because
ucb things [the images] were against the Word
of God.•
The Protestants of Geneva had thus circumvented and usurped the power
of the magistracy. The council, which had stalled for months about the
removal of the images and the abolition of the Mass, was now faced with
an accomplished fact and had little choice but to give in. On the following
day, the council voted to suspend the Mass, signalling the triumph of the
Reformation.
·
All this violence should not have surprised any contemporary. By 1535
iconoclasm was already commonplace in Switzerland. In fact, the spread
of Protestantism throughout the northern cantons can easily be traced
through iconoclasm, for it was the destruction of images and cul tic objects
which sealed the triumph of the Reformation in this area. The pattern was
established by Zurich, which was the Rrst city to "cleanse" its churches in
'Antoine FTomment, u,.r acttM et gwu ""'""'illl!W: de la cite de C..niw, (1544), reissued by
Fick, (Geneva, 1954), pp. 144-45.
'Ibid., p. 148.
'Ibid., auo RC 13.279.
'RC 13.280
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1524. • From there, the phenomenon spread in waves to smaller communities under its jurisdiction, and, in tum, to other major cities and their
territories: Bern and St. Call followed suit in 1528, Basel and SchaHhausen
in 1529, and eucbatel in 1530. ln some places the iconoclasm was legal
and orderly, in others unlawful and disorderly; some instances were isolated acts by one individual, others were full-scale urban riots. Can any
sense be made of this seemingly haphazard expression of discontent?
Older studies of the Reformation often display a keener awareness of
the significance of iconoclasm than modem interpretations.' J. H. Merle
D'Aubigne's Hi.story of the Reformation, for instance, describes the
spread of Protestantism in Switzerland largely through a narrative of
iconoclastic acts;• and in doing so, he only follows the lead established in
the sixteenth century by chroniclers such as Johannes Stumpf and Jeanne
de Jussie.• Although such histories generally lack precision, depth and
comprehensiveness, they sometimes offer a perceptive understanding of
revealing patterns.
Iconoclasm is a phenomenon which allows us to analyze the process of
the Reformation as few other aspects of that age do. It is not only the most
"See Charles Car ide, Zwingli and thtJ Ari',

ew Haven, 1966).
'Although several studies have been written on the subject or Protestant Iconoclasm in
general, none provides a systematic analysl:I of thiJ phenomenon as a pattern or Reformation
In Switzerland. Phyllis Mack Crew bas written a detailed study of Dutch iconoclasm, but
makes Uttle reference to the earlier manifestations or image destruction In Switzerland. See:
Colvin/II Preochlng and lcorwc/om, In the Netharlancu /544-1569. (Cambridge, 1978).
Another localiud study is that of John Phillips. Th11 Refonnatlan of Images: Dutructfon of
Art In Er1gland, 1535-1660, (Los Angeles, 1973). Uke Crew, Phillips largely Ignores the
Swiss antecedents. Martin Warnke has edited a &ne collection of essays on the subject or
Iconoclasm, but this work is also concerned with spccl6c c•arnples or Image destruction
rather than with Swiss patterns. See: 81/dtlr$/unn, Dit1 'Zimtlirur1g du Kunslwfflc1, (Munich,
1973), especially Warnke's essay, ··ourchgebrochene Ceschichte? Die BilderstUrme der
Wtedertllufer In MUnster 1534/ 1535'", pp. 65-98. Julius von Vegb's D111 Bl/dtlr$tGnnn,
(Strassburg, 1915) is a superfldal survey which is oruttle use to the serious scholar. Margarete
Stirm's Dia Bildnfrog11 In der Reformation, (CUtersloh, 1977), likewise, is an ecumenicallyminded theological analysis, which, In trying to gloss over significant differences between the
Reformers, says very Uttle about the role of iconoclasm in the Reformation. The best study
so far is that or Carl C. Christensen, Art and t/,,, Reformation In Cnmonv, (Athens, Ohio,
1980). Christensen provides different examples of Iconoclasm In Germany and Switzerland,
and analyzes some of its broader lmplicatlons for the history or the Refol'llllltion, but he is
more concerned with the cultural aspects of the problem than with the social or political.
'J. H. Merle D'Aubign~. History of thtJ Grt!4t R11formatlon of Slxletmth CtJntu111, ( ew
York, 1846).
'Johannes Stumpf, Schwdur- und Refonnationschronllc, ed. by Ernst Cagllardl, Hans
1Uller and Fritz Bllsser. Qw/1,:n %Ur Schweiur Guchichta. eue Folge. I Abteilung. vols.
5 and 6. (Basel,1955). Also: Jeanne de Jussie, I.A ll1fXlin du Co/vln/1mt, au comm,mannent d11
/'htJrule dil Gtmiw. (Geneva. 1865).
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visible change brought about by the religious crisis of the sixteenth century, but also one of the most radical and democratic. ' 0 Even though there
were different types oficonoclasm and various reasons for its occurrence,
it is still safe to say that the destruction of Catholic cultic objects was
perhaps the most intense popular expression of the revolt against Rome.
D'Aubigne was not too far off target when he observed that "in the times
of the Reformation, the doctors attacked the Pope and the people the
images."'' The complete destruction of the Catholic cult within a community was, in a very real sense, the triumph of the Reformation-a victory
accomplished most often through popular participation in various types of
iconoclasm. 12
It is my intention in this study to present an analysis of iconoclasm in
Switzerland and to explain bow it served as one of the most important
tactics in the process of religious change in some communities. 13 It is my
contention that iconoclasm, though varied, very often assumed a deSnite
place in the pattern of Reformation: the destruction of sacred objects was
used by Protestants as a way of publicly testing the legality of the Roman
Catholic cultus, and, eventually, of proving that images and the Mass
should be abolished and replaced by a new, "'puri.6.ed" religion. Why
Switzerland? There are three reasons. The 6rst is that Switzerland produced the most influential iconoclastic theology-that of Ulrich Zwingli.14
The second is that Switzerland was the 6.rst area where iconoclasm
became an established pattern of the "Protestantization" of cities. The
third is that the republican structures of Swiss towns permitted a more
intense participation of the populace in the process of Reformation, allowing for the use of iconoclasm as a political revolutionary tactic. This is not
••Friedrich Fischer observed in 1850 that, .. Die 8ilder,lurm sind meist von demolaotischen 8ewegungen, welche die EinfUluung der Reformation gegen widerstrebende
Regierungen zum Zwecke hatten, ausgegongen, oder von Obrigkelten ous Nachgiebigkeit und Klugheit, um solcben z:uwonukommen, angeorde!"'t worden." See: "Der
8Udersturm in der Schweiz und in Basel lnbesoodere··, Basler Toschebucl,, I, (1850). p.
4.
"D"Aubigne, p. 767.
"See Kurt Guggisberg, &mi.,che K/rr;l,e11geschichtl!, (Jl.em, 1958), p. 133.
"I make no attempt here to pro.;de a narrative history of Swiss !conoclBSm, or to catalogue
and identify all iconoclastic ucts. My research is based on published archival records and
contemporo.ry chronicles; its orientation is synthetic and nnalylical rethi,r than narrative or
statistical.
"Since I.bis is not a study or the theology underlying the attack on Romon Catholic wor,hip,
but rather or the way in which theology issued Forth into acli.o n, l will not attempt to cliscws the theological aspect of this phenomenon. For a fuller discussion of these issues see Garside, Zwingli and the Arts, and Cbrutensen, A rt and the Reformation. See also my d.!3sertation, Ido/lJtrv and the RBformalfon: A Study of the Protulont Attack on Roman Catholic Wor.rl,ip In Genr,anv. Switzerland and Fro11a, 1$00-1580, (Yale, 1979). chapter
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to say that Germany has little to offer, but rather that the sources are
richer in Switzerland. In the lirst place, Luther's moderate position on
cultic objects made the territorial Lutheran churches much less disposed
towards iconoclasm than th.e Swiss. 11 Secondly, German iconoclasm was
most prevalent in the south, where it derived principally from Zwinglian
theology (which filtered in either directly from Switzerland or indirectly
from Strassburg).•• For these reasons, then, I shall focus on iconoclastic
developments in Switzerland to see what patterns emerge and to provide
a working theory of the role played by iconoclasm in the Protestant attack
on Catholic piety during the 1520's and 30's.
The Varieties of Iconoclasm
Iconoclasm is a revolutionary act. 1 ' It is a direct act of violence against
the accepted social myth. 1• [f the cult supported by the priests had not
been rejected, there might have been no revolution at all. In other words,
the power of the priests would have been assumed, largely unchanged, by
the new Protestant clergy. One must remember that Protestant ministers
"Nonetheless, some Lutherara still struck out at the images. ln the northern cities of Stralsund and Brounschweig, for Instance, iconoclasm occured in 1525 and 1526. For Stralsund
see: Alfred Uckeley, "Der Werdegang der ldrchlichen Reformbewegung Im Anfong des 16.
Jabrhunderts ln der Stadtgemeinden Pommems," Pommer.rche Johrbiicher, XVIU. (1917),
p. 1-108, esp. 66-73; and Johannes Sch11dhauer, "Der Stralrunder Kircbensturm des Jabres
1525," Wlsttn.rchoflllch11 Ze/t.rchrlfl der Em,/ Morlt:7. A.mdt-Unlt'fftitlit CreffWXJld, VD
(1958/ 1959), p. 113-19. For Braunschweig see: Carl C. H Lentz, Brounschwelg, Klrch11nreformo//on Im St,c/uzehnttm Johrhuru/8ru, (WolfenbUtel/Leipzig, 1828), p. 91, 95, 102105.
• ~ good examples of South German towns lnftuenced by Reformed Ideology are uremberg and Ulm. For uremberg see: Carl C. Christensen, "Iconoclasm and the Preservation
of Eccleswtlcal Art ln Reformation uremberg", A.rr:hlv Fur Reformatloruge.rchichte, 61,
(1970), p. 205-221. For Ulm see: J. Endriss, Dtu Ulmer Reformo//qn(/ol,r 153/, (Ulm, 1931);
and F. Fritz, UlmllCher Klrchengeschlchte /548-/6/2, (Ulm, 193'1). A more general study
of Protestantism ln South Germany Is that of H. Waldenmaier, Die Enutehung der ""'1ngellst:hen Cottesdlemtordnungtm Siiddeut.rch/ond4 Im Zelto/ter der Reformat/on, (Nuremberg, 1916). Reformed lnlluence also cau.<ed iconoclasm In the Palatinate later ln the 16th
century. For a study or thls development see: H. Rott, "Kirchen· und BUderstUnn bei der
Elnftlhrung der Reformation In der Pfalz", N-A.rchlvjiirdie Cuchlchteder Stadt Heidelberg, 6, (1903); and, W. Seeling, "Die Sogennante Calvlnismus ln der Pfalz", Bulle/In jiir
Pfalzlst:"8 K/rch11ngesch/c/,/e, 37 /38 (1970/71).
"For a dlscussfon or the historiographical problems Involved ln using this term see: Perez
Zagorln, "Prologomena to the Comparative History of Revolution ln Early Modem Europe",
ComporaHue Sludlu In Sociologv ond History, 18, (1976), p. 151-174. On the revolutionary
aspect of Protestantism see the brilliant new study by Donald R. Kelley, The &ginning of
Jd«,logv. Con«toumeu ond Socletv In the Frtmch Reformation,
ew York, 1981).
"Robert M. Kingdon, "Was the Protestant Reformation a Revolution? The Case of Geneva",
In TronlfHon ond ReoofuHon, ed. by R. M. Kingdon, (Minneapolis, 1974), p. 57.
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continued to 611 the cultic role of the priests, but as guardians of a new
piety. This is largely due to the successful attack waged on the piety that
sustained the "social myth." Though images were never the central focus
of the Catholic liturgy, they were important for popular piety and came
to be as ociated with the liturgical life of the church. The expulsion of the
"idols," then, often secured the expulsion of the priests, and the young
people who initiated the riot in Geneva seemed fully aware of this as they
chanted "Here we have the gods of the priests; would you like some?".••
Protestant iconoclasts, after all, did not want to destroy the churches,
but to "purify" them, giving birth to a new piety and a new religious aesthetic. So it is that Guillaume Farel could exult after an iconoclastic
riot:

Through the grace of Our Lord we now have a
large and handsome place in which to preach;
because it is beautiful to see all that bas been
cleared from the church.•0

When one looks at the phenomenon of Swiss iconoclasm in closer detail,
it becomes apparent that there are several types of iconoclasm, ea.c h of
which is revolutionary in a dilferent way. In the 6rst place, one must
distinguish between two basic categories: legal and illegal. Each of these
categories, in tum, may be subdivided into dilferent types of iconoclastic
activity. Let us begin with illegal acts.
illegal acts of iconoclasm are those which are committed against the
established laws of a community. The first type is the individual and
isolated iconoclastic act. This involves a single person who strikes out
against a cultic object as a private act of rebellion. Such was the case of
a certain Louis Chenevard, who entered the Franciscan chapel in Geneva
in May of 1534 and gouged out the eyes of a statue of St. Anthony in the
presence of all the friars .11 Chenevard's isolated act was the first in a long
series of iconoclastic demonstrations that would mark the Goal process of
••rromment, Actes 111 gesw, p. 145.
"Par la grace de otre Seigneur nous avouns (maintenanl pour prl\cber) lieu beau et large;
car U fail beau voir ce qui a ~I~ nettoye de l'eglise." Cited in: Cu///,,um11 Farel, 1484-1565:
blograplii nouvt!II"- krlt11 d'aprt, /es docurrnmts origlnaux par un g roup,, d'hlstorltms, prafesteul'$ 111 pasll!ul'$ dJJ Sul.rte, de France, rt d'ltalu, euch4tel/Paru, 1930), p.
227 .
" Jeanne de Jussie, LiJvaln, p. 93. In addition to Cbenevard, four other individuals were
engaged in iJolated acts in Geneva between March 1534 and July 1535. See: RC 13.19;
13.109; 13.256; and ister Jeanne's LiJvaln. p. 105.
10
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the Reformation in Ceneva. 23 Likewise with the case of Antoine Boyve,
a young resident of euchatel who rushed to the a1ter during Mass,
snatched the host from the priest's hands and cried to the congregation:
"This is not the Cod you should worship; he is above, in Heaven, in the
majesty of the Father, and not, as you believe, in the hands of a priest. ....
Boyve's bold act started a riot that nearly cost him his life. Such acts may
occur at any stage of the process of Reformation; by themselves they
accomplish little beyond the destruction of specific objects or the disruption of certain services, but if individual acts begin to occur regularly
within a community, as happened in Geneva in the spring of 1534, then
they become part of a larger protest.
A second and more common type of illegal iconoclasm is the collective
protest. This takes place when two or more individuals join together in
destroying cultic objects. As with the first type, such acts may occur during
any stage of the Reformation. They are a bolder and more forceful type
of protest than individual acts, not only because more damage can be
done, but also because they serve as a display of communal solidarity
among the iconoclasts. This type of iconoclasm aims not only to destroy
specific objects but also to make a public statement concerning the error
Hfteported cases of iconoclasm In Genev11. 1534-1535:
Date
ltcm(sJ denroyed
'I May 1554
.. 24 May
--25 May
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Lrvain, p. 9!
RC12.547
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Lwain, p. 96-97
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• • individual act
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0

D'Aubigne, p. 779.
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of the Catholic cult. Such was the case at Wesen, a town that lay between
the jurisdiction of the Catholic canton of Schwyz and the Protestant canton of Glarus.
After removing many images from the churches in town, the iconoclasts
piled them up on the street, in the presence of some Catholic deputies
from Schwyz. As the deputies looked on, the iconoclasts mocked the images, telling them they had better walk away on their own if they wanted
to avoid being burned; then they set them on lire.24 Depending on the
state of the Reformation within a given community, and on how often such
acts of defiance occur, the collective attack will produce varying results.
For instance, if such an act is one of the first in a town, all it is likely to
effect is the arrest and punishment of the perpetrators.'" However, if
many such acts are taking place within a community, then it is likely that
the question of images will be brought up for public debate and that a
religious settlement will be reached. In Geneva, for instance, there were
ten reported cases of illegal group iconoclasm between May 1534 and June
1535, in the one year before the Dispute de Rive was held ...
The third type of illegal iconoclasm is the riot. This takes place, as it did
at Basel, Neuch~tel, and Geneva, when many members of the community
embark upon the wholesale destruction of cultic objects without permission from the magistracy. This type of illegal iconoclasm is the most revolutionary, since it defies the power of the government and seals the triumph
of the Reformation against the established laws. A good case in point is
euch:!itel.
The Reformation in euch:!itel was led by GuillallII)e
Fare!, and his
1
work there followed the pattern already established in the German cantons. From the day of his arrival in December, 1529, the focus of attention
became the issue of images and the Mass. The first overt Protestant action
against Catholicism took place on 8 August 1530, when several youths
posted placards throughout the city bearing the inscription, "All those
who say Mass are robbers, murderers, deniers of the passion of Jesus Christ
and seducers of the people ...., In addition, the placards called for a public
disputation. Fare! was hauled before the magistrates, but no sentence was
pronounced against him.•• On Sunday, 23 October, the Protestants decided to bring the religious crisis to an end through an act of disobedience.
Fare), who had heretofore been banned from preaching in any of the
churches, was literally carried by his congregation to the Eglise Collegiale,
"Stumpf, Reformatlonschrrmilc, vol. 2, p. 25.
"For an example see: J. Strickler, Actensammlu,ig zur Schweiurischen Reformal{orugesc/,/ch~ In den Jahr,m JS2J-J532, (Zurich, 1884), vol. 5, p. 10, n. 20.
*'See chart in note 22.
"Culllaumtt Fare{, p. 222.
"Ibid., p. 223.
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where he preached a Bery sermon denouncing images as evil and dangerous. Convinced that by taking the law into their own hands and removing
the images they would benefit their community, the assembled crowd
began to mash the images in the church. On the following day, a large
crowd armed with pikes, axes and hammers marched to the Collegiale to
finish the job: the mob destroyed the remaining images and altars, ransacked the sanctuary and consumed the consecrated hosts as if they were
common bread.•• To testify to future generations that the Reformation in
eucbatel had been accomplished by the citizens, not the magistracy, the
following was later inscribed on a pillar in the ransacked Collegiale: "L'an
1530, le 23 Octobre, fut otee et abattue l'idolatrie de ceant par Jes bourgeois."••
The immediate result of this riot was a hastily-called general vote on the
status of religion in the city. Though the total number of voters is not
known, it is recorded that the change in religion was legally accepted by
a slim margin of eighteen votes.• 1 Supported by popular acclaim, the
iconoclasts had succeeded in effecting a religious revolution in euchatel.
Even more dramatic was the case of Basel, home of Erasmus and
Oecolampadius." By 1528 the Protestant message had been preached
there for about five years, but the efforts of the Reformed party could not
effect a legal decision on the abolition of Catholic worship. The city council, in Oecolampadius' words, tried to "sit on two stools," allowing religious
pluralism in the city, but not deciding for either camp." 1n April, 1528,
a series of iconoclastic incidents began to plague Basel, culminating eventually in a meeting of several hundred guildsmen who petitioned the city
council to arrange a public disputation on the question of religion. As the
council deliberated, a riot erupted on Christmas night, and though the
trouble soon subsided, the city was left on the brink of civil war. Finally,
19

Ibid., p. 226 See also: A. L Herminja:rd, (ed), CbrrespondanctJ des Reformatsun da,u /es
pa11s dB /anguB fron1>11#. (Geneva / Paris. 1866-97). vol. n, p. 202; 293. (Hereafter cited aa

H,mnlr,Jard)
'°Cu/1/aume Fare/, p. 226, note 1.
"H,mn/r,Jard, U, p. 294-97.
''The history of the Reformation in Ba,el ls richly documented. Primary source material can
be found In the detailed Alctensammlung zur Ceschlchte der Baskr Reformat/on, E. Durr
and P. Roth, eds., esp. Vol. m, (Basel, 1937). The iconoclastic riot ls d=ribed by Er=u.,
(Eputolae, P. ~ H. Allen, eds., [Oxford, 1934), vol. vm, p. 161 , If.); Oecolampadiu., (Briltfe
und Alrten zum Leben Oelcolampads, E. Stahelin, ed., fLelpzig, 1934), voL II, pp. 280--82);
Johann Stolz (Quellenbuch zur Schwe/:urgeschlchte, ed. by Wilhelm Oecbsli, (Zurich, 1918),
p. 330--.'.ll); Fridolyn Rylf (Basler Taschebuch, V & VI, 1855); and iklau., Rippel (Ibid., vol
I). Seconda:ry histories are also plentiful. Among the best are those of R. Roth, Durr:hbruch
undfulsett.ungde rReformatlon In Ila#/, (Bo.set, 1942); and R. Wackemage~ Ceschichteder
Stadt Basel, (Basel, 1916).
"Zwlnglu Werlce, Briefwecluel, EgU, et. al., eds., (Leipzig, 1929) vol. IX, p. 414.
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on 8 February 1529, a large crowd approached the town hall and petitioned the council to abolish the Mass, remove the "idols," reform the
city's political constitution and dismiss twelve of its most staunchly Catholic members." Since the Catholic core in the inner council was composed
of high officers in the four merchant guilds, the revolt may be seen as
directed not only against the images and the Basel magistracy, but also
against the leaders of the guild structure. Images and the Mass served as
the focus of a wide-ranging feeling of discontent in Basel: in clamoring for
the removal of the old cultus, the Protestants also asked for a transformation of the oligarchical structure that had so far prevented them from
having their Reformation.
On the next morning, as the council met and thousands gathered in the
streets, an iconoclasic riot erupted in the cathedral. Some of the magistrates tried to stop the destruction, but failed. As one Catholic eyewitness
put it, the efforts of the "fromme katholische Rat" were all in vain: the fury
of the Protestants was so great, it seemed they "were all possessed by
Satan," and no one even dared to try to stop them.•• Instead of assenting
to authority, the iconoclasts told the magistrates that their approval (or
disapproval) no longer mattered: "All that you failed to effect in three
years of deliberation we have completed within this hour."••
As the rioting spread to other churches, a mob marched to the town ball
and demanded that the council 6nally consent to what was happening.
The council bad no choice; their power bad been vanquished by the
iconoclasts. The twelve Catholic magistrates resigned, the Mass and images were legally abolished, and concessions were made to the guilds
concerning their future role in the governing of Basel.., Among the
concessions, the most significant stated that henceforth the burghers were
to participate in the election of the two councils and that any future
deliberations concerning "the glory of God or the good of the state" would
require the opinion of the guilds... owhere else had iconoclasm been
used so effectively to bring about change: the rule of Rome and that of the
established oligarchy bad been simultaneously swept away with the images.

So far we have only looked at cases which were outside the law and
aimed at changing the law through disobedience. Let us now look at
"Durr and Roth, Akl6TISOmmlung, ill, p. 197 ff.; p. 268.
" "Sle taten nlcbt anders, als wlren sle alle von dem leidigen Satan lelbbaft besessen, wle
es denn gar leicbtig aus ihren Taten abzunehmen .. . nlernand konnte oder durfte sie davon
abwendig machen". Oecluli, Quellenbuch, p, 331.
H" Vos Intra triennlum deliberando nihll effieclstis; nos Intra horam hec omnla absolvemus".
Staebelin, Brlefe und Akltm, vol 2, p. 281.
"See the report of Stolz, Quelltmbuch, p. 331.
,.Durr and Rotb, Akten,ommlung, m, p. 286.
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another kind of iconoclasm, that which destroyed the Catholic cultus
under the protection of the law. Legal iconoclasm is that which is effected
with government approval (though not necessarily under its direction).
The typology for legal acts is very similar to that for i.lJegal acts, except that
only two types are most common. The 6.rst and second types mentioned
above (the isolated individual and collective acts), may sti.LJ take place in
a legal setting, but not too frequently. When a government pronounces
judgment against the "idolotramenta.. of Catholicism, the ensuing destruction is usually too wild and feverish to allow for isolated acts, and
when they do occur, they become part of a larger protest. Such was the
case in Lentzburg auf dem Stouffberg, a vi.lJage in the canton of Bern,
where the images were removed by direct order of the Bernese authorities. Heinrich Bullinger reports that the activity of one man in particular
was so frenzied that it earned him the nickname of "Idol-shearer" ("Gotzscherer'). The name was not inappropriate, because he was a shearer by
profession, but it gave rise to a confusing story. Because this "Idol-shearer ..
bad thrown many images into the lire, it was reported that at Lentzburg
"idols were seen carrying idols and throwing one another in the Rames."..
The legal removal of cultic objects may be effected, 6.rst of all, in an
orderly and peaceful manner, without the participation of the general
populace. Zurich, where teams of craftsmen dismantled images and altars
behind locked church doors, is the best example of this type of legal
iconoclasm.
The second and more common type of iconoclasm is the riot, and Bern
is a good example of this type. Immediately after the Bern Disputation on
January 1528, the Bernese council ordered all images and altars to be
removed within eight days. Although this llexible schedule was intended
to prevent rioting, it had the opposite effect, letting loose the fury that had
long simmered among the Protestants of the city. On the 27th and 28th
of January the images and altars of the cathedral were destroyed by a mob.
This riot caused no injurie or deaths, but it did produce some tense
confrontations. Peter Thorman, a member of the conservative butcher's
guild, threatened to kill anyone who tried to tear down his guild's altar.
He also complained that the stripped cathedral now looked like a stable
and was only St to store cattle on the way to market. As if to prove
Thorman's point, one of the council members, Johannes Zehender, rode
into the cathedral on an ass, and began to heap insults on the iconoclasts.
A Prote tant turned to Zehender and defended himself by saying: "It is
" " Wenn Clltz sherer ein g!Stzen in das fUbwr trtlg und warf
ward ein gemeine sng darus,
,:U Lentzburg hatte ein gllt-z dem anderen ln das filhwr getragen und verbrent". J. J. Hot•
tlnger and H. H. V!Sgeli, eds., Bu/lingers ReformollonsgacMchte, (Frauenfeld, 1838), vol. 11,
p. 1
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God's will that the images have been pulled down." In response, Zehender
huffed, "Say rather by the devil's. When have you ever been with God so
as to learn his will?"•• This incident-which cost Zehender his po ton the
council plus a 6.ne of twenty gulden-captures in one brief scene the
essence of the conflict between Catholics and Protestants in regard to
cultic objects.
The removal of images in Bern was a legal act, but it had turned into
a popular act of rebellion against the cul tic objects of Roman Catholicism.
The legal riot is similar to the illegal, insofar as it is dj orgaruzed and
violent, and is participated in by the general populace. One important
difference, however, is that such rioting does not seek to djsobey the law,
but rather to ful611 it. Legal iconoclasm, by de6.nHion, signals the triumph
of the Reformation within a given community.
The Motives Behind Iconoclasm
There is little doubt that the principal cause of popular iconoclasm in
the Reformation was religion. The images, altars and relics of the Catholic
fruth were attacked not only as the symbols of a false religion, but as the
physical marufestations of that very falsehood. Yet, no analysis of iconoclasm would be complete without taking into account the social and political dimensions of this religious phenomenon.
Iconoclasm may be an overtly religious act, but it has significant political implications, as is witnessed to by the events at Basel, where the city
oligarchy was removed along with the images. Often, but not in all cases,
iconoclasm was used to force unwilling governments to accept the Reformation. Basel, Neuchatel and Geneva are the best examples of such cases.
And even when carried out by the civil authorities, iconoclasm still allows
for a high degree of popular participation in the political process. ln towns
such as St. Gall and Schalfhausen, for instance, where the images were
removed by the order of the magistrates, the linal action was preceded by
popular pressure and illegal acts, and was carried out with enthusiasm by
many of the citizens.•' Iconoclasm, then, is marked by its revolutionary
political character, even when it is the result of government Sat.
Still, it is the case of the illegal iconoclast that best shows the revolutionary implications of this phenomenon in Switzerland. The iconoclast who
destroys an image or desecrates a host against the dictates of his own
government is usurping the power of the clergy and the magistracy. It has
been observed that public acts of violence by crowds in the sixteenth
0
' Aktimsammlung zur Ceschlchte der Bemer Refonnallon 152/- 1532, R. Steek and G.
Tobler, ed.., (Bern, 1923), vol. I, pp. 612-13.
"F. Fischer, "Bi)dcrstunn", Basler Toschebuch, I, (1850), p. 10 If.
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lion as a way of effecting religious change, their followers could not always
be restrained from applying the same rule to governments that they
applied to the "idols." As a form of aggressive disobedience to established
authority, iconoclasm is closely related to the more radical forms of political revolution.•• This is apparent not only in Switzerland, but also later in
France and the etherlands, where iconoclasm was intricately connected
to the process of open political revolt. 47
Iconoclasm has three other possible motivations. First, it appears that
iconoclasts were at times also afl'ected by class hostility. 48 At least, that is
what some Catholic contemporaries believed.•• But as shall be seen presently, Swiss iconoclasm was a phenomenon that often cut aero class lines.
Seconclly, one cannot also dismiss the desire for booty as a possible motive
in some iconoclastic acts. In Basel people quarreled over the spoils from
the vandalized churches;• 0 in Geneva guards had to be stationed at each
church to prevent looting.•• Finally, one must also consider the likely
possibility of irrational motives, that is, of iconoclasm as an act of vandalism
or as an expression of the effects of mob psychology... One cannot assume
that every person who joined the riots in Bern, Basel, eucbatel or
Geneva had previously harbored an irresistible urge to smash altars, desecrate hosts or burn images: many, surely, were gripped by the excitement
of the moment, and vented their fury spontaneously.
All in all, though, the existing evidence indicates that the central issue
was religion, and even if iconoclasm serves as a valuable tool for determining who participated in the process of the Reformation, it cannot be used
as a measuring rod for economic or social discontent. It has been suggested
that iconoclasm was the response of an anguished lay piety.•• Events in
Switzerland support this assertion. Swiss iconoclasm was theologically motivated: it aimed to destroy the cultic objects of an ecclesiastical system
that had "fooled" and "exploited" the people and which was seen as
"Martin Luther was aware of the political dangers inherent In popular ill gal Iconoclasm,
and had written about them in Again.rt thB Htaadnly Prophet.,. LuthBr'# Wark,; Jaroslav
Pelikan, et. al., eds., (St. Loui,/Philadelphia, 19M-), vol. 40, p. 89-90.
"See: Phyllis Mack Crew, Calvinist PTMchlng and lconaclosm In tM NethBrlond, (c:ited,
note 7); and Solange Deyon, Alain Lottin, Le, coueur, de l'ete /$66. L 'l1xmaclanne dam la
Nord de lo Frrmce, (Paris, 1981).
••Christensen, Art and the Reformation, p. 106.
"Johann Stolz interpreted the iconoclastic riot in Basel largely in terms or a class conll.icL
See Quellenbtu:h. pp. 330--31. See also Martin Warnke's essay, "Durchgebrochene Ge..:hicbte", Bilde"tunn, esp. p. 84 If. (cited in note 7): and C. Verlinden, "Mouvemento des
prix et salaires en Belgique qu XVle siecle", A,1110/es, 10 (1955),
'°Stabelin, Briefe und Al,ten, II, p. 82.
"RC 13.280.
"Christensen, Art and the Refonnatlon, p. 106.
"Steven E. Ozment, The Reformo/1011 ;,, the Cltiu, ( ew Haven, 1975), p. 4.2-46.
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dangerous and untrue. Iconoclasts not only destroyed images, they
"proved" they had no power; they not only ransacked reliquaries, but
delighted in unmasking frauds.•• Iconoclasm may have in some cases
produced economic and social effects which were beyond its immediate
scope, but these changes are not to be seen as primary motivating forces.
Swiss iconoclasm is a theological issue with significant practical implications. It is the one aspect of the Reformation in which popular participation was highest, and it is also the focus of the very process by which the
"religious transvaluation"•• of the sixteenth century was effected.
Iconoclasm and the Pattern of Reformation
Because the image question is one where the impact of Protestant
teachings can be measured with some con6dence, the phenomenon of
iconoclasm allows one to analyze the pattern of the Reformation in Swiss
cities as well as popular participation in this process.
Iconoclasm is one point where Protestant preaching inspired action,
and the Grst pattern revealed by iconoclasm is the role played by preaching in the process of Reformation. Protestantism did not triumph in Switzerland solely through preaching, teaching and pamphleteering. One of
the Grst steps taken by Protestants in Swiss cities was to secure permission
From the magistracy for the preaching of the scriptures... The process of
"Protestantization," or Reformation, in Swiss cities is largely a combination of preaching and teaching, accompanied by iconoclasm. In Geneva,
to mention but one example, there were distinct phases where the Protestants concentrated on either preaching or iconoclasm, though not exclusively. When John Calvin assessed the state of affairs in Geneva at the time
of his arrival, he made it seem as if the Reformation had not yet triumphed, but what he said pointed, in fact, to the interdependence of
preaching and iconoclasm in the "Protestantization" of the city:
When 1 Grst arrived in this church there was
almost nothing. They were preaching and that
''See Frommenl, Acta el Cuw, p. 146: 149-50. In Geneva, the "ann or St. Anthony .. at
the cathedral was discovered to be not:hmg more than the parched .. membre viril'" or a stag.
This story is an obviow overreaction to the ··trickery'" or Rome, but it was apparently
believed by the Protestants, who thought the deceitrulnes.s or the Catholic Church had no
limits. The spuriow reUc was aflerwards paraded through the city streets with cries or ··voicy
I bras de Saint Antoine qu'on now titlsoH adorer, et boyre du ngnage··. imilarly, the '" brain
or St. Peter· was revealed to be a pumice stone: and the .. voices·· or three saints buried at
St. Cervais were found out to be nothing more than wind passing through pipes in a subterranean chamber.
"Ozmont. Refon11otlo11 In the Cities, p. 44.
"Gordon Rupp. Pottl!rtll of Reformation, (Philadelphia, 1969), p. 30.
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i all. They were good at seeking out idols and
burning them, but there was no Reformation.
Everything was in turmoil."'
Calvin's statement sheds light on the process of Reformation in an
indirect way. What be emphasizes is the fact that the Genevan church was
still occupied with the de truction of the old religion rather than with the
creation of an organized religious community. But by observing that
preaching and iconoclasm were the main activities of this young church,
Calvin testi.6es to the importance of these two elements of the Reformation.0
The pattern of Reformation in Swiss cities is laid bare by iconoclasm in
still another way. The war against the "idols" often helped to bring the
process of confrontation with Catholicism to a head, since the political
insubordination of the iconoclasts necessarily required a legal discussion
of the validity of image and the Mass. Iconoclasts had to be tried for their
crimes, and such trials could help bring the religious conflict to a resolution, whether by public debate, popular vote or magisti:rial decision. One
of the more common strategie among Swiss Reformers was to secure a
public disputation with the Catholic clergy so they could "prove" that it
was necessary to remove images and abolish the Mass.•• The Catholics,
too, tried to win at this game by arranging a disputation at Baden in May,
1526, but Zwingli's refusal to participate greatly hampered general acceptance of the victory claimed by the Catholics.• 0
Iconoclasm also naturally re eals much about religious violence in the
Swiss Reformation, especially because it so often gave rise to disruptions
beyond the destruction of cul tic objects. The goal of the iconoclast was to
rid the community of spiritual pollution, but as atalie Z. Davis has observed, this concept served as a double-edged sword." The word "pollution" was used by both ides of the religious conflict, but while Protestants
focused their enmity on the "idols," the Catholics focused theirs on the
"heretic ." It can be said, with reservations, that while Protestants sought
to overthrow Catholicism by attacking its cultic objects, the Catholics
"/oarwu Caluinl Opera quae tupertunl amnla, ed. by Baum, Cunltz and Reuss, (Berlin/•
Brunswick, 1859-1900), vol. IX, p. 91. Tronsloted by E. WiUiam Monter, Calvin:, Cenl!OO,
(New York, 1967), p. 95.
'" atolie Da,'is maintains that the relationship between preaching and iconoclasm is even
more involved. She asserts that popular nets or rellgious violence suggest o goal akin to
preaching, ,nsofnr as they atl mpl to defend true doctrine and deny false beliefs "through
drarnolic cballenge• and tests". ('Rites or Violence", p. 55),
..See Handbucl, der Schweizer Gucl1id1te, (Zurich, 1972), vol. I, p. 449.
""See Leonhard von Murah , Die Boder,er Dispulo/l'or, 1526, (Leipzig, 1926).
"'Davis, "Rites or Violence··, p. 57 See also her article, "The Sacred and the Body Social in
ilo:teenlh Century Lyon", P,ut and P, e11/, 90, (Februory 1981), p. 40-70.
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sought to defeat the Protestants by inllicting bodily ha.rm on them.••
Protestants would feed consecrated hosts to a goat and say "now be can
die if he wants, he has received the sacrament"•• or spit into holy water
fonts;"• Catholics, however, regarded such acts as attacks on the sacred,
and consequently vented their anger on the persons of the Protestants
themselves.
Using Geneva as an example, it becomes clear that iconoclastic violence-or even the fear of it-often motivated the Catholics to attack the
Protestants. Two of the riots that occurred in Geneva in 1533 can be
attributed to Catholic fear of iconoclasm.•• The Genevan Catholics
seemed to be aware that the main target of Protestant violence was the
Catholic cultus. The Protestants, who were attacked regularly, even by
Catholic women and their children,•• could not help but be aware that
they themselves were the targets of Catholic violence. The clilference
between the two groups stems from their divergent opinion as to what
constituted "pollution" within the community, or, more importantly, from
their contradictory interpretations of the sacred. The clilference in attitude is clearly highlighted in one incident reported by Jeanne de Jussie,
at a Protestant funeral:

Some small Christian [Catholic] children who
had clearly seen how they had buried the
deceased [Protestant] said to one another: these
people have not sprinkled holy water over their
brother; let us go and give him what he merits
to refresh his soul. And, all together, they went
and urinated on his grave.81
u5ee, for instance, the description of the Cenevan riots of 28 Morch and 4 May, 1533, in
Jeanne de Jussie's Leva In, p. 53 and 64. For similar occurences In France, see Philip Benedict, Roul!:TI During the War.r of Rellgfot~ ( ew York, 1981); and also lili article, "The
Catholic Response to Prote.,tantism: Church Activity and Popular Piety in Rouen, 15601600", in J. Obelkevich (ed.), Religion and th,, People. 800-1700, (Chapel Hill, 1979).
'"Jeanne de Jussie, Lllooin, p. 23.
•• Ibid., p. l 05.
0
Ibid., p. 53 and 64; fromment, Actes et Cestes, p. 57. While Jea.nne says the Cath•
ollcs a.ssembled out of fear that the Protestants were about to sack the churches,
Fromment reports that the Protestant, assembled to de.fend themselves a.gainst a plot
batched by the Catholic clergy. The conllicting reports show what each side feared
from the other: the Catholics feared for their churches. the Protestants feared for their
lives .
..Jeanne de Jussie, Lllvafn, p. 57. Apparently, the participation of women and children in
Catholic violence wos so intense, it drew a publi.c statement from the Cenevan government,
which reminded all men that they w,rre responsible for seeing that their wives and children
stayed our of trouble. RC 12.250----51.
"Jeanne de Jussie, Lewin, p. 106.
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In addition to shedding light on theological and political aspects of the
Swiss Reformation, iconoclasm sheds light on social aspects, primarily
becau e its democratic nature reveals the roles played by various social
groups. Although circumstances vary from place to place, the existing
evidence suggests that iconoclasm was not re tricted to any one social class
in Switzerland.
One pattern revealed by iconoclasm is the participation of tradesmen
in the Swiss Reformation. The role played by the guilds in ome cities bears
this out: in Basel, for instance, it was the guilds which finally brought the
issue of religion to a crisis point, especially the guild of the "Spinwettern"
(carpenters and masons); 09 in SchaHhausen, the religious revolt was led for
a time by the guild of vine-dressers.•• The eyewitness report of Fridolyn
Ryff, a Catholic member of the Basel Rat, reveals this pattern in a disdainful, and not altogether impartial way. Trying to show that no worthy
patrician could destroy images, RylF claimed that the tumult at Basel was
to be attributed to "common and shiftless people" and that "no prosperous
or honorable citizen could be found among them." 10 Johann Stolz, a
Dominican, also echoed Rylfs remarks about the iconoclasts, adding they
were nothing but "Lumpengesindel" (riH'ralF). 11
The preponderance of working class (or even lower class) iconoclasts
in one city does not preclude the participation of the upper class in another, however. In Geneva, class distinctions seem to have made little
dilference among those who wanted to wage war on the "idols." Although many of the iconoclasts punished by the authorities were tradesmen such as food merchants, purse makers, cloth cutters, or shoemakers;• it is clear that the leaders of the final riot were patricians. Among
these were Baudichon de Maissonneuve, a rich merchant, and the nobles Amy Perrin, Jean Coullaz, Pierre Vandel, and Mesgret le Magnifique."
Another constant and surprising pattern is the age of many iconoclasts.
In numerous reports, Protestant and Catholic alike mention the fact that
children not only participated in, but even initiated much of the rioting.
In Geneva, as we have seen, "petis enfans'' played a major role. 14 In Basel
•'See Christensen, Art and the Reformation, p. 95 .
..See Jakob Wipf, Reformalio1,sgeschlchtedsr Stadt und lAndschafl Schaffhawen, (Zurich,
1929):
Lewu Moyer, Jluto"llo/the German Reformed Churr:h, (Philadelphia, 1851), p.
407-414.
0
' Basler Toschebuch, V &: VI, (1855), p. 194.
"Oecbsli, Qucllsnbuch, p. 330.
"RC 12.ll3; 12.324-25, o. 2; 13.18-19.
"Incidents involving nobles are recorded in: Frommenl, Actu ,:/ Guru, p. 93; 144-45; 148;
J. de Jussie, Lcvo/r1, p. 107-108; RC 12.550; 13.279-$.
"Fromment.. Aclt:s 6/ Guin, p. 145.
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we read abQ,ut "knaben" and "'buben";'" in Thorgau and Toggenburg they
are called ''jungen knaben"'", in Wesen "Jungling"", in euchiitel
"jeunes gens."'" Martin Luther mentions boys ('"pueri") who chanted in
the streets of Bern "we have been freed from a baked god" as the consecrated hosts were being destroyed along with the images.'" Although this
situation might lead some to suspect that much of Swiss iconoclasm was
no more than childish vandalism Oohann Stolz certainly thought so, calling
the entire tumult at Basel "biJbisch"),80 there are other factors to consider.
Though children, or youths, played an active part in riots and distur•
bances, the wholesale destruction of images in cities and towns was still
a very adult affair. That the Reformation was aggressively promoted by
the young simply means that it appealed to some of them, and that they
expressed their support for it with the idealistic fervor so common to
them. 11 The participation of youths in Swiss iconoclasm was important,
since it seems they often acted as catalysts in public acts of violence,
forcing conflicts to erupt, but it needs to be considered within a larger
picture, as one component of a set of interrelated patterns.
Swiss iconoclasm is also related to the is ue of public welfare. From its
inception, the iconoclastic movement was inseparably linked with the
desire to redistribute the wealth of the Catholic Church. The history of
iconoclasm is highlighted by a concern for the needy.0 An integral part
of the iconoclastic crusade was the effort to tum the destruction of cul tic
objects into a charitable and practical operation. It may be said, perhaps,
that the bourgeois mind appreciated church treasure more as a source of
revenue than of holiness. The spoil from the churches was almost always
put to practical use in Switzerland. Wooden images were used as firewood
to help keep people warm; church plate was melted down to help fill city
coffers, establish charitable institutions, and pay municipal debts; vest•

"J. Stolz In Oechsli, Qm,l/1mbuch. p. 331.
"Zwlnglh Werk«, (Zurich, 1841), vol. II. part iii, p. 24 . For another similar reference see
Stumprs Rt1/or111at/or14ehronlk, vol. ll, p. 8.
""Heinrich Kllssenbergs Chronik", Archlv /Or die Sc/11.oe/Zllrist:he Reformaffansgeschlchte,
vol. 3, (1904), p. 423.
"Cited in Cu/1/aume Fore/, p. 228.
"D. Martin Luth= WerkB.· Krltlsclu, Gesamstausgabe, (Weimar, 1833-), Briefwechsel
4.404 # 1236. Letter to Gabnel Zwilling r, Morch 1528). Luther reports on what happened
after the Bern Disputation was over: .. Bemae in Helvetils 6.nlta disputatio esl; nlhll factum
nisl quod Misso abrogata, et pueri in plateis cantant. se e,se a Deo plslo llbera10".
0
' OechsU, Que/1,mbuch, p . 331.
"This same youthful fervor elpressed itself among Genel'II ·s Catholics. See notes 66 and 67.
''This concern Is elJ>re,:sed in Karlstadt's Grst iconoclastic pahphle\, .. von Abthung der Bilder
und dll$ keyn Bedtler unther den Christen seyn sollen" (1522). It was oJso elJ)reosed by some
of the 6.nt iconocwts in the Zurich area In 1523, who argued that they had destroyed a
crucifui so they could give the wood to "the poor people who could best use ;r· See: Egli.
Acte11sammluns, doc. 421.
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ments were given to the needy; and church buildings were turned over
to secular purposes.•• The "idols" of Rome might have been enemies of
the faith, but their material value was always appreciated and put to
practical use once they were cast down .

••••••
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt argued against Luther in 1524 that
to delay in removing images was to sin against God and neighbor. In a
treatise entitled "Whether One Ought to Behave Peacefully and Spare the
Feel.ings of the Simple," Karlstadt proposed that dangerous things should
be removed from the weak and simple, even against their will, lest they
hurt themselves. To illustrate his point, he used the example of a child who
wants to play with a sharp, pointed knife. Even though the cruld will cry
when the knife is taken away, he asked, is it right to allow it to keep the
knife, when one well knows that it can injure or kill itself? ince images
are just as dangerous to the soul of the individual and to the community
as the knife is to the child, he continued, is it not also right that they be
removed by those who know them to be harmful? ..
Karlstadt's revolutionary argument was taken to heart in witzerland
in the 1520's and 30's, and the destruction of images and other cultic
objects was used as one of the most effective tactics in the "Protestantization" of many cities and towns. in removing the "idols" of Roman Catholicism by force, much as a parent removes a harp object from a child's band
against its will, Swiss iconoclasts effected many changes that might have
otherwise taken much longer to bring about, or might have never taken
place at all

"The cbarltable impulse of the iconoclasts was• strong driving force. In Bern, for inslllnce,
so much was distributed to the poor after the Iconoclastic riot that the town treasury received
very little from the church spoils, if anything at all. When the council sought to pay the
annuities of the former monies and nuns, It had to borrow the money. Sec: E. Egli, el al.,
eds., Zwmglls IVerke, vol. X (Briefwechsel, vol. 4), p. 415. For similar developments in
Geneva see: RC 13.288; 13.322; 13.324 13.326.
"Andreas Bodenstein von KArlstadt, "Ob man gernach faren und des ergemllsen der
schwacben verschonen soU", Karlstadts Schrlflen aus den Jahrtm 1523-1525, ed. by E.
Hertzsch, (Halle, 1956), vol. I, p. 88.
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While the entire subject of Tudor religious polemics has been more
often regretted than studied, some of the more prominent controversialists, such as William Tyndale or Thomas More, have received some attention, but such has not been the fate of William Turner (?-1568). o
full-length treatment of Turner exists, and what studies there are concern
themselves mainly with his activities as a naturalist.' This is all the more
surprising when one considers that of all the radical Reformers who were
dissatisfied with Henry Vill's reformation and transformation of the English Church into the Church of England, William Turner, physician to the
Protector Somerset, lawyer, founder of the study of botany in England,
'Turner was educated at Cambridge, where he took the Bachelon degree in 1529. Forced
to Bee to the Continent during the Henrlclan re ction (1540-1546), he became a doctor of
medlclne in Italy and returned to England in 1547 upon the accession of Edward VI , when
he became physician to the Protector Som.e rset. He received the deanship of Wells in 1551 ,
but was forced into his second exile upon Edward's death, returning once more to his native
country on the death of Mary. Under Elizabeth, he again became Dean of Wells, but was
suspended for nonconformity In 15&1.
Turner is best known as a pioneer in the study of botany. o full-length study of Turner
exists. See Charles E. Raven, English Natural/sis from «kam lo Rav (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1947), pp. 48-137; Harold Stein, "Spenser and William Turner,"
Modern Language Nolu, LI Oune, 1936), 345-351 ; Thomas P. Harrison, ''Turner and Spen·
ser's 'Mother Hubberd's Tale,'" Journal of English and ~rmanlc Phllolo1Jv, XLIX (October, 1950), 464-469; Harrison, "WillJam Turner, aturallit and Priest,'' Texas Univer,itv
Studiu In En(Jlish, XXXIll (1954), 1-12; Rainer Pineas, "William Turner and Reformation
Politics," Blbliolhlqu. d'Humanlsme el Rena/slam:., XXXVlll (1975), 193-200; Pine,u,
" William Turner's Polemical Use of Ecclesiastical History and His Controversy with Stephen
Gardiner,'' R•ooluanc. QuarttJTlv, xxxm (1980), 5SS-008; Pineu, "William Turner's Splrl•
tuo/1 Phvlik, " ThtJ Sizlttnlh Centurv Journal, forthcoming. See also Christina Garrett, Th11
Marian Ezilu (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1938), and M. L Bush, 1'hlf GoOllm·
m11nl Polfcv of Prol1JClor SomtJrrel (London: Edward Arnold, 1975), pp. 108-109.
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Member of Parliament, Dean of Wells, Protestant polemicist, and a founding Father of the English Puritan Movement-was one of the most brilliant. Between the years 1543 and 1555, Turner published a series of five
tracts• with the common aim of denouncing the papacy of Rome as un•
godly and the Church of England as Roman. Throughout these tracts,
Turner made the polemical use of what might broadly be called "history"
an important part of bis polemical technique. The main contention of
Turner's treatises is that the Church of Rome historically has manipulated
the affairs of Europe and England to her own advantage, and that even
after Henry VJil's break with Rome, the English bishops-and especially
Stephen Gardiner•-have treasonously acted on the Pope's behalf by attempting to retain Roman ritual and Roman dogma in the Church of
England, hoping by this means eventually to restore the Pope's authority
in the realm.
The realities of the situation under Mary made it impossible for Turner
to adhere to the theory of the Divine Right of Protestant princes to rule,
which the Reformers bad advocated since William Tyndale's The Obedience of a Christen Man (1528), for the faith of the Queen was unmistakably and fanatically Catholic. Therefore, in his Spirituall Physik (1555),
Turner bypasses the monarch and appeals to the English nobility to rally
to the defense of England's Reformed Faith and restore England as a
Protestant realm. Precisely how the nobility are to accomplish this under
a Catholic Queen, Turner is very careful not to spell out, no doubt thinking
it sufficient for the moment to implant the novel concept without providing a blueprint for its execution. An interesting facet of Turner's Spirituall
Physik is bis novel polemical use of medical metaphor. Instead of pictur·
ing sickness in the customary way as a visitation from God in punishment
for sin,' Turner portrays the sickness as the "sin" of Romanism, for which
the only hope of salvation/health for the sinner/sufferer is the unadulterated Word of God. Another aspect of Turner's use of rhetoric in controversy is his polemical use of the dialogue form, and it is to an examination
of this subject that the present paper is devoted.
When Turner decided to cast bis attack on the Catholic doctrine of the
Eucharist-The Examination of the Messe (London, 1548?)-in dialogue
'Th6 hunfflng & f11nd11ng out of th. Rom/Iha for (Bonn, 1543), 7"'8 -1111/J" ofth. romllh.
for (Bonn, 115-45), A ,.,_ dkJIOfIU'I VoMrin II oontltfln«I th. lt%0mlnotlon of th. /,/(London, 1548?), Th6 HunfJ!ng of th. Rom,µh. Vuolf• (Emden, 1555?), and A """" boob
of lplrllUDII Fh,µilc (Emden, 1555).
'For Gardiner, see James A. Muller, Steph#r, Cardlnttr and th. Tudor RtJOCJton (New York:
Octagon Books, 1970).
'For a discwsion of this subject, see Jonathan Goldberg, 'The Understanding or Siclmea In
Donne'• lhuotlo~" R1tnoluonct1 Quort,rr/11, XXIV (1971), 507-1517.
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form, be was availing himself of a weapon already proven potent in the
art of religious controversy. It bad been employed, for instance, by Augustine against the skeptics, Donatists, and Manicbaeans, and by a number
of religious polemicists during the Middle Ages, but it was during the Reformation that the form became a popular medium of religious controversy.
One of the most expert practitioners was the German Protestant
polemicist Ulrich von Hutten. His dialogues, in common with most controversial dialogues written by both sides during the early stages of the
Reformation, do not attempt a reasoned exposition of doctrine-his opponents are satirized and parodied rather than rebutted. This is effected, for
instance, by having Catholics make patently absurd claims for the power
of the Church, or by so arranging their arguments that they condemn
themselves with their own words.• The same technique of self-condemnation is again employed in iklaus Manuel's Protestant Krankheit der
Messe, in which Catholic physicians attending the ailing Mass 6nd that she
has really been sick since the day of her birth in Rome.• Manuel's work
probably inspired the 6r t polemical dialogue of the English Reformation,
Jerome Barlowe's Rede me and be nott wrothe (1528), which contains a
mock-lamentation for the lately departed Mass.
However, the most outstanding use of the dialogue form in English
Reformation polemics before Turner was Thomas More's Dialogue concernynge heresyes (1529), defending the Catholic position. It consists of a
series of discussions between the character "More" and-not a Protestant
opponent, but rather a young man who has been much impressed and
shaken by the Reformers' views. More quickly establishes that "More" is
older, wiser, and much more learned than the impressionable, young,
would-be Protestant; that is, More uses the dialogue situation to establish
a favorable T)eTSOna for himself and the reverse for his interlocutor, who
soon becomes pupil rather than adversary. "More" claims to go beyond
fairness in presenting his opponents' views in that he thinks up arguments
against himself he believes his adversaries would have missed! Of course,
since More decides what the interlocutor's questions will be, he is never
at a loss for an answer, and,just as inevitably, he never loses an argument.
And the apparent artlessness of More's conversational style in the Dialogue-where subjects are raised and dropped at will to be taken up again
at some later point in the discussion-made interesting reading and was
'See Ulrich von Hutten, "lnsplcientes," in AU4tlrltJStJru, W~rke, ed. and trans. Ernst Mllncb
(Leipzig, 1822), Vol. I.
'In Blbllothelc ),'/terr:r Schrlftwerka du deutschen Schwelz, ed. J. Baecbtold (Frauenfeld,
1878), Vol. II, 224-232.
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as far removed as it could po sibly have been from previous unsuccessful
Catholic attempts to halt heresy by means of scholastic logic.'
Although there does not seem to be any direct evidence, it is highly
unlikely that Turner would be unfamiliar with the works of the Continental Reformers mentioned-it is known that he translated at least one
German polemic into English*-or with the work of Thomas More. And
while it cannot be claimed that he utilized the form as brilliantly as does
More, he does avail himself of many of the polemical advantages the form
offers, in some cases going beyond More, if not in artistry, then in polemical acumen. Turner prefaces his dialogue with a letter to the reader which
is in itself an interesting polemical document:
Al though it be not belongyng vnto my profession to dispute, of matters of diuinitie which nm
a Pbisician: yet extreme necessitye requirynge,
I nm compelled to do in this kinde of warre as
coblers, shomakers masons carpentres ... are
compelled to doo, when theyr city is besiged
that is to take wepens in theyr hande and
become warriars whiche baue had lytle or no
experience of ware before (sig. A2).
Turner is writing before his ordination in 1552, but lack of orders had
never inhibited him from speaking his mind on theological issues-he had
been imprisoned for preaching without a license-and had already published The huntyng . .. of the Romishe fox in 1543 and The rescvynge of
the romishe fox in 1545. His point here, therefore, is less his diffidence to
meddle with matters outside his profe ion than the compelling need he
sees to expose the doctrine of the Mass for the sham he believes it to be.
Therefore, continues Turner in the same vein,
who wyl blame me, wbicbe am no professor of
diuinitie, when as the city of god, wherof I am
a sworn Citizen is besieged, wt so great hostes
of popysb warriers: if I play in thys tyme of
nede, the deuyne warryer . . . (sig. A2").
'See especially John Fuher, A-,#on/1 LulhManoe Confulallo (1523), lkfmsio RegleA.s,erllon11 (1525). and Sacri saa,rdolll defenslo (1525) as the kind of works More was trying to
replace. For More, see Thomas More, A Dialogue ccn«rolng H/l'fU/u. The Yale F.dltlon of
the Complete Works of Saint Thomas More, Vol. VI, Ed. Thomas M. C. Lawler, Germain
Marc'hadour, and Richard C. Marius ( ew Haven and London: Yale Univ. Press, 1981).
'See William A. Clebsch, Eng/ands &rllut Pro/utan/I (New Haven! Yale Unlvemty Press,
1964), pp. ~254.
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He proceeds to describe hi opponents as enemies of God who "woulde
by force thurste [i.e., thrust) into oure city, !awes of theyr owne making
contrarye vnto the lawe maker which builded our city" (sig. A2"), and one
of these manmade and nonscriptural "laws" is the Catholic doctrine of the
Mass, by which Catholics have defiled "the holye Sacrament of Cbristes
bodye and bloude," and turned it into a "Popishe playe" (sigs. A2v-A3). [t
is to the doctrine of transubstantiation that Turner is obviously referring
in these derogatory terms, often labelled as necromancy or "juggling" by
Reformers.•
Let us look now at the dialogue proper. While the skillful composer of
dialogues sometimes makes bis readers forget the fact, the author is, nevertheless, the casting director of bis little drama, and Turner avails himself
fully of the polemical pos ibilities this proce s affords. Aside from "Mastres
Missa," whose qualities are examined throughout the work, the cast of
characters includes Palemon, the judge, "Master Knowledge," Doctor
Porphiry, a doctor of canon law, and ir Philip Philargiry, a doctor of
divinity, the last two defenders of the Mass.
Throughout the dialogue, Knowledge takes the Protestant po ition so
that in the very name of the character there is the implication that true
knowledge inevitably leads to the Protestant po ition. Conversely, the
defenders of the Mass bear names with pejorative connotations; Porphyry
was a third century anti-Christian philosopher, and Philargiry's name implies that he is a lover of money. Within these two names, then, Turner
bas encapsulated the basic Protestant charge against the Church of Rome,
namely, that its servants have dedicated themselves either to venality
and /or the destruction of the faith of Christ. Again, the fact that the
"impartial" judge of the dialogue-trial inevitably 6.nds against the Mass
implies that any impartial examination will do the same. The Mass herself
is made to suggest that there is something faintly disreputable about
her name; she bas been taught by her two champions to call herself "the supper of oure Lorde .. .. if that my other name, should be at
any time to odyous" (sigs. A6-A6"). Thus she resembles the Vice of the
morality play who attempts to hide his evil nature partly by disguise
of narne. 10
The very fact that the Mass is on trial at all already weights the situation
and prejudices opinion against her; at the very least, the reader is expected
to accept tacitly that the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist should be open
to scrutiny and had better 6.nd clear support in Scripture and not end up
•An entire ProteJtant polemical play, jock6 /ugeler, wa.s devoted to this subject.
See Pineas, Tudor and F.ar/11 Stuart Anll·Colhollc Drama 'leuwkoop: 8. De Graaf,

1972).

'°Ibid. , p. 16.
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as yet another Catholic "vnwritten verite." 11 For impatient readers,
Turner has the Mass reveal con6dentially, right at the beginning before
the court convenes, that an "vnwritten verite" is all she is (sig. Al"). or
would many of Turner's readers miss the sign.i.6cance of having the Mass
personi6ed as female, since they were by th.i time accustomed to the
Church of Rome being referred to by Protestant polemicists as the Whore
of Babylon."
As we have en, the most obvious function of the polemical dialogue
is to pretend impartiality while, in fact, assigning to the opposition arguments easily refuted and not representative of what they would actually
say. For instance, Porphiry's defense that even if some abuses have crept
into the celebration and doctrine of the Mass, only the clergy and not the
common people should concern themselves with the matter, lest all good
order vanish in the realm (sigs. B2"-B3), hardly represents Catholic opinion on this subject. Again, Porphiry's desperate insistence that the Mass
and the Lord's Supper are one and the same (sigs. B7-88) was certainly
not Catholic doctrine on this sacrament-at least not in the sense the two
terms were being debated at th.is time-and not too subtly implied the
spurious nature of the former and the efficacy of the latter, in that a
Catholic Doctor of Divinity accepts the Lord's Supper as the standard
against which to measure the Mass. The Mass's admission of her attempted
subterfuge, previously noted, is typical of the self-condemnatory speeches
Turner assigns to her throughout the dialogue. At the very opening of the
work the Mass admits that she cannot be found in Scripture at all (sig. Al"),
and she voices the fear that he will be forced to leave England for her
father in Rome (sig. Al"); a little later she again emphasizes that she is "the
Popes doughter," 13 thus establishing her elf as an alien graft on the
Church of England. Considering that Protestant polemicists such as William Tyndale, imon Fish, Robert Barne , G orge Joye, John Bale-and
Turner himself-had been maintaining for years that the alrairs of European states and of England bad historically been conducted not for their
own bene6t but that of the Pope; that secular rulers bad been merely the
puppets of papal policy; that the original purity of the Church of Christ
-and of England-became corrupted through the machinations of Rome,
''The Reformer George Joye had derided Thomas More for claiming that certain "vnwritten
verities" were necessary for salvation. See Plneas, .. George Joye'• Controver,y with Thom..
fore," Momma, o. 38 (1973), p. 29.
"See, for instance, George Joye, ThtJ aporlclon of DonltJI 1h11 Prophllt11 (1545), sig,. N22', and John Bale, A bn<ft1 Chrvnvcl• conc.rnvnge .. . 111r Johan O/d«xutell (1544), sigs.
A2-A3.

"Sig. AS. Turner al.so used the "parentage device" In Romuha For, sigs. Al•, A6, and In
Romysha Vuolft!, sig,. A3', 85•. For other examples of this device, see Anll-C,,thollc Drama,

PP· 32-33.
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which depended on Roman ritual, language, and dogma to accomplish
what sometimes force could not-such an admission by the Mass was not
calculated to endear her to the hearts of nationalistic Englishmen. 14 In a
variation of what I have elsewhere called the "some-say" device, 11 the
Mass is made to admit that she has been informed by her "faithful and
unfayned fre11des" that "many" oppose her. The fact that the information
comes from her "fren des"-of cour e, it really comes from Turner-lends
the information credibility and serves as a kind of double "self-condemnation," by her friends for believing it and telling her, and by herself for
believing and repeating the news. She continues by informing the court
that many people also say that she is a counterfeit who bas taken the place
of the true "Supper of our Lord," and that she is the greatest blasphemy
possible to Christ's death and passion (sig. AS). She also admits that her
claim to antiquity extends back no farther than 6ve hundred years, which
of course invalidates her contention made in the same sentence that she
"cam from Christ and his Apostles" (sigs. A5-A5"). To prove her superiority to the Lord's Supper-with which, at other times, she claims complete identity-she proffers to the court a list of what she obviously
considers impressive capabilities:
I deliuer y" sely soules ... in purgatorye, from
theyr paynes ... . Where fynd you in al the holy
scripture, that the supper of our Lorde can do
so much? I can make faire wether & rayne, I
can heale all Sycknes e , and brynge dampned
soules oute of Hell. I can purchasse remission of
synes ... . I ca11 with 6ue woordes, make both
god and man. Whyche thynge, seynge that Cod
can not doo: can not I do more, then God can
doe? (sig. A6}
Her assertions, of course, serve the polemicist's purpose rather than
hers in casting doubt on both herself and the doctrine she admits she
"See Pineos, "William Tyndale's Use of Hi.story as a Weapon of Religious Controversy;·
Harvard Theological Review, LV (1962), 121-141; "Robert Bames's Polemical Use of llistory," Blbliothh/ut1 D'Humanisme d Renaiuonce, XXVI (1964), :»-69; "Thomas More·s
Controversy with Simon Fi.sh," Studies In English L/tcratu~. VII (1967), 15-28; "George
Joye's Polemical Use of History In lli.s ConlTOversy with Stephen Gardiner," Neder/ands
A rr:hief voor Kt1rkgeschiedenls, 55 (1974), 21...Jl ; and ""William Tyndale's ln8ucnce on John
Bale's Polemical Use or History," Archiv ftir Refonnallons11.esch,chlt!, 53 (1962), 79-96.
'"The ",ome-say·· device allempts to create opinion by claiming that the opinion already
exists. See Pineas, "Thomas More's Controversy with Christopher Sainl-~rman;· Studies In
English Lltero/11m, I (1961), 4~2.
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serves,'" while her reputation for honesty is scarcely enhanced by her
addition-"Yet for al this, if nede require, I saye, that I am the supper of
oure Lorde" (sig. A6). Knowledge turns to Master Fremouth, who is supposed to be an impartial observer at the trial, and ask , "Here ye not, as
this woman speketh so blaspheously [sic} agaynst god & his word?" In fact,
Fremouth acts as "straight man" to Knowledge throughout, much as
More's interlocutor does to More in the latter's Dialogue concernynge
heresyes, and so Fremouth responds, "I heare her talke verye well howe
be it I perceyue not the haynousnes of the matter .... "Suchan answer
permits Knowledge to educate the ''impartial" observer by pointing out
that in claiming to be able to take away sin, the Mass makes herself equal
to Christ; in asserting that she can heal all kinds of diseases, she makes
herself equal to God; and in boasting "that she can make wyth .v. wordes,
bothe God and man"-a reference to the doctrine of transubstantiationshe makes herself mightier than God, "seyng that god is euerlasting, and
... can not make him selfe .... " Fremouth dutifully answers: "Syr, these
ar intolerable blasphemies in dede ... " (sigs. A7•-A8).
Even her friends "inadvertently" condemn her, as they do, for instance,
when they plead the authority of Aristotle on her behalf (sig. 83•). The
remaining condemnation originates with the established "good" characters of the dialogue. Knowledge accuses her of usurping the place of Cod,
in that she claims she can take away sin (sig. A6"). Palemon, the "impartial"
judge, rejects the contention that trying the Mass publicly rather than in
an ecclesiastical court invites civil disorder and the ruin of the realm (sigs.
82•-B3"); the reverse is true. If we leave spiritual matters to priests, "we
should haue shortly many raoke & riche papistes in thys realme ... " (sigs.
B4-B4"). Again, Knowledge points out the differences between the Mass
and "Christes supper": some of the purpo es of the Mass are "to purchesse
remission of synoe by olferynge vp of Christe againe, to make faire wether
and rayne to heale sycke horses ... and the french poxe ... " (sig. CS")as can be seen by glancing at any missal (sigs. C6-C8}-none of which 6nd
any support in the Scriptures (sigs. C7•-C8"). Therefore, concludes Knowledge, with more glee than logic, "the messe and Christes supper do
differ .... Then can ye not say that the messe was ordeined of God, in the
.xxvi. of Mathew ... " (sig. D2).
The dialogue "trial" ends preclictably with the judge's condemnation of
the Mass; sufficient evidence has been produced that the accused is "not
of god ... an Idolatres.... worthy to be burned." But, concludes the judge,
lest your papistical sponsors should say that we are as bloodthirsty as they
'"Other examples or the mock-creed ore to be found in the Reformer Thom.. Becon's The
Mons/ruous Marr:handise of the Romuh Buhap.r in The Workes of Thomas Becon (London,
1564), m, ccxliiii•-«dv•; see also Antl-Cotho/lc Drama, pp. 32-33.
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were, "when thei bare the swynge," your sentence is merely that you
"packe out of this realme ... & go to thy father the pope ... & say y 1 here
is in Englande no more place for him .... " (sigs. G8--G8").
This calculated magnanimity with which Turner concludes his dialogue
indicates that be expected such sentiment to gain his readers' approval;
that be was a shrewd judge of such matters we know, because The Examination of the Messe went through four editions in two years.
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Christopher St. German: The Man and His Family
As mysterious a person as the poet who stands behind Piers Plowman,
and like him author of a work of immense influence, Christopher St.
Germ.an was a man of distinction in more than one career, yet a man who
has left a life-record that is certainly blank at more than one key point.
We know from his will that his parents were buried in Shilton beside
Coventry, Warwickshire, and from other sources we know that his father's
name was Henry and that Ws mother was Anne, daughter of Thomas
Tindall of Hockwald, orfolk.. But we cannot as yet establish his paternaJ
grand!ather, although it is certain that Christopher t. German was related to the Geoffrey St. German who was attainted in 1485.' For his
immediate family we have then this secure pedigree:

Sir Henry
St. German

l

CHRISTOPHER
ST. GERMAN
[1460?-1540]

Anne Tindall

I

Margaret =
\ Ri~g

Eliz. Francis

I

= 1.

Eliz = Haldenby

Mores

, 2. T~psill

Alice

~

John

'His w!U is P.C. C. 29 Alenger, 1541, for a transcript of which I

Anne =

John
Hill

indebted to my friend
rmainCermayn -Jarmin-Jermyn· etc. In a forthcoming article in Notes and Queries I bave given
fuller details of family connections.
8m

J. B. Trapp. The name is variously spelled: Saint-Seynt-Selnt-Sen-Seyn / Gcrman-C
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There is no evidence that Christopher St. German was ever married
and there is nothing at present that we can add to the above pedigree of
his three sisters and their marriages.•
I have elsewhere published the available evidence on the St. German
family in the 15th and 16th centuries, and if the pedigree offered there
is sound (as seems reasonably certain), then we have a portrait of the St.
German family as one derived from a London middleclass family of considerable wealth and position-for behind the John St. German who may
have been a grandfather there are at least two Lords Mayor' -but a
family, nonetheless, that obviously suffered, though it is difficult to say
precisely how or how much, from the attainder of GeolFrey St. German
in 1485 and from the poor marriage of his only daughter Margaret to the
dissolute and wasteful Thomas Agard.•
When we turn to the maternal side of Christopher St. German's family,
we see a clearer picture and 6nd connections with a number of families
of importance and everaJ of high place in English law: notably the Yelvertons, Pastons, and Coningsbys, each of which branch produced one or
more justices.• Through his mother, who was a daughter of Thomas
Tindall of Hockwold, orfolk, Christopher St. German was intimately
related to this influential orfolk furnily; and it is certainly possible that
'Pace A. W. PoUnrd in the D.N.8., the letter referred to in LP (XIV, pt.i, o. 1349) ls
ambiguous and the extract rather poorly drawn, but the reference is to William Boughton·•
two marriages and not to St. Cerm n's.
It must also be added that there is no evidence to support Wood"s statement that St
German had been in residence at Oxford before entering the Inner Temple. Mr. Emden hos
kindly written me that St. Cerman's name does not appear in the Unhersity registers, and
that he knows of no foundation for the suggestion repeated by PoUnrd In the D.N.8 that St.
Cerrnan was at Exeter College; it is signiJlcont, as Mr. Emden points out, that neither Bale
nor Pits associates him with O.rford, and I have found no autobiographical passages in his
writing$ to throw any light on St. German 's education before entering the Inns of Court
I shall speak below about Christopher St . Cerrnan's being referred lo as 'Dr.' in docu•
ments connected with the Court of Requests.
'See V/#tatlan of Esstt 1552 (H.S. 1878), p. 3; Rye, Norfolk Fam,lles. p. 853; Thrupp,
Merr:hant Class Landon, pp. 345 (Cyssors), p. 326 (Brembre), p. 367 (Stodeye).
'On Geoffrey St. German see the account in VCH Nortli rv. 159.
'Sec Sir William Yelverton,]. C. P. (d. 1472?) in D. . 8.; he was a member ofCray"s Inn. John
Pasion (1521-1466), educated at lnn<tr Temple, was the eldest son of William,}. C. P.; John's
daughter Anne in 1477 married the grandson of Sir Willlam Yelverton • see D. .8. The force
of the traditional association of the Yelverton, with their Inn, Cray"s, is seen In Christopher
Yelverton·• remnrk in 1589, in his speech "The FarewcU that I made at Cray's Inn at my
departure from thence, when I was chosen serjeant, Michaelmas 1589,' in the course of
which (as Prof. Thorne has written) "he acknowledged himself ·deeply and in&nitely in•
debted unto this house For the singular and exceeding favours that I and mine ancestors have
received in it, for 200 years ago at the least have some of them lived here· ... ·· Samuel E.
Thome, ''The Early History of the Inns of Court with Special Reference to Cray·s Inn,"
CRAYA, o. 50 (Michaelmas Term, 1959), p. 80. For Sir Humphrey Coningsby D.N.B.
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it was because of this connection with the Tindall name (whether he was
in ~act distantly related to William Tyndall or not) that Christopher St.
German chose to publish anonymously, though there may well have been
other reasons, as we shall see.• The researches of Samuel Thorne and
others have begun to unfold the intricate intermarriages of legal families,
and the St. German family story leads to interesting relationships.'
St. German in the Middle Temple
Pearl Hogrefe has corrected the longstanding error that Christopher St.
German belonged to the Inner Temple: there can now be no doubt that
he was a member of the Middle Temple. However, not all of the references to St. German in the Middle Temple Records have been identified
and collected, and some of these references need further explanation. In
a calendar appended to this article I have brought together all of the
references to St. German and endeavored to explain the relationships
disclosed in them. (See Appendix)
lf St. German was born about 1460, he would likely have entered the
Inns of Court about 14 0. In the fifteenth century, entrances were frequently made at the age of sixteen; but if St. German had spent ome years
at Oxford (as tradition has it, though there are no extant records to upport
a presumption of attendance), then he would probably have been nearer
twenty. But unfortunately the extant records of the Middle Temple begin
only at about 1500.
The Middle Temple records disclose a continuing relationship of St.
German with his Inn of Court that lasted some forty years, and during this
period there is nothing remarkable about his participation in the affairs of
his Inn. It seems reasonable to infer from the entries that we have that at
some date between 1511 and 1522 St. German severed active connection
with his Inn-for whatever reason: retirement from active legal practice,
or for personal reasons, or perhaps because he went to a continental
university for further studies, which might explain his being called 'Dr.'
in certain records (see Appendix). But we do not know.
Christopher St. German and John Rastell
"In 1502, Seyot German, Bowryng, Rastall, and several others were
fined because they were Utter Barristers and did not attend Parliament."
(MT Records, 1, 2) One cannot argue from this negative evidence of joint
'Hogrefe, p. 398.
'For a survey of the chief materials on Rastell and the More family, see Pearl Hogrefe, 'Sir
Thomas More's Connections with the Roper Family.' PMU, xlvil (11132), 523--33. See my
forthcoming article cited in n. l above.
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non-attendance that St. German and Rastell were necessarily friends, but
inasmuch as they were both utter barristers in 1502 they must have been
associated for ome time in the Middle Temple, and they did both come
from Coventry or nearby. Further, about four years later St. German is
involved in a property transaction with John More (q.v.), and shortly thereafter his name appears with that of John Rastell in a Warwickshire property transaction of 150 :
In 1508 John Peytoo (a distant relative of St.
German) was granted license to enfeoff John
Burde!, Esq., Wm. Boughton, Esq., George
Throlcmerton, Esq., John Rastall, Christopher
Saintgennan, Wm. Coke, John Spenser, Richard Antony, and Michael Throkmerton and
their heirs of much Warwickshire property
(Cal. of Patent Rolls, Hen. VII, v. II) . . . ."•
" ln 1523, perhaps" (Hogrefe writes, p. 403) "and certainly in 1528 Rastell
printed the Latin edition of Saint German's Dialogus .. .'"
It is known then that Christopher St. German and John Rastell were at
the Middle Temple together in 1502 and were involved in Warwickshire
transactions in 1508; and it is also established that certainly in 1528, if not
earlier in 1523, Rastell printed a work of St. German's:• it seems reasonable to suppose that two lawyers from the same county and with other
interests in common would have had other dealings in the intervening
years.
These activities of Rastell, we may be sure, would have been of great
interest to St. German, and we would like to suppose something more than
interest: &rst, the Hunne affair and Rastell's grant of the wardship of
Richard Hunne's two daughters in 1515; 0 second, Rastell's immensely
important work as a legal printer from about 1512 to 1516, during which
period his press issued the Grand Abridgment of Cases in three folio
volumes, the work of Anthony Fitzherbert-the Recorder of Coventry, it
must be noted' 0-work in which St. German would be double interested;
and third, the renewed activity of Rastell's press between 1526 and 1530,
• o copy of the 1523 edition of the [);,,u,gus is known today, yet there is much reuon to
accept the traditional dating of • lirst edition ln 1523 (and 10 noted and deocr!bed by
!8th-century bibUograpbers): see Schoeck, R•pllcation. See n. 30 below.
'See Reed, ETD, pp. 9-10.
"Reed, Ibid., p. 8.
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when he had his son William to help him, and he printed several law books
of interest. 11
At the end ofRastell's Life there was an estrangement from his brotherin-law Thomas More and the More circle-perhaps Reed is right in adducing the death of Sir John More in 1530 as the cause of the loosing of family
bonds. u But the weakening began much earlier-Rastell seems to have
been an early en tertainer of Cromwell-and the 1529 printing of More's
Dyaloge may have been largely the work of William, rather than of
John.
Still, there is the question of how anonymous the Dia/ogus of St. German, which John RasteU printed in 1528, could have been: we can only
say from what evidence we have, that More gives the appearance of being
quite ignorant of his opponent's identity, and I take his epithet of "The
Masker" (along with "Some Say') to be an ironic recognition of the semblance of anonymity. For whatever reason More never tries to identify in
print the author of Doctor and Student or of Salem and Bizance (or to
connect them); however, his reference to the author as a student (see p.
108 below) is surely heavily ironic. Given the strong connection between
More's brother-in-law John Rastell and Christopher St. German and the
relatively homogeneous legal community in early Tudor London, as well
as the fact that the leaders of the Pilgrimage of Grace just three years later
knew St. German by name, it is difficult to believe that More was totally
ignorant of the identify of his opponent. If this line of interpretation is
accurate, lhen we must give close scrutiny to More's polemical tactics.
St. German as Lawyer
Few writers are so important in early English legal Literature as Christopher St. German, who very nearly deserves the epithet of "that most
erudite of early Tudor lawyers;"' 3 and his Doctor and Student, as Holdsworth writes, "has exercised as great an influence upon the development
of modern equity as Bracton's treatise has exercised upon the development of the common law. From both books many generations of lawyers
"Reed, ibid., p. 20. While we ore fortunate 1.n having Proctors handlist of RasteU"s books,
a fuUer study of Ra.,tell's types, publishing interests, ond related bibliographical problems is
badly needed-6ee F. J. Isaac, E11g//sl, & Sccll,sh Pnntmg Types 1501-;JS • 1508-41 (FacsimUes and lllwtntloru No. ll, The Bib//ogroph,col Sccietv. 1930).
"Reed, ETD p, 21, writes: '"This weakening of the family he gradually become on actual
breach, ond when More was put to death in 1535. Rast ell "as very dc6mtcly in the camp
of bu opponents." See further S.E . Lehmberg. Tha Rafonnation Par/{ament (1970), 121-2.
---.onie epithet is Baumer"s, in St. Ctlr111011, p. 631.
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drew the root principles underlying the many technical rules to which a
continuous development gave rise."1 ◄
But lhe early cour e of that inHuence has never been charted-in part
because of uncertainty as to the date of first publication of the Latin
version of the first Dialogue, the Dia/ogus de Ju11da men tis /egu m A 11g/ie
el de conscientia; " in larger part because so much of the early Tudor
materials have yet to be printed and read with care-although the sugge •
tion has recently been made that the Replicolio11 ofa Serjeant-at-Law was
written not later than 1529 and thus would give us a first mark of the
impact of St. German's ideas upon contemporary common lawyers. 18
lndeed, from this brief treatise we can gain a sense of the independence
that was characteristic of St. German. He was, 6rst of all, a learned common lawyer who ranged with considerable competence over a wide range
of classical and medieval authorities:-over not only the usual common
law authorities (Bracton, the Yearbooks and Statutes, Fortescue, etc.) but
also Scripture, Augustine, Aquinas, Dionysius, St. Bridget of Sweden, and
Gregory, and, with great consistency, John Gerson, and such works and
writers of canon law and dogmatic theology as the Summa Angelica and
lhe Summa Rosella, Raymond, and Basdus de Parusio-he was a common
lawyer who sought to introduce the concept of equity (epieikeia) into
common law and practice. It follows that he was like his opponent
Thomas More, a layman who moved in the special domains of clerics: Inter
in the 1530's we hall see St. German sitting with several important ecclesiastical councillors of Henry VIII to appraise certain theological documents. Bale thought highly of St. German's learning: Homo crat, omnium
consensu, in patrijs legibus & in iure tam canonico qunm ciuili excellenter
instructus, in omnique philosophia, ntque scientius alijs liberalibus, doctissimus euasit." Of St. German's library Bale wrote: ingulis fere 11octibus,
quum nihil e et agendum foras, unum ex sacris Bibliorum libris cnput
legit & ex:posuit: totaque eius substantia, cum moreretur, in libris fuil. .. .
We know little about his law practice, but it is clear that he achie ed
preeminence. In ovembcr of 1506 he was an arbiter for Thomas Swynerton in the case of Johane vs Thomas wynerton.'" la his a/em a 11d Bizance he speaks of his having been in attendance al Star Chamber
"Holdsworth, Hi.ftorv of Enslish Low, (3rd ed., 1945), p. 269
"S.,.. n. 20 below.
"Ibid.
"Bale, Scriptorum Brvttarua11 (Basie, 1559), fo. 660 (sig . Oo2v). Bale continues: "Qu m
foecundum, amplum ac magnificum hubucrlt mgenium, & qu m graucm ln rebus ogcndls
prudentiam, toto nlmirum Anglia nouit. Cel b5 per omnem uitam iUe cum omni honest ate
uildt, cunctu se bene6cum ualde praebu,t, in foro consilia & awdlia petentibus exhibu1t
gratis... : · (ibid l
"See Hogrefe, St Cennon, p. 404 , for citation,.
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proceedings, and his name is included in a manuscript list in the hand of
Sir Julius Caesar: "over & besides th' aforenamed theise following sat as
Judges in the Ks Court of Whitehall, as Counselors toy" K. . ..
Tempore H. 8.
0 . St. iermine . .. ."'"
His name also appears among 'such Counsaylours as sate in the Courte of
Requestes in the tyme of Kinge Heruye the eighte.••
The impact of the controversy between More and St. German upon
such Elizabethans as Cosin and Morice has yet to be fully treated, and it
is interesting to see how much of the same ground is traversed yet again.
Here we shall brie8y glance at some evidence of the influence of St.
German's Doctor and Student upon Tudor lawyers.
Most notable is th~Replication ofa Serjaunte at the Lawes ofEngland,
6.rst printed by Francis Hargrave in 1787 but arguably 6.rst written before
1529. 11 This pamphlet manifests the strong anti-Wolsey bias characteristic
of so many early Tudor common lawyers and is much concerned with the
disturbing weight of conscience that now obtains-in such declarations as
" . . . conscience is a thinge of great uncertaintie . .. " and "Me thincketh
that the !awe ought not to be left for conscience in no case. , , . "
After this 6.rst mark of in8uence, we 6.nd the Doctor and Student frequently cited by Fitzherbert and in Plowden's great Commentaries-e.g.,
on Reason as the Mother of all Laws.. -cited also by Crompton, and
frequently referred to in that great ourcebook of Renaissance and later
lawyers, Coke's Reports.•• His reputation (reinforced by Bale's high
praise) was high in the sixteenth century, and Wood apparently voices it
in writing that he was "admirably well read in philosophy and the liberal
sciences," and that "he lived always a single man, was an adorer of chastity
and chaste men, and shew'd himself generour in his profession to those
that stood in need of it, for very seldom or never clid he take a fee. What
'"Salem and 8/zanc,,. The list is printed by Leadrun in Seltt:t ~ In th~ CourlafRequuu,
/497-1569, Selden Society 12 (1898), clx. St. German does not figure in any of the cases in
the volume of 56/«t ~ In the Star Chamber edited by I. S. Leadam, Selden Society 25
(1911). On the list, see now L M. Ifill, ed., Tha Ant,ftmt State Authoritle arui Proettdlng, of
the Court of Requuu bl! Sir Julius Cae.rar (Cambridge, 1975), p. 30 n. I.
0
• Leadam, Select~. CourlofRequesu, cv-<:vt, and n. 77, CJ<V; seeal.,o HUI, op. cit., p. 122.
"For a ruller discussion of the dating of this treati,e, and the argument for anti-Wolsey bias
(whichsuggest,a terminus ad quern or October 1529), see R.J. Schoeck, Replll:otlon, in LQR,
luvi (1960) and the further dlscussion, arguing for a date after 'ovember 1530, by D. E. C.
Yale, 'St. German's Little Treatise Conmn,lng \Yrl/1 of Sub,-na, • in The Irish Jurist, r
(1975), 324-33, and (accepting Yale's interpretation) John A. Guy, The Public Carr:er of Sir
71,anuu Mo.-. ew Haven, Conn., 1980), p. 43 c!c n.
"See Comm. 4 Edw. 6 (1779 ed.), pp. 27 , 16, 29, &: sqq .
.. On Crompton, see Putnam, Earlv Treatlsu, p. 112 &: n.; for Coke, see esp. Calvin's Case,
7 Rep. 13b.
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be got, and what he could spare out of his paternal estate, he expended
in purchasing books,''.. echoing Bale's observation about the library.

St. German's Thought
Although his legal advice was requested by Cromwell's agents, and his
opinion sought on theological matters, Christopher St. German seems to
have largely avoided involvement in political alfai.rs--as the relative paucity of references to him in the Letters and Po-pers of Henry VIII would
indicate.11 If, as suggested above, SL German withdrew from activities at
the Middle Temple at about the same time that he retired &om active
legal practice-and th.is seems to have been around 1522-then it appears
that after th.is time he devoted himself to the study of canon and civil as
well as common law, and of philosophy, theology, and scripture. If he had
not begun to collect his library earlier, certainly during these years after
1522 he built up the large legal library that Wood speaks of-"so that
several years before he died, his library exceeded any one or two that
belonged to a person or persons of his profession"-and which is conlinned by the provision in St. German's will that authorized his executor
to sell his books and presses in order to fulfill the bequests and other
provisions of the will.'"
His works were all published anonymously, perhaps for the reason
{suggested above) that his mother's maiden name was Tindall, and no
"Wood, Atfumae, 0,r..,,., l, 120---,see n. 26 below for a discussion of the accw-acy of Wood"•
te,timony.
"For the request for bl.s .legal adviQe in 1534, see LP, vn, 1008. Alolljj: with icbolu Hea.tb,
Sampson and Cranmer, be gave bi., opiniom on som.e proposed changes ~the 'Bishops' Book
a few yean later: these are In B.M. Royal Mt- 7, cxvi, ff. 199--210, and "there are four entriet
under St. German's nam.e, giving bis views on the perpetual virginity of the virgin. the
m.edlation of saints, and the sacraments of penance md orders"-thus Baum.er, SL Qmnan,
p. 632 &, 11. Cuy suggests that be m.ay have advised the Klng: ~ Mens. p, 139.
"Anthony 4 Wood's account of St. Germ.an', life, In At"8rwl!! O,,onl,,,,_ (Bli,s ed., London,
1813), I, 120--1, L, demonstrably suspect on the acore of the alleged Oxford education (u
discussed earlier), and one cannot accept debills not elsewhere conllrmed. But St. German·•
will (P.C.C. 211 Alenger, 1541) does offer conlirmation of ti,., lm.portance of bis library, and
that provision alluded to rea<k "also I will that ruche bookes, chestes, Cupboardes pressis
and other stulfe that I have, ,halbe soulde towarde the charge of my will ..... (Transcript
made by J, B. Trapp.) It may be that Wood's only source
&le"s statement that "totaque
eius substantio., cum moreretur, In libru full" (Scriptorom, pp. 660-1).
Unfortunately, tb"1Ce Is no catalogue or list of bis librarr. and nothing Is known at pretenl
of any of ILL, books.
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doubt from other motives as well, such as his awareness that his promulgation of ideas of equity would be immensely unpopular among common
lawyers during Wolsey's chancellorship, and (as early as 1528) the notion
that the parliament should reform churchmen and prune the canon law.
Before olfering a brief conspectus of St. German's thought as a whole,
we shall want to list his individual works (together with the short-titles by
which they will be referred):

(1) 1528 - Dialogus de fundamentis Legum Anglie et de conscientia.
John Rastell, (STC 21559) = Dialogus.
(2) 1529 (r') • A Lite/ Treatise concerning Writs of Subpoena" first
printed 1787.
(3) 1530 - Hereafter foloweth a dyalogue in Englysshe, betwyxt a doctoure of dyuynyte and a student in the Lawes of Englande.
R. Wyer, (STC 21561) = Doctor and Student.
(4) 1532 - A treatise concemynge the diuision betwene the spirytualtie
and temporaltie. R. Redman (STC 21586) = Spirltualty and
Temporalty.
(5) 1533 - A Dialogue betwixte two Englysheman, whereof one was
called Salem and the other Bizance. T. Berthelet (STC
21584) = Salem and Bizance.
(6) 1534 - The addicions of Salem and Byzance. T. Berthelet (STC
21585) = Additions.
(7) 1534 (?) - A Treatyse conceminge the power of the clergye and the
!awes of the realme. T. Godfray (STC 21588) = Power of
the Clergy.
(8) 1535 (?) • A Treatise concemynge diuers of the constitucyons
prouynciall and Legantines. T. Godfray (STC 24237) =
Constitutions Provincial.
(9) 1535 (?) - An Answere to a letter. T. Godfray. (STC 659) = Answer
to a Letter.

"Bawner suggests that "lt Is possible that this .. . WIS written by St. German himself," on
the strength of the notation in the hand of Sir Edward Saunders that this WIS by Oirlstopber
Seinte Jerman: see his SL
p. 633 !It n.
It Is accepted IS St. German·, by D. E. C. Yale, op. cit., and Cuy, 11,q,,,,u Mo,.,,, p. 43.

c.m.an,
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Of nwnbers 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, all directed against the clergy, Baumer
writes tbat tbey " were almost certainly written by St. German . . . . There
is a continuity of thought and a similiarity of treatment running through
these tract which makes it extremely probable tbat t. German was their
author. The ideas expressed throughout tbe tracts are not entirely consistent, to be sure, but this can be explained more reasonably by the breach
witb Rome and its influence on the writer than by the assumption that tbe
treatises were written by different men. The same legal strain, the same
jealousy of the common law as against the canon law, and tbesame passion
in upholding parliamentary as opposed to ecclesiastical jurisdiction are
evident in all 6ve treatises.""" The change in St. German's thinking between 1528 and 1535 was from a moderately conservative to a radical
point of view.•• St. German can scarcely be called (as Guy does) a moderate common lawyer.
One work is fundamental to all of St. German's later writings, his Doctor
and Stude11t, and a full account of its printing fortunes is important.
The Doctor and Student-or, as it was first published (in Latin), Dia/ogusdefu11dame11tis Legum etconscientia. There is no extant copy known
of an edition of 1523 reported by Ames-Herbert, but there are signi6cant
enough differences reported to suggest that such an edition did exist. 00
The Latin Dialogus was reissued in 1528 by John Rastell, in an edition
showing two dilferent title pages. 31 Two years later this Latin dialogue was
superseded by the second dialogue, written and printed in English, to
which 'newe addicions· were added in 1531. 32
St. German obviously spent a great deal of time and care during 1530
and 1531 on his Doctor and Stude11t. There were two editions during 1531
of the Srst dialogue, both printed by Wyer, and the evidence seems to
indicate that for the second edition St. German revised a translation made
by someone el e. St. German himself is said to have been the translator
of the first dialogue, but comparison points toward a different hand, 00 and
(as Professor Thorne writes), "it is at least possible that the success of the
English second dialogue in Treveris's edition led Wyer or someone connected with him to undertake a rapid translation of the first dialogue for
"Ba.u mer, St. ~rman, 633.
"Baumer, Earlv Tudor ThBOry, p. 37.
•• either the S.7:C. nor Beale lists a 1523 edition; for a full b,bliogrnphical study or the
Doctor and Stude,11, see S. E. Thorne, "St. Germain"s "'Doctor and Student,"' The Libra 111,
4th Series, vol . X (1929-30), pp. 42111', to which I am mdebted for the foUowing discussion.
In his Reform & RtJf onnat/on E11g/and, 1509-1558 (Cambridge, Mass., 1977), Elton assumes
without adducing evidence that there was a 1523 edition (p. 63).
"&ala p. 169; Thorne, op. cit., pp. 421-2. Thi, is STC 21559; Beale T 461.
"STC 21561 (1530): Thome , op. cit.. p. 422.
"Paul Vinogradolf has a key article on the major dilf'erences between the Latin and English
dialogues: it is re printed as Essay IX in his 0,//ected Papen, 11, 190.
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publicahon and sale, which translation was later extensively revised by St.
Cermain." 34
In 1532 both dialogues were reissued by Redman, and Thorne believes
this to be the Br t printing of both dialogues in one volume; both dialogues
appear in their revised form (bu t with separate title pages and tables).
Some measure of the lasting influence of this seminal work can be drawn
rrom a list of subsequent editions which included both dialogues: 1532,
1542, 1543,'" 1554 (2), 1569, 1576, 1580 (2), 1593," 8 159 , 1604,
1607, 1609, 1613, 1623, 1638, 1660, 1668, 1671, 1673, 1687, 1709,
1721, 1746, 1751;' 1761, 1787, 1815, 1874, 1886.3 8 Its great importance was due primarily to the fact that "the English version of the first
dialogue put into a popular and intelligible form the canonist learning as
to the reason for the existence of a system of equity;" and so Doctor and
Student was cited "by every writer on equity down to Blackstone's day."••
Th.e re can be no doubt that St. German studied the canonists assiduously
during the 1520's, and that he continued to study them. Some of the cases,
Bawner has noted, which attracted his atttention in Dialogue II of the
Doctor and Student were still being discussed in the treatise concernynge
diuers of the constitucyons printed c. 1535.•0
"Op. ell, p. 423. On the differences between the two Wyer editions or 1531 (STC 21561,
Be"1e T 463, and STC 21562, Beale T 464) Thome writes: ..There are some two hundred
changes (excluding th05e or spelling and punctuation} and even a hurried comparison will
show that the earUer edition boo undergone a most searching and rigorou revision. The later
edition shows a SUTer acquaintance with the wbject-matter nd seem to have been written
by one who felt himselr less hampered by the Latin original, for, although neither ofWyer's
editions is in any sense a translation of the Latin dialogue, the Inter dilfers more wid ly than
the earlier from It, and where the earlier is most stilted the fault may almost always be laid
to a too strict rendering of the Latin."
""In Myddylton's edition of 1543 (and perhnps in Wyers edition of 1542)," Thome writes,
"the second title-page has been abandoned and the two tables merged, and in that form the
dialogues are reprinted over and over again." Op. cit., p. 424. This list of editions Is taken
from Thome.
"In Tottel's edition of 1593, Thome points out, "several of the more obvious printer's errors
were corrected, and that text, imperfect as it is, reappears in every edition I have been able
to examine." (Ibid,)
"This edition added a treatise called The Nt!WtJ addic/0114, of which two editions were
printed In 1531; but it must not be thought, Thome cautions, that it co.n tains the 'addyeyons·
which were added to both the first and second dialogue in that year. "Several bibliographi
give that impression, but the treatise is concerned with an entirely different queotion and
seems to be merely an essay by St. German in a wbject which he later treated in his Treat11n
concemvng, the dlu/4/on betwt1r111 the q,lrytua/ti11 and temporaltk, which was probably
published In 1532" (Ibid.).
"Doctor and Student boo been edited by T. F. T. Plucknett and J, L Barton for the Selden
Society (London. 1974),
"Hold.worth, Som11 Mak,,,. of Er1gllsh Law, p. 96.
••er. Baumer, St Cnmon, pp.~-
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Two concepts standout horn all of St. German's writings, and both are implicit as early as Doctor and Student. The 6rst is the concept of parliamentary supremacy, and the second the concept of a spirituality (that is, of a
clergy and hierarchy) with greatly reduced and limited powers and respon·
sibilities; perhaps, both ultimately Marsilian in inspiration and source,
both were new ideas in 1528, and for both of them, we may feel certain,
Cromwell later drew heavily upon St. German's writings and advice.••
Until 1522, then, St. German was a practicing lawyer, one whose place
among counsellors in the Court of Requests and in the Star Chamber
would indicate he had achieved a high position among his contemporaries.
After 1522 St. German appears to have devoted himself to study, and
the appearance of an earlier version of his Latin Dialog us in the year 1523
would accord with this pattern. It is certain that the 6rst dialogue did
appear in 1528, and that horn 1528 until 1531- 2 he was busy with the
additions, the second dialogue, the revision of the translation of dialogue
I, and the final shaping of his Doctor and Student by 1532. A convergence
of probabilities indicates that by 1532 he was in contact with Cromwell,
who would have found St. German's ideas promising and attractive-and
none among the English common lawyers would have been a likelier
student to have come upon Marsiglio of Padua's Defensor Pocis and to
have seen its immense importance for these years of conHict between
Henry and the Pope.
The role of Marsilian ideas in the royal propaganda campaign has already been indicated, and there can be little question that the Basie
edition of 1522 was used, as Janelle and others have concluded, by several
of the reformers before the English translation was made by Marshall,
circulated 6.rst in manuscript and finally published in 1535. And it is
equally clear that the government (or Cromwell, at least) was behind the
printing of the English translation of Defensor Pocis, which was ready in
manuscript form as early as the spring of 1533. 0

"There Is nothing to show that Cromwell leaned upon St. Cennan during the crucial years
of 1529 to 1532. though we do know that from 1533 to 1539 there were several connectlons
(see Hogrefe, SI German, p. 404). Perhaps most slgnillcant Is the reference In LetfMs and
Pa~n to the need of Cromwell's agents for a learned lawyer to help In debates and their
hope to have Master Seyntgennan: but he, "dluers tymes spoken unto ... trusteth to be
e.,:cusyd ... for sucbe consyderacyons as he hatbe slgnyfied unto you" (LP, vii. 1008: Hogrefe,
Ibid., 404.) Yet Cromwell's notions about the slate were not original, and St. German seems
to be the most probable >0urce. See further Guy, Thomas Mom. pp. 143, 151 II'.
''That the government was behind the prlntlng of t.he English translatlon of DEFENSOR
PA CIS (ready in ms. form as early as the spnng of 1533: LP, vii. 423), "may be inferred from
Marshall's letter to Cromwell In 1534 In which he says that he has begun to print the
DEFENSOR PACIS, countlng on CromweU's promise to l nd him £12 for the purpose. "
Baumer, Early Tudor Thsory, p. 44 n .
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There is one remarkable affinity between the Marsilian theory of the
power of the state and the Cromwellian-and one which does not appear
to have been pointed out in previous discussions of St. German and Cromwell-and that is the rejection by both of the canon law and its jurisdiction.
From the thirteenth century of Marsilius down to the early sixteenth
century of Henry VIII, the core of the jurisdiction and authority of the
Church lay in its "great and growing structure of the Canon Law, derived
partly from the canons of synods, but chie8y from the decretals of the
Popes." 1n the thirteenth century, "almost every contemporary controversialist appealed to the Canon Law to establish his theses. Marsilius
rigidly denied its validity and refused to consider it. " 0 Before the 1520's
there was no thought in England of questioning the jurisdiction of the
canon law: Maitland's general thesis, so brilliantly proven for the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, obtains as 6nnly for the Sfteenth century
(as a study of Chichele's work as Archbishop shows) and for the early
sixteenth. Henry's bold and incisive cutting of the Gordian knot of canon
law in 1535 was thoroughly prepared for in the preceding years--and by
none more vigorously and, it would eem, more persuasively, than by St.
German-and no step of his was more momentous.•• We do not have to
ask whether the idea of throwing out the Canon law came to him in 1535
from a reading of the Paduan: the printing of Marshall's translation of
Marsilio was a government-sponsored act, and the readying of the translation several years in the making. The thesis being suggested is that St.
German read Marsilio in the Basie edition of 1522 some time before 1528,
for ideas with a Marsilian cast are already present in Dialogue. 1n the 3rd
chapter of Dialogue I, we find a fundamental Germanian idea (developed
much more fully in later treatises), which builds, I think, upon a distinction
that Marsilio stressed: working from John Gerson's Liber de vita spirituli
animalae, where the concept is a small part of a discourse on the spiritual
life, St. German emphasizes the point, first, that
.,Previth-Orton, Mamlius, p. 23, citing Diet. II , caps. xxlil, pt 13 (pp. 367-8), uvili, pts. 28,
29 (pp. 467-9).
"Beginning with the Submission of the Clergy In 1532 and cUmaxing In the probitlon of the
academic study of the Canon Law in 1535, Maitland writes, "no step that Henry took wa.,
more momentou,'" (Roman Canon I.Aw Ir, England, p. 94). Civilians were then empowered
by Act of Parliament, it is lo be noted, to exercue ecclesiastical jurudictioo: see Hughes,
Reformation, II, 127 If.; Maitland, English I.Aw and Rer1ais,ance. In the following two
studies I have examined certain aspects of the traditional cooperation between the secular
and the ecclesiastical anns-tnditional until the Hunoe affair, which wa.s dosed oil' from
further debate or appeal by lleory himself: 'Canon Law in England on the Eve of the
Reformation,' Medlacvol Stud/a, uv (1963), 125-47, and 'Common Law and Canon Law in
the Writings of Thoma., More: The Affair of Richard Hunne,' Procttdlngs of th,, Third
lnternatianol Ccng,usof Mcdleool Canan I.Aw, 1968, Manumenta /uri.t Canonld, 4 (Rome,
1971), pp. 237-54
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All the canons of bishops nor their decrees be
not the law of God: for many of them be made
only for the political conservation of the people.
owbere is the eclectic nature of St. German's thinking better illustrated
than by his capacity for abstracting such a concept from Gerson·s treatise
on the spiritual life of the soul, and separating it from Gerson's maintenance of the idea of Papal authority.•• To Marsilius, as Baumer summarizes, "the word 'temporale' referred to all things beginning or ending in
time and had to do with corporal things nece ary to man for the tate of
this worldly life, whereas 'spirituale' meant the teaching and learning
of the precepts of the law of God having reference to the life to come,
i.e., preaching, the administration of the sacraments, etc."•• This concept is closely linked with his notions of parliamentary power and supremacy, for it becomes clear that even before 1532 St. German was
claiming for pa.r liament certain powers which it had never before exercised.
Parliament, be said, has cognizance over all
cases having to do with property, goods, and
money. It may rightfully pass laws concerning
mortuaries, for, as Gerson said, these are temporal and concern the body. It may enact that
no lands shall henceforth pass into mortmnin,
and it may prohibit ecclesiastical visitors from
exacting money from the religious foundations
they visit. The church, on the other hand, cannot decree that a heretic's goods are forfeit, for
this is a purely temporal matter, and a man
excommunicated in a spiritual court for debt,
trespass, and such other things as belong to the
king's crown (i.e., court] may have a 'praemunire facias' against the party that sued
him . . .
And, as Baumer concludes, towards the end of Dialogue 11 the Student of
the laws of England climaxes this discussion with an assertion of parliamentary infallibility:
"For this aspect of Ceraon's thought, see, generally. Jo.mes L Connolly, John ~r.ron R,..
fonMr and My!tlc (Louvain, 1928), p. 69, 369-70.
.. Baumer, St ~nnan, p. 638 (citing O.f~n,or Pacis, ed. Previtb-Orton, pp. 118-9, 159-

60).
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... it can not be thought that a statute that is
made by authority of the whole realm, as well
of the king, and of the lords spiritual and temporal, as of all the commons, will recite a thing
against the truth ... .,
No wonder that by 1532, with the rising tide of political events in
England, St. German's pen was o valuable to Cromwell and Henry. And,
as the statutes (so largely the work of Cromwell's 'parliamentary statesmanship') introduced more and more radical innovations during the crucial years from 1532 to 1535, this extraordinary man who was now well
past seventy, became more and more radical in his ideas and proposals;
and, in what was probably his last treatise, An Answer to a Letter, he
"ended by ascribing to the king in parliament all the jurisdictional powers
formerly wielded by both pope and English clergy," and attacking the
bishop of Rome directly. 48
CO CLUSIO
Perhaps the 6gure of St. German has become a little less shadowy, and
there is hope that the researches of John Guy in the Public Record Office
will reveal still more of his family life and career from extant records. J.
8. Trapp has already clari6ed the nature of More's rejoinder to St. German
in the Apology, and the Yale Edition of the Debellation will throw more
much-needed light upon the controversies of St. German.
But enough is known to establish the professionalism of St. German as
a lawyer, and his massive contribution to the discussion of equity in England. And the writings of Guy and others have begun to make clear that
St. German made a significant contribution to the strategies of Henry VlD
and Cromwell after about 1530, or perhaps as late as 1532. Perhaps because More knew that he had the ear of the King himself, he hesit.ated to
name St. German in the Apology and Debe/lation, though as yet we
cannot be certain that More did know the author of Doctor and Student
and the other controversial treatises by name. More needs to be said about
the role of St. German as a layman writing in the privileged territory of
the canon law, and indeed on such subjects as the role of the clergy and
the nature of the church. But these are problems beyond the scope of this
paper.

Appendix: A Calendar of References to St. German in the Records of the
Middle Temple
"Baumer, op. cit., p. 646 (citing Doctor and Student, p. 279).
.. Baumer, &riv Tudor '11u,o,v, p. 37-cl. SL Gnman, 649--:il.
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1502: Seynt German is one 6.ned 3s.4d.-along with Nicolls,

aidston,
Luke, Bowryng, Rastall, and Spark-"because they were Utter Barristers and did not attend Parliament, as, etc.•· (MT RECORDS,
1,2•)

The Rastall is without doubt John Rastell" of Coventry, and
therefore something of a neighbor of St. German, whose birthplace
seems to have been Shilton, near Coventry, in Warwickshire.
The 'Master Bowryng' who appears in the Records from 1502 to
1512, "is probably the Robert Bowryng named in Pynson's suit."
(Hogrefe 403).
1504: "More and Seynt Jermyn are appointed auditors" (MTR, I, 11}-ot in H.) Also Thomas, but of course not the Thomas More (later
Chancellor &c.) who was of Lincoln's lnn, this man became Treaurer of the MT in 1512.
1509: "Master Bowryng and Master Seynt Jermyn are appointed auditors of William Bordaunt, late Treasurer for the three years last
past:••
1510: "Bowghton, junior, was admitted to the Clerks' commons; at the
instance of Seynt Jermyn, he is pardoned one Christmas vacation"
(MT Records, l, 32). This is not the same as the member "who is
once called William Boughton" (Hogrefe, p. 403), for William
Boughton was already a member, having been 6.ned and pardoned
the year before for refusing the office of Marshal (MT Records, l, 27,
29): this is probably one of his two sons, Edward or Thomas. St.
German was apparently a member of long enough standing to support the entrance application of the younger Boughton.
Christopher St. German was a grandson of Joan, daughter of
Geoffrey and Eleanor Alle ley; Joan's sister Elizabeth married a
Thomas Boughton, and William was their grandson. Therefore
Christopher St. German and William Boughton were cousins, the
relationship indicated by St. German in a letter to Cromwell in
1539.
1511: "Boughton, junior, at the instance of Seynt Germayn, is pardoned

all vacations at the time of Christmas, and all offices except the
offices of Steward and Marshal, for a 6.ne of l3s.4d. which he paid
into the hands of Fitz James, then Treasurer.
This pardon was granted because he alleged, on the testimony of
Seynt Germayn, that it was promised to him at his 6rst admission
(MT Rerords, l, 36).
'MT Rtt:Ords = Mlnut&t of thh Parliomtml of th,, Mlddltt Tttmp/11, ed. Charles T. Martin, vol.
I, 1501- 1603 (1904).
'John Ra.st.ell published St. German's Diologw dt1 Con.tcumtla in 1528: see above.
' MT Rtmrdt, I, 29-not in Hogrefe. Bowryng in 1512 wa! made Lent Reader (I. 40).
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We have another instance of the influence of St. German in the
following entry:
1512: "Hord, junior, was admitted to the Clerk's corwnons, and is pardoned the offices of Constable of the Tower, and Master of Lhe
Revels; and he has license to be out of commons, at his own liking,
for two weeks after the end of each term, as long as he is employed
as deputy of the Clerk of the Warrants. This admission was made
at the in tance of Master eynt Germayn, because he was well
learned, and others had laboured for him at other Inns." (MT
Records, I, 37)
1517: Master Grey, Knight, was specially admitted (MT Records, I, 53).
This is possibly Sir Henry Grey, but more likely a son.
1522: "Christopher Breteyn was admitted as clerk. Then for divers considerations, he is discharged the office of Master of the Revels, and
Constable of the Tower, and shall keep one vacation for another of
the same nature, always the next ensuing." (MT Records, l, 71)
ot mentioned by Hogrefe, this Bretten (or Briton) was, it appears, a nephew of Christopher St. German. Christopher Bretten's
father, John, of Teeton (Teken) in orthamptonshire, married
Christopher St. German's ister Elizabeth, and their eldest son
Christopher was born about 1500/01, and this accords with his
admission as clerk in 1522 (though not, it is to be noted, the instance
of St. German). ln the will of John Breten, Christopher Seyntgerman is spoken of as "his brother" and Elizabeth is named as his wife.
It seems reasonable to infer from the above entries that at some
date between 1512 and 1522 St. German severed active connection
with his lnn.

Shirley's The Lady of Pleasure: The Dialectic of
Earth and Sky
by

Tony J. Stafford
The Uruversity

or Texas at El Paso

At the beginning of James Shirley's The Lady of Pleasure, Aretina's
Steward tells her that if she will be patient, she will have her pleasure.
Aretina, who has just come up from the country, makes it clear that finding
pleasure is precisely her reason for coming to London. Thus introduced
to her, we assume that she is the lady of pleasure referred to in the play's
title. Indeed, Aretina's con tant effort throughout the play to indulge in
city fun seems to confirm our fir t impression. But we miss the play's
subtlety if we accept the obvious, for hirley seems to be looking at pleasure in a more complex way.
Another character, Celestina, who is usually regarded as part of the
sub-plot, is the opposite of Aretina in many ways and holds a different view
of amusement. Aretina feels that she must not be restrained in any way
if sh!! is to have the fun in the city that she has come there for, while
Celestina implies that self-control is necessary in the pur uit of one·s diversions. She is, in fact, an opposite of the bawd in Roja's play, an irony which
would not have been lost on Shirley' audience. By the end of the play,
Aretina ees that unlicensed behavior leads to enslavement and a condition in which no enjoyment at all is possible and that self-discipline permits
larger freedom to have authentic pleasure. Although this paradoxical idea
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is not original with hirley, it has heretofore gone unnoticed' that it forms
at least one of the theme of the play and that Aretina and Celestina,
through mutual contrast, reinforced by pervasive earth and sky images,
help develop it and make the title more elusive.
Shirley's strategy involves juxtaposing Aretina and Cele tina in as many
ways as possible. Aretina, for example, is married, titled, and from the
country while Celestina is unmarried, untitled, and from the city. Aretina,
given to frivolous conduct, frets over her reputation while Celestina, who
protects her honor above all, is unconcerned with what people say about
her. The irony here is that Celestina is praised by everyone while Aretina
has developed a notorious reputation "in Lhe strand" (II.ii.180-6).1 Celestina's conver ations are full of her sharp wit and sense of fun while Aretina
is grim and dull in her pursuit of mirth. Moreover, both women are sought
after by men, but with contrasting results, for Aretina has a liaison with
Kickshaw while Celestina rejects all offers, including that of an important
nobleman.
'All,.,rt Wertheun, in a recent appraisal oflh tale of hirlelan scholanhip C,ames Shirley,"
Th• Lo/er Jacobean and Caroline Dramatists, edited by Terrence Logan and Denzall Smith,
Lincoln: Univemty of 'lebrasl<A Press, 1978), notes that "it Is astonishing how very UtUe of
substance has !,.,en written about James Shirley; in faet, it is tonlshlng how very UtUe of
anything has been written oboul Shirley," even though he was clearly the most popular
playwright of his doy (p. 161). Kenneth Richards ("Satire and Valu lo James Shirley's Th•
Lady of Pll!tlSurr,, " Acta Neophl/olosico/, 13 (1979), 49-59) has also noticed the paucity of
scholorslup by observing that the "play has attracted surprisingly Uttle critical attention and
much of that has been concerned with the way it pre6gures in plot, milieu, characterisation
and certain thematic concerns the sophisticated comedy of the Restoration" (p. 49). Most
published treatments of The Lodv of Pleasure have either accused Shirley of having "little
to say" (C. S. Lewis, "Var!atioru in Shakespeare and Others," Rehob//itotioM and Other
Euavs (1939), or viewed the play as a model of the comedy of manners (WillJam Allen
Neilson, 71,e Chief Eliz.abethon Dramatr.su, ew York, 1911, p. 860), as using deception to
present "the conflict within the society" (Richard Morton, "Deception and Social DlslocatiolL An Aspect of James Shirley·• Drama," R•r10/ssa11Ct1 Drama, 9 (1966), 227--245), as a
"bitter but clever lire upon the wilder lords and ladles of the court" (Arthur Huntington
ason, James Shlrlev, Dromatfst ew York, 1915), pp. 271HlOJ, or as a rellection of the
court's interest in the Platonic love cult (Ceorge F. Sensabaugh, "Platonic Love in Shirley's
The Lodv of Pleasure, " A Tribute to Ceorge Cc/fin Tavlor, edited by Arnold Wllliams, Chapel
Hill: University of orth Carolina Press, 1952, pp. 168--77). Onl)· Richards has reall:ted that
the title of the play may refer to both Celestina and Aretina and that the play Is concerned
with their mutual attempts to pursue "pleasures" (p. 49). But Richards goes on to develop
the parallel between the conduct of the two women as a way of providing a critique of
Caroline society and an analysis of the disintegration of traditional values. Richards does not,
howe\'er, perceive the parado,tical definition of pleasure here oll'ered, nor does be explore
the lmaglstic implicotions. ln fact, no scbolar see= to have examined any of the imaglstic
possibilities of hirley·s play
'Hazelton Spencer, editor, Eliz.abt!thor, Ploys (Boston: D. C. Heath, 1933). All citations are
from this edition which Is based on the 1637 quarto. The standard edition of Shirley's works
Is that of Dyce published in 1833 but it Is nn uruat;sfactory one.
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Shirley also uses structure to underscore their polarity, often following
a scene involving Aretina by one featuring Celestina. Act I serves as a
paradigm of his method. The first scene concentrates on Aretina, the
second on Celestina. ln scene one, Aretina informs her Steward that sbe
has renounced the country and its stupid inhabitants in favor of the city;
she then scolds ber husband for trying to curb her fun, receives a madam
whose services she intends to use, and finally admits Littleworth and
Kickshaw to 8irt with them and learn more about city ways. In scene two,
Celestina also talks to her Steward, but demonstrates total control over her
life; then, unlike Aretina in scene one, she rebuffs one Master Haircut, who
bas come lo woo her. By such structural alternation Shirley establishes
Aretina and Celestina as the opposing poles of the play.
Shirley does not stop, however, with structural opposition but rather
completes the juxtapo ition process by selecting names which enhance
the idea of polarity and establish contrastive images. The celestial overtone of Celestina's name is obvious enough, but what has not been noted
before is that Aretina's name suggests the opposite of the sky, the earth
itself. Previously it has been thought that her name was an allusion to
"Pietro Aretino, the sixteenth century dramatist and satirist, the lubricity
of whose writing made his name a byword."' Why Shirley would suddenly
tum to literary allusion for Aretina's name when he has used tag names
for all the other characters is not explained by this theory. It seems just
as likely that the word is compounded of the suffix lino, to set it olf with
Celestina's name, and the prefix are, which could come from the Latin
word area (feminine gender, first declension), which means "'level or open
space of ground" and which gives us such words as "arena" and "area."
If this reading were allowed, Aretina·s and Celestina's names, connoting
the ground and the heavens respectively, would provide the starting point
from which are taken a whole set of earth and sky images and which help
to define the ladies' attitudes toward some of the play's important
concerns-the source of honor and nobility, the nature of pleasure,
and the relationship between freedom and restraint in the pursuit of
it.

The pre ence of earth and sky, called forth in the names, receives
support from a fully developed set of references and images, a sampling
of which will suffice to suggest their presence. Aretina, for example, either
uses or bas used in reference to her such terms as "land," ''provinces•·
(V.i.294), "shires" (l.i.4), "country" (l.i.8), "earth" (l.i.5), "ground" (l.i.8),
"soil" (l.i.41), "entrench" (l.i.135), "plough" (l.i.8, IV.ii.138), "fallow" (lll.i.123), "mine" (V.i.200), "buried" (lll.i.186), a "rock or tomb among
worms" (Ill.i.180), "cellar" (IJ.ii.165), "Prosperine" (V.i.4 4), "mount'·
(V.i.160), "pebbles" (V.i.4), and "dirt" ( .i.47).
'Ibid., p. 1135n.

•
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By contrast, Celestina employ , or has us din connection with her, such
words as "the air abroad" (IV.iii.18, l.ii.l, and I .iii.179), "spacious"
(V.i.333-4), ·'harmony" (of the pheres) (IV.ii.330, Il.ii.213, 269), ··cJouded''
(IU.ii.255-6), "clear" (ill.ii.161-3), "sphere" (Il.ii.120-5), "Heaven"
(IU.ii.255-6), "my stars" (U.ii.12-13), and ··angelically moving" (JV.ii.6).
As a way of underscoring their oppo ition, qualities often associated
with the earth and sky also help describe the two characters. Aretina, for
example, links up with earthly properties as lowness, coldness, and darkness. The words "ebb" (ll.i.10), " reduce" (Il.i.104), ·•downright"
(JV.ii.129), "humbleness" (Ill.ii.71), and ··tortoise" (V.i.28) suggest lowness
while il is said that she "cools" (lli.ii.112, .i.49 ), "quenches" and is "cold
/ Of purpose" (I .ii.62-4). The mo t striking association with darkne s
occurs when he waits for a lover where it is "devilish dark," so dark in
fact that "the bottom of a well / At midnight, with but two stars on the
top, / Were broad daylight to this darkness" (IV.i.4-6). lier de ds are
called "darks" (l.i.119), and she is "eclips'd" (l.i.273), "dull," "foul" and
involved in "black ... impudence" (V.i.271).
By contrast, Celestina unites with such kyey properties as height, light,
and warmth. umerous times she appears as "high and worthy" (Ill.ii.53),
everyone is ··high in praises" of her (l.i.271), and he live "thus high"
(I.i.68). The four references to "shining" (ll.ii.255, l.i.930--4, l.i.259-60,
and IIl.ii.49) and the several to star-like (I.ii.120, Ill.ii.38) prepare the way
for the Lord's telling her that "in your eyes [the Queen of Love's) glory
shines, and only at that Ra.me / Her wanton boy doth Light his quick 'ning
torch" (JV.ili.138-41) and that "rather than such bright / Eyes should
repent their inRuence upon me, I ... quit the bounty / Of all other stars"
.i.313-5). Also allusions to "lire" (IV.ii.185, I.ii.l), "heat" (I .ii.211),
"warm" (IV.ii.177, Il.ii.29-36) and "burning" (l.ii.120) appear in connection with her.
Not only do earth and sky images and their related properties serve to
contrast the two ladies but they are also appropriate to certain aspect of
their persons. On one level, these images suggest something about the
source from which each derives her nobility, and thus her honor, while on
another they relate to their contrasting attitudes toward pleasure and
freedom.
Aretina is a titled lady. Repeatedly she is referred to as "your Ladyship,"
and she herself likes to remind others of "my birth" {l.i.55). Her husband
h heard it often enough: "I am not ignorant how much nobility / Flows
in your blood," for he knows all about her ·'kinsmen great and powerful
/ l th' state" (l.i.56-8). Moreover, her title derives from the earth. From
the Grst lines of the play we know that he has a country estate. he refers
again and again lo her ··earth," "ground," "provinces," "shires," and "[e]state." H r nobility, and thus her honor, is founded in the earth instead
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of her person. Her husband, who is di tre sed at his wife's behavior, articulates this idea by noting that "'honor of blood, / Without the ornament of
knowledge, is / A glorious ignorance" (ll.i.29-30). Aretina's conduct
everywhere validates her husband's ob rvation.
By contrast, Celestina's attitude is that honor comes from within, from
one's soul, not from a piece or land. The idea of the internal localion of
her honor is underscored by her attitude toward the city's gossipmongers.
When her Steward warns her about "men's tongues," she says Lhat she
gives no thought to the "vulgar breath" (I.ii.60-75) because she knows that
her honor is safe. She tell her cousins that ··men have malicious tongues"
but that "we hold our life and fortunes upon no / Man's charity"' (Il.ii.510). She goes on to unfold her philosophy to Mariana and I abella: " 'T is
the chief principle to keep your heart / oder your own obedience," to
"laugh at [men's] follies," and once that is taken care of, to "possess / Our
pleasures with security of our honor" (Il.ii.51-80). When Aretina thinks to
expose Celestina's lack of breeding by having two fops hurl insults at her,
Celestina shows the spaciousness of her soul by laughing at them, pitying
them, and asking Bomwell not to exact punishment on them {Ill.ii.215335). When a Lord proposes that Celestina be his mistress, she makes a
vivid comparison of the two types of honor, Lhe one derived from land and
family name, the other arising from one's inner self. She pretends to the
nobleman that she knows someone who would like to buy his family's
"glorious coat of arms" and is willing to "pour down wealth enough for 't"
(V.i.408--13). The Lord's response is of cour e that "I'll sooner give these
arms to th' hangman's axe, I My head, my heart, to twenty executions, /
Than sell one atom from my name·· (418--20), to which Celestina makes
a devastating, irrefutable comparison:
change that,
And answer him would buy my honor from me:
Honor, that is not worn upon a flag
Or pennon, that, without the owner's danger,
An enemy may ravish, and bear from me;
But that which grows and withers with my soul,
Beside the body's stains . . .. (V.i.420-6)
Her honor is a part of her soul, and sky images 6tlingly express the spiritual
nature of it as well as contrast it with the landed kind of Aretina's.
Earth and sky images also help communicate Aretina's and Celestina's
contrasting attitudes toward pleasure. Aretina wants no curbs placed on
her fun while Celestina feels that she must keep herself in check in order
truly to enjoy herself. All through the play, Arelina fights against restrictions. Her Steward tells her that she has an "ungovern"d passion," and
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when her husband eater , she complains that she is ··angry with myself,
/ To be so miserably re trained in things" (I.i.42-45). Bomwell assures her
that she can enjoy heT "delights, without curb to their modest and noble
freedom " (I.i.129-30), but, because he admonishes her about her conduct,
she sees her husband as someone who would "entrench and wound the
liberty I l was born with" (135) and makes it clear that "I take it gTeat
inju tice / To have my pleasure circumscribed" (140-1). The teward
e,cplains to her nephew his aunt 's attitude: it is not "my Lady's pleasure
you I Should fast from anything you have a mind to" (II.i.114). Littleworth
notes that she is "free as air" (II.ii.30), and Aretina, upon seeing her husband's Birtation with Celestina, verifies the fop 's observation: "This secures me, What would make other ladies pale / With jealousy, gives but
a license to my wand'rings" (ln.ii.44-45). Her actions throughout the play
-her se,cuaJ romp with Kickshaw, her corruption of her nephew, and her
"Vast e,cpenses"-all demonstrate her unrestrained e,cubeTance for diversion.
Celestina has a diffeTent attitude. She warns her cousins Mariana and
Isabella that self-government is the first rule: .. T is the chief principle to
keep your heart / Under your own obedience" (ll.ii.216-17). She uses
herself as an e,cample:
you cannot
Accuse me of being prodigal of my favors
To any of my guests. I do not summon,
By any wink, a gentleman to follow me
To my withdrawing chamber; I hear all
Their pleas in court, nor can they boast abroad,
And do me justice, after a salute,
They have much conversation with my lip. (5562)

She uses indiscreet women as an e,cample of improper conduct:
Some ladies are so e,cpensive in their graces
To those that honor'em, and so prodigal,
That in a little time they have nothing but
The naked in Jen to reward their servants. (6669)
Self-control produces its own rewards:
a thrift in our rewards will keep
Men long in their devotion, and preserve
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Ourselves in stock, to encourage those that
honor us. (70-2)
Celestina declares that she can "rein it shorter" when she pleases (I.ii.104)
and protests that she does not allow "freedom with a stranger" (II.ii.279).
She is often courted and wooed, but she draws upon her wit and selfdiscipline to keep her honor intact. The cene which poignantly vindicates
Celestina's withholding herself is the one in which the Lord Batters her
and hints at love and then suddenly drops the role he is playing to pronounce that his heart still belong to his dead Bella Maria. Had Celestina
not kept herself in check she would have found herself embarrassed and
compromised.
If we allow that the earth connotes restriction and the sky liberty, the
earth and sky images seem at first glance not to 6t, for it is Aretina, linked
with the con6ning earth, who advocates freedom and Cele tina, associated
with the unbounded sky, who champions restraint. But irony infuses the
images. The play argues that unlicensed behavior eventually leads to lack
of freedom while self-restraint leads to greater freedom. Thus, on a deeper
level, the earth images reveal the imprisoning effect of Aretina's desire for
unrestricted freedom while the sky images convey the liberating consequences of Celestina's philosophy of self-control.
Ultimately, Aretina, in typical comedic peripeteia, realizes the mistake
she has made and begins to change, but not before she undergoes a series
of shocks which enable her to acquire an insight into the relationship
between freedom and pleasure. At the beginning of the play, Aretina had
made it clear to her husband that she wanted no check on her expenditure
of money. He tried to caution her, but when he sees the futility of his
warnings, be joins her in prodigality:
I will follow you.
I see the folly of my thrift, and will
Repent in sack and prodigality,
To your own heart's content. (I.i.282-5)
His purpose is to mirror her behavior, hoping she will see the consequences for herself. But she does not, of course, until the end of the play.
In Act , he lays out more plans for wasting money and, as he takes leave
of her, says, "I've summ'd up my estate, and 6nd we may have I A month
good yet'' (90-1). This stops her: "What mean you?" He tries to pass it off
by imitating her attitude in a reductio ad absurdum:
I'd rather
Be lord one month of pleasures, to the height
And rapture of our senses, than be years
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Consuming what we have in foolish temperance. (91-4)
Her mind is still dealing with his &rst statement: "What shall be done
then?" His answer gives a clear picture of the servitude which will follow
their wild spending: 'TU over sea, / And trail a pike," and there, while
"enduring cold and hunger, / And taking here and there a musket shot,"
"earn every week four shilling" (98-101), afier which ··1 de pair not to be
enroll'd / Poor knight of Windsor" as a pensioner (100--6). For her, her
friends will probably desert her, he tells her, but she can find a "trade"
and "customer " (110). Bomwell's point is clear: without curb on their
spending, they will soon come into a worse enslavement.
This jolt to Aretina is soon followed by another. Earlier in the play,
Aretina has had her nephew Frederick taken out of the university,
brought to the city, educated in the ways of a gallant, and encouraged to
place no "fast" on his pleasures. In Act V, she sees the disastrous results
of her efforts. Frederick, filled with wine, is losing control: "My blood is
rampant too, I must court somebody; / As good my aunt as any other
body" .i.133-4). When he begins to make overtures to her with, "You
have a soft hand, madam; are you so I All over," she is horrified:
" ephewl" (148-9). He becomes bolder and she more alarmed, "The boy's
frantic!" (164). When he hints at his intention with "You have a couch or
pallet: I can shut/ The chamber door" (165--6), she cries out for" o more"
(169). It smacks of incest, which has its own inherent taboos, and her brush
with it shows her that some type of restraint on conduct eventually
becomes inevitable.
Her third revelation in Act V comes when Kick haw tells her that he
has made love to the devil. She cannot believe it. He insists that it is true.
She wants to know, "'but would you venture / upon a devil!" (V.i.269-70).
Kickshaw assures her, "Ay, for means" (270). She is alarmed, but convinced by this encounter with someone \villing to enslave himself to the
devil for money that restraint is indispensable. Since it was she to whom
Kiekshaw made love, it is appalling to her that she has been mistaken for
the devil, but it may suggest just how far down into the earth and thus into
enslavement she has sunk. She seeks to turn in the opposite direction and
ays to her husband, " you / Do hope for heaven, withdraw, and give
me but / The patience of ten minutes" (292-4). When she later reappears,
she admits that her de ire for freedom was a kind of confinement, a "cloak
that hung upon / My eyes" (458-9). he realizes the need for restraint, and
imposes it upon her If by telling her husband that she will obey his will
in all things and by asking him to take her "to what place you'll confine
me" (462-3).
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Celestina of course practices control all through the play. But rather
than depriving her of fun , it allows her to enjoy herself even more. he
tells her Steward that she does not have to ··confine my pleasures" for the
sake of gossips, that she intends to "pay for some delight," and that no one
"shall control me," because she knows when to "rein il shorter" (l.i.65104). In brief, she has greater freedom to enjoy herself because she knows
when to check herself. She advises her cousins that they need not be
"frightened from our pleasure / Because men have malicious tongues"
(II.ii.~ )- She is in fact quite fond of " the sweet freedom I possess" and,
in a core passage, summarizes the whole relationship between freedom
and pleasure:
It takes not from the freedom of our mirth,
But seems to advance it, when we can possess
Our pleasures with security of our honor.
(II.ii.7~)
Her attitude is of course justified by the outcome of the play. The Lord,
who has sworn that be can only love his dead Bella Maria, who has
"boasted a heart 'bove all licentious !lame," Gnds himself moved by Celestina and decides to re pond to her with " manly freedom '' (298-304). At
first he proposes that Celestina become his mistress, a physical toy with no
permanent commitments. But Cele tina helps him to see the basen ss of
his intentions in a speech which is "enough to rectify a satyr's blood," so
says the Lord. He then swears to "be a servant to thy goodness" and
"honor you with chaste thoughts" (l.i.431-43). Through restraint, Celestina in the end enjoys freedom, honor, pleasure, and the admiration of an
important Lord.
To whom then does the title of the play refer? Possibly it is ambiguous,
likely, ironical. Obviously Aretina tries to be a lady of pleasure and fails.
Celestina does not try, yet she is. This irony is emphasized by the fact that
while Celestina is under control and A.retina has abandoned restraints,
Celestina, according to many references in the play, has much more fun
than Aretina does. Everyone notes Celestina's sense of humor and at one
point she even apologizes for her excess:
Pardon, my Lord, this boldness, and the mirth
That may !low from me. I believe my father
Thought of no winding sheet when he begot
me. (IV.ili.44-6)
More than once she is moved to "laughter" and "mirth," and even the
Lord admits that "you make me smile, madam" (IV.ili.35). She even han-
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dies men's foUies by being "'guilty of o much wit to laugh at 'em" (ll.ii.10).
lt is the way of a lady of pleasure.
By contrasl, Ar tina, in spite of all her efforts seems never to enjoy
herself. Her husband wishes to know "thy ground of melancholy" and
observes her "sad thought" (V .i.37), while Madam Decoy wonders why she
is "melancholy,/ After so sweet a night's work" .i.116-7). Sitting for her
portrait is noted as a "melancholy exercise" for her (l.ii.313-14), her
nephew ob erve that "madame; you appear troubled" (Il.i.42), and her
husband tries to cheer her by telling her that he does not want "'one sad
thought to come near her" and to be "no more melancholy" (V.i.44--9). At
the end, Arctina confesses that "my soul is miserable" (V.i.284). It hardly
sounds like the soul of a lady of pleasure.
In summary, Shirley establishes his dramatic polarity through the use
of the two ladies, Aretina and Cele tina. On the one hand, Aretina, whose
honor is founded in her landed title but who lacks true nobility, comes to
the city to find pleasure and learns that through restraint one bas more
enjoyment. On the other, Celestina, who has no title but who has honor
and true nobility through the security of her personhood, shows that real
pleasure is more accessible through self-control. To enhance his contrast,
Shirley associates Aretina with the earth, coldness, darkness, and confinement and Celestina with the sky, brightness, warmth, and freedom. Thus,
through characterization, through action and structure, and through a set
of related images which help develop some important ideas, Shirley create a satisfying and significant dialectic in his play.

Bacon's Allegory of Science: The Theater of the
New Atlantis
by

Patricia Demers
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I conceive that I perform the office of a true
priest of the sense (from which all knowledge in
nature must be sought, unless men mean to go
mad) and a not unskilful interpreter of its oracles. ("The Plan of the Work," The Great h1stauratio11)
Dramatic poesy among the ancients . . . bas
been regarded by learned men and great
philosophers as a kind of musician's bow by
which men's minds may be played upon.
(Tra11slatio11 of the 'Ve Augmentis," The Second Book)'
The ass ssment of Bacon's New Atlantis has long been a vexing critical
problem-and with good reason. An incomplete work probably begun in
1623, when Bacon's hopes of shoring up his disgraced reputation by being
appointed Provost of Eton and establishing a research institute there were
high, New Atlantis is cited by various commentators as the final corroborative testimony in their views of the man. lf Bacon is merely the pragmatic
materialist, censorious statesman or technocratic spokesman, then critical
observations on NewAtlallfis may be seen to be tailored to suit an instruc•
tive fable about scientilk advances which can, however, reveal Verulam's
legalistic reliance on the world-as-it-is,• his divorce of science from po-'The Work8 ofFrancis Baco11, In Fifteen Volumes, ed. J. Spedding, .R. L. Ells, D. D . Heath
(London: Longman and Company, 1857-74), VDI, 44; vm. 441. Subsequent guotalforu from
Bacon'• works will be based on this edition.
'Sidney Warhaft, "Bacon and the Renaissance Ideal of Self-Knowledge." Pemma/1,14 44
(1964), 451-71.
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etry,• his addiction to superstitious habits of mind and his lack of foresight
about the social responsibilities of scientific autonomy.• On the whole
these views categorize Bacon either as an ambitious but prosaic litcralist
or as a skilful logician who unfortunately missed the crucial point. Two
critical comments might summarize neatly. For Marjorie Hope icolson,
studying "The EIFect of the • ew Science' pon
venteenth-Century
Poetry," Francis Bacon shows "his usual prosaic common sense: ·•
she
examine and generally commends Bacon 's "Art of Discour e," Li a Jardine regrets that this gifted writer treated "systematic experimenting as
sub idiary" and thereby dismissed "as secondary and provisional much of
what we now regard as science."• Another and, in most instances, more
recent view of Bacon insists on his primacy as a prophet and poet of
hitherto neglected or maligned talents. An inspiring model for The Royal
Society,' Francis Bacon has been hailed as a reformer 8 who, in elevating
the pursuit of continuing experiment, contributed to "a new ideal of
man."• ot only was Bacon prescient in eparating science from politics,
but he was also \villing to o!Fer his "idealist poetics . . in the ervice of
science." 10
he was prized by Shelley, Lord Bacon was a poet; although
this statesman clung to peculiar, sometimes erron ou theories, he a.Isa
distinguished his voluminous labour with reHective, though not always
consistent, utterance . 11 Mary He e has recogniz d that, despite the numerous 0aws in Bacon's thinking, he did visualize the structure of scientific laws and support "a method of systematic analogy." 11 Jonathan Cohen
'LC. Knights, " Bacon and the Seventeenth-Century Dissociation of Sensibility," Exp/om/ions: Essa11s m Criticism Mainly on the Llterotum of the Seventeenth Centu'JI (Middlesex:
Penguin, I 946).
'Robert P. Adarru, '"!'he Social Responsibilities or Science in Utopia, New At/011/1$ and
After,"/H/, 10 (1949), 393;Judah Bierman,·· ew Atlantis Revisited," Studiu/11 theLIIBm'JI
lmoginotlon, 4 (1971), 137; Loren Eiseley, Fmnc/s Bacon and thtJ Mod11m Dllsmmo (Uncoln: Uruversity or ebraslca Pr-, 1962), p. 67
'The Brmklng of the Clrr:le: Studio In the Efft!Ct oftl,s "New SclcnCI!" Upon Sswmtstmth Century P«try, Revised Edition 'ew York: Columbia University Pr , 1960), p. 8.
'Francis Bacon Dlxooery and the Art of Discount! (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1974), p. 149.
'Margery Purver, ThtJ Royal Socielfl· Concept and Crmtlon (London, Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1967).
'Marie Boos Hall, ··tn Defense of Bacon"s Views on the Reform of Science," Penono/ist, 44
(1964), 436-53.

'Moody E. Prior, "Bacon's Man of Science," /HI, 15 (1954), 365.
0
' E. P. McCreary, "Bacon's Theory or the Imagination Reconsidered," HLQ, 36 (1973), 328.
"John L Harrison, "Bacon's View or Rhetoric, Poelry, and the Imagination," HLQ, 20
(1957), 107-25; Walter R. Davis, '"!'he Imagery or Bacon's Late Work," MLQ, 27 (1966),
162-73.
""Francu Bacon's Philosophy or Science" in Esser1t10/ Articles for thtJ Study of Fmncls
Bacon, ed. B. Vickers (Hamden, Connecticut: Archon Books, 1968), p. 138.
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has gone as far as to claim that laws established by Baconian induction can
indeed .. constitute a pyramid of increasing probability."" Especially as a
schematic, assertive writer, Bacon was a consummate artist who, as Brian
Vickers describes him, was "incapable of writing on any topic for long
without using metaphor." 14 Moreover, Vickers has hown very convincingly how this metaphorical penchant enabled Bacon to write with ·•no
animus towards the theatre."" One of the best of the modem readers of
Bacon is Michael Hattaway who defends "the interpenetration of the
physical and the metaphysical in Bacon's method."'" For Hattaway Bacon
is a genuine composite: a modem synthesizer who shows traces of a medieval encyclopaedist, the delineator of an ordered universe who is also
given to probing, non-mechanical aphorisms. Bacon's chaplain was the
6rst editor of New Atlantis: William Rawley called it a .. fable" which
instructed by means of the .. model or description of a college." Later
analysts have called it a "mythic parable,"" a "speculative myth," 18 or a
"utopia of science." '" Without wishing to add to taxonomic confusion this
reading focusses on the poetic expressiveness and dramatic capacitie
which Bacon used in designing ew Atlantis.
His imaginative Janus was forever active. While the forthright prophetprie t interpreted the oracle of the future, the eulogist of classical drama
bemoaned the "toys" of the present in favour of the educating mu icianship of the past. ln fact, such a priest would likely balk at the musician's
role about to be sugge ted for him in ew Atlantis. Idle and light wits
usually corrupt allegory, he charged, and drama is more effective in open•
ing men's minds "to impressions and affections when many are gathered
together than when they are alone." 20 Where does this leave the solitary
reader of ew Atlantis who sees in it a theater for the presentation of an
allegory of science? Bacon would no doubt remind his reader that '"all the
received systems are but so many stageplays, representing the worlds of
their own creation after an unreal and scenic fashion," 21 and dismiss the
per istent allegorist into a limbo with other victims of the idols of the
Theatre. Yet because Bacon was enough of an artist and a potential musician, he might also linger awhile to hear hi own reviews.
""'Som Historical Remarks on the Baconian Conception or Probability,'" JIii, 41 (1980), 220.
"Franc,s Bacon and Re,1a,ssan~ Prose (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1968), p. 50.
""'Bacon's Use or Theatrical Imagery," Studies In Ilia Lilero'IJ lmaglnallan, 4 (1971), 226.
""Bacon and 'Knowledge Broken': Limits for Scienti&c Method,'" /HI, 39 (1978), 192.
"McCreary, " Bacon's Theory or Imagination Reconsidered,'" 325.
"Bierman, ·· cw Atlantis Re,isitcd,"" 131.
,.Judah Bierman, "The Nt!w Allan/ls, Bacon's Utopia or Science,'" Papen 011 Language and
Literotu~. 3 (1967), 99-110.
' 0 Tron m/1011 af 11,e "O,, Augmenlis," Book 11, Chapter xiii,
Ill. 441-2.
"Trans/al/an of !he Nocum Organum, Aphorism XLJV, VIII. 78 .
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Bacon has constructed NewAtlo11tis with remarkable dramatic artistry.
After painting in the backdrop and scene with words, this schematic
interpreter frequently proceeds to shape his scene into an icon, fabulous
and allusive at once, and then reanimates this crystalline moment by
lifting yet another veil and beginning anew. In this way New Atlo11tis
mirrors the very approach of ordering, axiomizing and recreating that
Bacon hoped to introduce to science. Like the industrious but transforming bee,•• he is never content, ant-like, to collect mere scenes, or to spread
spidery webs of reason about them to Batter himself. With each scene or
movement he is always passing beyond and moving ahead. While the
arrangement of the e scenes often suggests a "superficially ordered" argument, their connection with one another is, as Angus Fletcher has observed, "to a high degree magical."..
In addition, there are many advantages to examining magical relationships over totting up the depressingly impersonal features of a scientific
utopia Tracing the ••figurative geometry" 24 of allegory in the scenes of the
work provides a more constructive way of assessing Bacon's matter than
listing the differences between the Bensalemites and us, which viewing
the narrative as an arid utopia of science encourages the reader to do. As
such a utopia, New Atlo11tfs evinces many of the features which must
appear negative and repressive to those who continue to live in the worldas-it-is, not as-it-ought-to-be. 21 There are no details of facial features and
few physical descriptions, except Bacon's amazing assessment of the middle stature of the seated Father of Salomon's House and this Father's
sympathetic countenance. But, while Oesh and blood humanity does not
seem important, the ornaments and clothes that people wear appear essential. (Polonius' maxim about 11pparel rather than Hamlet's contempt of
"trappings and suits" is the counsel Bacon follows.) Beyond the importance of externals, the social cleanliness, indeed, the virginity, of Bensalem
contrasts strikingly with the extent of its experience and tri.als in the field
of science. In keeping with the Utopian norm, such a virginal society is
primarily orderly. The narrator uses a telling analogy of regimentation in
describing the martial order of the street as the Father of Salomon's House
passes by:
The street was wonderfully well kept: so that there was never any army
had their men stand in better battle-array, than the people stood.••
.,Tro11slolfo11 of the Nouum Orgonum, Aphorism XCV, Vlll, 131 .
.,Allesory: The T/ul()ryofa Symbolic Made (Ithaca, ComeU Unive~ity Press, 1964), p. 180.
"F1 tcher, Ibid., p. 180.
"Judith Shklar, ·-rhe Political Theory or Utopia: From Melancholy to '05taJgia," Daedalus,
94 (1965), 372.
"New A Ila 11 /is, V, 396; fort her quotations from the work "ill be followed by pnge reforences
from t.hls edition.
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Yet this order seems to have its advantages. In the midst of the great
catalogue of scientific advances effected on 'ew Atlanti , a reader from
the outside and slower world is bound to be both impressed and omewhat
awe truck. The paradox of such utopian scientific progre is that, despite
the ocial consciousness of alomon's House, ew Atlantan isolation is
essential to its research, which remains societal, but selective and contained."
As an aUegory of cience, though, Bacon's incomplete NewAtla11tis can
also transcend charges of negativity and repres ion. Its incompleteness
seems deliberate, closely allied to the speculative nature of the vision
Bacon was relating. Although a very careful reader of ewAt/011/is, Judah
Bierman, is "not persuaded that the tale is an unfinished fragment, "11
Michael Hattaway's cryptic ob rvalion-"When Bacon is complete he is
dreary" 20 -is more helpful in uncovering Bacon's motive for leaving the
work uncompleted. As Anne Righter has sugge ted, this fragment may
only be the evidence of Bacon's effervescent mind. 10 These were perhaps
jottings that, amid his monumental concerns from 1621 to 1626, Bacon
never had time to expand. Yet in spite of its incompletene his work is
certainly no hodgepodge. or is the poetic light of the creator of New
Al/011/is to be snuffed out unquestioningly either by as nting to Milton's
view of the uselessness of "Atlantic ... polities"•• or by applauding Blake's
discontent with Bacon's aU-too-realizable and hence hellish usefulness.31
Rather, by considering the progression of major cenes along with the
heightening and iconic details they contain, the reader can come to realize
the clear logic and sequential structure of ew Atla11tis as it relates the
arrival and accommodation of the crew in a strange land, their growing
awareness of it customs and attitudes. and the orivate interview with the
"As a staunch d fonder of tlus futuristic scaenli6c utopao, John Ruskin believed that onl)
uncomprehending and hence evil detractors could have "d termined Bacon to be the mean ·
est of mankind;" see Fors CloLigem, The ll'orbcifj(l/,n Rus{lta, an Thirt)·-:-.ane Volume • ed
E. Cook, A Wedderburn (London Ccorge Allen, 1903-1912), XXIX. 242 In has tame Ruskin
was a fnirly unique •upporter of Bacon's "fable" as the voice telling us "what w hould ,trhe
to attain." As he grouped the seers, Ruskin pach.ares Bacon accompanied by Plato, Pindar,
irgil and More; see 77,~ Crown of \Vlld O/Jac. XVlll, 51·1 He wa, cspeciall~ ottrected to
Bacon's pursuit of Ught, making two allw,on to the luminous !louse of !I.cw Atlantis in
A mlro P1mtelirl, XX, 290,367 and in "Oflhe Science of 1.Jght," The EagJ,.•, Nest, XXll, 206.
""New Atlantis Revuited," 127
""Bacon and 'Knowledge Broken'· Llmit< for Scienh.Gc \fethod," 197
0
' "Francis Bacon" in TIie E11Rlisla Mind, Stud/ts /11 the Engl,sla Mural/sis Prrse11tcd lo Bos,l
\Villev, cd H Davies, C. Watson (Cambridge: At the Unaver<ity Pr , 1964), pp 7-29
"John Malton, "Arcopagitlca," Complete POt!tTI• 011d Mojar Prose ed \I. Hughes (;>;e" YorL
Odysse), 1957), p. 732
"In his equal!~ acrimomow article, Knights refers to the annotation Blake made on !us COP>
of Bacon's Essay : "Good ad'lce from tan's kingdom;"
Expluratwns, p. ll
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leader of the scientific heart of this progress-pulsing kingdom. Like Cowley's "Moses,"" Bacon leads his reader into the theater of New Atlantis
where he unabashedly dazzles with a whole performance of verbal and
scientific pyrotechnics. By relying neither on a eries of vignettes nor on
a progress of random pictures, but by assuming a demanding role as
simultaneous priest and playwright does Bacon bring animation to his
incomplete allegory.
His own narrator, Bacon introduces himself not only as a detail-conscious observer but also as an able interjector of particular attitudes and
objects which, for a moment, halt his narrative and elevate it above simple
travel literature. Stepping back and striking a po e which looks behind to
Dante and ahead to Bunyan, the narrator inaugurates a potentially allegorical voyage:
So that Snding ourselves in the midst of the

greatest wilderne of water in the world, without victual, we gave our elves for lost men, and
prepared for death. (359)
With a prayer for divine intervention the haven of ew Atlantis appears;
it proves to be simultaneously fair and uninviting, restrictive yet helpful.
For the stranded, transfixed crew, and for readers as well, the polyglot
scroll is both explicit and allusive. Having enumerated its clear terms, the
narrator pauses to consider its signature: "'this scroll was signed with a
stamp of cherubins' wings, not spread but hanging downwards, and by
them a cross" (361). Frances Yates has used the insignia of the cross to
argue for Bacon's awareness and tacit endorsement of Ro icrucianism, the
continental fraternity of illuminati.•• The Christian allusions are actually
simpler and more overt: the scroll' signature suggests the whole salvation
story stretching from the revolt in heaven to the redemption of the Cross,
a story which itself reBects the dichotomy of injunction and charity found
on the island.
The accommodation provided in the Strangers' House receives the
careful attention of the narrator. But Bacon is constantly ornamenting and
extending his descriptions with biblical parallels that enrich and perplex
the narrative.•• As he comments on their predicament, the narrator quali"Abrabrun Cowley, '"To the Royal Society," Tiu, Complete Works of Abraham Cowley, in
Two Volumes, ed A. Crosart (New York, AMS Pres., 1967), I, 168.
"The Roricrucio ,i Enlightenm~r1t (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972), p. 126. In the
mnth chapter of this stud (pp. IIS-29) Yates also mentions the costume of the official of
Salomon's I louse as further ··proof that Bacon's ship,necked travellers had come to the land
of the R. C. Brothers" (p. 126).
"This sort of ennchment has led Benjamin Farrington to look upon the story as "a repository
of biblicnl quotations (twenty-two from the Old Testam nt, ten from the ew);" see Th~
Pl11ltm1ph11 of Franrls Barrm (Chicago: Unh·ersity of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 22.
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fies as the Reverend Mapple of the crew, when he explains their miraculous recovery in this fashion:
My dear friends, let us know ourselves, w1d how
it standeth with us. We are men cast on land, as
Jonas was out of the whale's belly, when we
were as buried in the deep: and now we are on
land, we are but between death and life; for we
are beyond both the old world and the new; and
wbetber ever we shall see Europe, God only
lcnoweth. (366-7)
More exegete than scientist, Lhe narrator figuratively describes the storm
from which they have been saved:
It seemed to us that we had before us a picture
of our salvation in heaven; for we that were
awbile ince in the jaws of death, were now
brought into a place where we found nothing
but consolations. (369)
Bacon makes the priest's story of the Christianization of ew Atlantis an
even more intense account. Judah Bierman has claimed that this story is
one of the two fundan1ental and conservative allegories of New Atlantis
which "create the myth of man as scientist" by " 'proving' how science
supports true religion."•• Surprisingly, though, Bierman pays little attention to the two special icons, the radiant pillar and the cedar ark, that
particularize the Christianization story. The narrative is at once Old Testamental and apocalyptic; it involves the nocturnal search of a people after
"a great pillar of light" (371). For a special moment Bacon crystallizes the
scene, "as the boats stood all as in a theatre, beholding Lhis light as a
heavenly sign" (371). How fitting it is that a wise man of Salomon's House,
"the very eye of this kingdom," steps forward as the interpreter of this
oracle, Wld thus becomes the luminous raiser of another veil. He enters
the scene with a prayer which literally scatters the light and results in the
surfacing of a residual mystery, "a small ark or chest of cedar, dry, and not
wet at all with water, though it swan1" (372). Like the signature on tbe
scroll, such an icon is a conglomerate: both testan1ent and covenant, code
Wld promise.
""The New Atlantis, Bacon's Utopia or Science," 99, 104. In an earlier article Bi.e rman
showed how Bacon dllfered from More and Campanella through his emphasis on the pursuit
or science over • system or education, that is, on method over matter; see "Science and
Society in The New ltt/011/lr and Other Renaissance Utopias," PML/1 , 7 (1963), 492--500.
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Having been familiarized with New Atlantan history and the general
tenets of its philosophy, the European narrator ventures outside to find
out more about the people of the island. In the guise of inquisitive outsider, he Iii s his own report about "a most natural, pious and reverend
custom" (385), the Feast of the Family. These epithets very aptly
describe bis account of this Feast. Bacon's focus is always purposeful;
his scene opens with the introduction of the Tirsan, details of the feast
hall and a precise description of the chair on which the father is enthroned:
Over the chair is a state, made round or oval,
and it is of ivy; an ivy somewhat whiter than
ours, like the leaf of a silver asp, but more shining; for it is green all winter. And the state is
curiously wrought with silver and ilk of divers
colours, braiding or binding in the ivy; and it is
ever the work of some of the daughters of the
family; and veiled over at the top with a flne net
of silk and silver, (387)
In such a setting there is no conAict between nature and art; unlike the
metallic ivy of Acrasia's Bower, "the substance of it is true ivy; whereof,
after it is taken down, the friends of the family are desirous to have some
leaf or sprig to keep" (387). Bacon really shows very little interest in
enchanting sorceresses or their deadly elfects. His women are only figures
in the background, competently domestic but definitely secondary. While
the women of ew Atlantis are neither the "impediments to great enterprises" that he cautioned against in "Of Marriage and Single Life" nor the
olfspring of the fateful Pandora whom he delineated in the fable of Prometheus, they are deftnitely akin to the "companions" alluded to in the
essay; 37 they embroider, follow the males, and cannot serve the Tirsan.
The best indication of their secondary rank is this almost comical description of the illustrious Tirsan's wife:
And if there be a mother from whose body the
whole lineage is descended, there is a traverse
placed in a loft above on the right hand of the
chair, with a privy door, and a carved window
of glass, leaded with gold and blue; where she
sitteth but is not seen. (387)
""Of Marriage llltd Sing.le Life," Xll, 101; "Prometheus or the State of Man," Trr111s/otfo11
of ths De Saplenlia Veterum, Xlll, 144-56.
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Amid the satins and golds of this splendid assembly, feminist ire is anachro•
nistic. For the celebration-and all of its severe, paternalist moralitysparkles with the elegance and light of a mythically untrammelled Heorot.
The King's charter is read; the food is plentifully served up; and a poetic
hymn of thanksgiving, in praise of Adam, oah and Abraham, is heard.
The prominence given images of labour, husbandry and harvesting has
prompted James Tillman to describe the Feast as "Bacon's Georgics of
Science.'' 38 Howard White's interpretation cites an even older precedent,
the pagan fertility cults. Honouring longevity, generation and health, the
celebration is linked in White's view to "a larger concept of Egyptian
naturalism;" signi6cant objects in the feasting become for White "ancient
symbols of the abundance of food and drink. " 3" But the suggestion of Latin
and Egyptian models for a celebration whose hymn sings the praises of
patriarchs and the Saviour does overlook a strong and undeniable Christian association. Punctuating these festivities and serving as almost sacramental icons are the ceremonies giving the cluster of grapes to the Son
of the Vine and conferring the father's blessing on each of his children in
their " pilgrimage." Gifts of bread and \vine in the form of a jewelled shaft
of wheat and golden cluster of grapes invest the declaration of the Son of
the Vine with a Eucharistic importance.
This golden cluster the herald delivereth also to
the Tirsan; who presently delivereth it over to
that son that he had formerly chosen to be in
house with him: who beareth it before his father
as an ensign of honour when he goeth in public,
ever after; and is thereupon called the Son of
the Vine. (389)
As well as a jewel in the shape of a shaft of wheat the father confers a
blessing on his offspring which lacks only the sign of chrism to sacramen•
talize its ConJlrmational zeal:

Son of Bensalem, (or Daughter of Bensalem,)
thy father saith it; the man by whom thou hast
breath and life speakest the word; The blessing
of the everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace,
and the Holy Dove be upon thee, and make the
days of thy pilgrimage good and many. (390)
" " Ba.con's Ceorgics of Science," Papen 011 Langungl! and LI/era lure, 11 (1975), 357-66.
,.Peace Among the Wi/101~: The Political Philosophy of Francis Boron (The Hogue, Marlinus Nijhoff, 1968), pp. J78, 172.
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Bacon's next major venture introduces a new interlocutor, Joabin the
Jew, and allows him to narrate the account of social mores on the island.
In this narration, more than in any other, Bacon use explicitly European
standards and norms to contrast Bensalemite ways with tho e that are
more familiar. According to Joabin, cha te Bensalem is far removed from
lusting Europe. Equally foreign to Bensalem is the European marriage,
neither entered in love nor esteeming propagation. In addition, this ew
Atlantan is even familiar with the pre-marital inspection rites of More's
Utopia, and takes occasion to differ with the custom of this "Feigned
Commonwealth" (394). Bensalemites " think it a scorn to give refusal after
so familiar knowledge;" hence, they support the "more civil way" of inspection of each prospective partner by a friend. By contrast, inference
and direct statement, the non-European ethos of ew Atlantis emerges.
Its innocence and virginity, reverence of monogamous marriage, devotion
to childrearing, and upholding of friendship over homosexuality designate
this island area as one singularly free from aberrations. The metaphorical
fervour of Joabin's account corroborates the spiritual and angelic nature
of ew Atlantan society in contrast with the raging and scientifically
explicable nature of the European. While he compares ''the Spirit of
Chastity of Bensalem" to "the Likeness of a fair beautiful cherubin" (392),
he speaks of unlawful lust as a furnace, "that if you stop the Rames altogether, it will quench; but if you give it any vent, it will rage" (393).
Heeding the Solomonic wisdom that "a good name is as a precious oilltme11t, "• 0 "Bensalem" emerges as a place which exemplifies its meaning
as "Son of Peace."
Bensalemites are dutiful, monogamous Christians. Bacon has ushered
his reader into this scicnti6c community at a very deliberate pace. For
those less impressed with or convinced by lhe work of the Lord hancellor of dark corners, these preliminaries merely become part of Bacon's
strategy. For such readers the author is allaying fears about the horrors of
a godless research kingdom and ornamenting his fictitious spot with a
number of impressive ceremonies which really hold very little meaning.
This paper argues, on the contrary, that these de criptions of the accommodation of a lost crew on an uncharted island and their widening knowledge of the history and governing principles of this ama.zing society are
essential to an appreciative understanding of Salomon's House. More than
cer monial preliminaries or mere ploys, these scenes not only put a famil""'The Epistle Dedicatory," The Essayes ar Counsels, Civil/ ar1d Moral/, XI!, 77 .
Bucon·s interests m and inclusion or Joabin may have been influenced directly by hi1
friendships with uch Hebraic enthusiasts as Sir John Finch and John Selden; See Farrington,
p. 25. Jon50n was equally impressed with Seldon; see " An Epistle lo Master John Seldon,"
8e11 Janw r1. In El ven Volumes, ed. C. Herford and E. and P. Simpson (O,ford: Al the
lurendon Press, 1925-52, VIII, 158-61.
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iar face on this new land but also prepare the reader to accept each
successive scene or action as an addition to the cumulative and increasingly cohesive impression of the island. ew Atlantis is a reverently Chris·
tian kingdom whose focal activity is re earch.
Bacon now leads his reader into the heart of his "White lsland"-with
"Candor here and luster there / Delighting." 41 The final account of Salomon 's House, being both analytical and allusive, is the stately climax, a
luminous survey of the eeing "eye" and directional "lanthom" of ew
Atlantis. Its success as a climaxjusti.6es the claim that Bacon is a writer who
can "prepare the mind for the unifying movement of illumination."•• The
invitation of an outsider to Salomon's House is a singular accomplishment,
and consequently, the author spends some time making this invitation at
least remotely plausible. The Father of Salomon's House pas es by the
Strangers' House, and only three days later, the narrator has been granted
an interview. Beyond providing token credibility for Bacon's visit, the
passing of the Father of Salomon's House is also important as an exposition
of the person of this leader. He will conduct the interview: the reader will
not see Salomon's House through Bacon's eyes, but through this Father's
description. The sense of place will really be Jes essential than the inform•
ing personality of this future narrator. Hence, his passing and the particu•
lar emphasis Bacon places on the human qualities of this leader are
germane to the narrative. Conspicuous in the luxury of this pageant are
objects which recall previous icons. The Father's chariot is made of the
same tree, noted for durability and longevity, that composed the Boating
ark: "The chariot was all of cedar, gilt, and adorned with crystal" (396).
And reminiscent of the signature of the scroll, the emblem atop this
chariot consists, in part, of "a small cherub of gold, with wings displayed."
The Father himself wears many indications of a religious hierarch. His
gloves, like the glittering gauntlets of cardinals and popes, are "set with
stone." His shoes, though neither white, red, nor black, are of velvet, and
could suggest a curial office; however, as his concession to inimitable opu·
Jenee, Bacon notes that they are "peach-coloured." The stately nuncio of
this leader carry a crosier or pastoral staEf, indicative more of ecclesiastical
than political office. Yet such a 'religious' leader is ensconced in all the
comforting luxuries of a seraglio. This Baconian mixture of cardinal, mufti
and sultan is distinguished by one salient feature, his compassionate regard
for men.
His regard provides the keynote of Salomon's House, to which location
Bacon loses no time in bringing the reader. The pitying Father of the
"'The White Island," Robert Herrick Poe/lea/ Works, ed. L. C. Martin (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, 1956), I l. 11-2.
"Hotlawoy, 188.
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previous passage outlines the dual purpose of bis relation, "for the love of
God and men" (398). This duality coheres with Bacon's oft-reiterated plans
for the lrlstauratio Mag11a:
The End of our Foundation is the knowledge of
Causes, and secret motion of things; and the
enlarging of the bounds of Human Empire, to
the effecting of all things po sible. (398)
Such an end does not neglect due reverence for the Creator since, as
Solomonic wisdom has assured, 0 this inquiry into the nature of things is
a glory to Cod as well as a benefit for his creatures. In Salomon's House,
the world is not only Bacon's stage but his laboratory also. It is a factgathering, research-and experiment-oriented domain where even hermits
have their usefulness. The College is engaged in the development of
medicines, fertilizers, electric power, elixirs for prolonging life, health
spas, game preserves for medical research, nutritional innovations, pharmacy services, textile industries, improved glasses, microscopes, and intruments of ound that hover on the brink of the telegraph and the
telephone. The studies which the Brethem pursue encompass as varied a
scientific curriculum as possible: from mineralogy, meteorology, botany,
zoology, hydrodynamics and optics to household sciences, pharmaceutics
and mechanical arts. 1n contrast to the outcome in the fable of "Atlanta
or Profit," Art in ew Atlantis has succeeded in becoming superior to
ature. The College's centres for filtration and conversion of water are
quicker than the natural process; its artificial wells show faster reactions
than the natural ones. Inoculating and engrafting of trees and shoots result
in a year-round and larger crop, wbile in their game preserves, the Brethren of the College are just as adept at artificially induced genetic mutations. Yet despite all the amenities of this inductive hangri-la that forecast
the breakthroughs of much later times, some traces of Renaissance scientific superstition manage to creep into Bacon's account. ew Atlantan
research concerning drinks, for example, seems pre-Vesalian; Bacon
either bounds ahead too enthusiastically in his ordering process or else he
is talking about a fabulously osmotic, magical fluid:
And above all, we strive to have drinks of extreme thin parts, to insinuate into the body, and
yet without all biting, sharpness, or fretting; in.,See "Ep!Jtle Dedicatory," The Cm,t /nstauratlor1, VUJ, 24, and Tran.riot/on afthit Nooum
Organum, Aphorism CXXIX, VU!, 160, • repetition or an earlier view ID 71,e Aduanatmtmt
of Leaming, Book I, VI, 141.
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somuch as some of them put upon the back of
your hand will, with a little stay, pass through
to the palm, and yet taste mild to the mouth.
(403)
Having sketched in the purpose of the Institution and its physical and
intellectual areas of study, Bacon, through the Father, now proceeds to
catalogue the people involved in this scientillc process. A hierarchy, even
in Salomon's House, is inescapable; but what is note worthy is that an
illuminating office instigates the processes at both initial and more advanced stages. The Merchants of Light fulfil the first duty that leads to the
process of collating, experimenting, compiling and thinking about benefit,
all of which comprise the preliminary stage of activities in the College; the
Lamps begin the higher stage by consulting all this foregoing work which
leads to the decisions about execution and the a:<ioms of the lnocuJators
and Interpreters. Since such a level is only an inductive apogee, it is not
an end in itself, but rather, a foundation for a new beginning, and thus
demonstrates that the process functions by means of ever widening concentric circles of duties and discoveries.
The 6nal section of the Father's relation underscores the spiritual
and social life of the College. Beyond the various honours and rewards
that accrue to the inventors, the Brethren are always conscious of their
God-given inspiration and society-centred publication. With echoes
of Bacon the translator of selected Psalms, tbe narrator mentions their
prayer:
W have certain hymns and services, which we
say daily of laud and thanks to God for his marvellous works: and forms of prayers imploring
his aid a.nd blessing for the illumination of our
labours, and the turning of them into good and
holy uses. (412)
As the leader of an autonomous scientiSc community, he also makes reference to the "consultations" which precede the publishing of "such new
profitable inventions which we think good." (411). It is in keeping with
such a spirit and heightening as a finale that Bacon's narrative drops off
after he has received the foUowing patriarchal imprimatur to publish
these findings, " this greatest jewel"' (398), as a help to others:

I give th e leave to publish it for the good of
other nations; for we here are in God"s bosom,
a land unknown . (413)
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Although Bacon's incomplete work hardly qualifies him ns a dramatist
in the conventional contemporary sense of a Ford or a Shirley, the "fable,"
"continued trope" or "allegory" of New Atlantis o!Fers a p cial sort of
schematic and intellectual theatre. Ushering his reader further in and
closer up, Bacon's Prospero-like powers create a dreamlike fore hadowing. As a skilful interpreter of nature's oracles, he blocks out impres ive
scenes, paints in appropriate backdrops, introduces necessary character ,
action and dialogue, and constantly wings his audience into new, yet
increasingly interrelated, areas. Perhaps a perception of ome of these
priestly and dramatic power moved his friend, George Herbert, to write
of Bacon as "mundique et 011imarum sacerdos u11icus, "•• a unique priest
both of nature and of men's souls.

••··in Honorem LUwlr. D. D. Verulamij;· The Works of Crorg11 Herbert, ed. F. Hutchinson
(Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1941 ), I. 24, p. 436.

Robert Herrick's "His Grange, or private wealth":
A Gentleman Farmer's Ledger
by

Clara E. Fendley
Texas Tech Un.iver.<ity

In The Arte of English Poesie (1589), George Puttenham describes
certain " Geometricall figures," i.e., shaped poems, written in the " Courts
of the great Princes of China and Tartarie." 1 Puttenham argues that the
concise verse forms

insinuat some secret, wittie, morall and brave
purpose presented to the beholder, either to
recreate his eye, or please his phantasie, or examine his iudgement, or occupie his braine or
to manage his will either by hope or by dread,
every of which respects be of no litle moment
to the interest and ornament of the civill life:
and therefore give them no litle commenda•
tion.•

During the seventeenth century, English poets diversi.lied beyond geo•
metrically shaped poems and wrote poems whose typographical appearance related to their subject.• Robert Herrick is known to have "exercised
some supervision over the printer," according to F. W. Moorman, and
John L. Kimmey notes eighteen shaped poems in Herrick's Hesper-ides
'George Puttenham, The Art,r of English Poes/4, eds. Gladys Doidge Wilkock and Alice
Wallcer (Cambridge: Cambridge Univenity Press, 1936), p. 91.
'Puttenbam, p. 108.
'See Joseph H. Summer<' George Ht!rhert: His Religion and A rt (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1954), Ch. VJ fur a d.iscus:,ion of the shaped poom in Herbert"s work and
that of other seventeenth-century poets.
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and Noble Numbers.• Kimmey recognizes Herrick's "bold experimentation with long and short lines" in "His Grange, or private wealth" as the
persona "catalogues the things that belong to his house in an affectionate
as well as a burlesque way.''• ln fact, the overall shape of this poem is
actually that of a ledger in which the persona enters and evaluates the
assets of his country life and manor: the assets attain private, emotional
value for the persona through their contribution to the harmony and order
of the grange.
The narrow and wide columns of interspersed lines create the appear•
ance of a ledger and suggest the value of the possessions: the designations
of a majority of po es ions appear in the monometer lines, but the explanation of each possession's role in the persona's life appears in the tetrameter lines. The persona surveys the living things surrounding him and tallies
them in the narrow column paralleling the right edge of the column
formed by the wide lines; these short lines represent the persona's storedup wealth, the creatures that inhibit the grange. His possession of each
inhabitant, however, is not as significant as the meaning attached to it: the
persona follows each asset entry with an evaluation of its contribution to
the harmony of his existence in the wider lines, which bear the greater
substance of the poem.
The initial entry, a clock (1. 1), which appears in the only centered
monometer line, is an apparent exception that proves the rule of the
ledger shape and conception. The clock does not fall in the narrow column
of assets because its explanatory tetrameter (1. 2) specifies that the persona
does not own this man-made object that would remind him of the day's
decline. The passage of time is marked instead by the first living creature
catalogued as a po ession in the column of assets, a cock (1. 3). The cock
is a more pleasing timekeeper, for it celebrates the progress of the day
(1. 4); furthermore, a mechanical clock would be out of place in the carefully balanced, organic harmony of the grange.
The barnyard animals whose designations appear in the narrow column
formed by the monometer lines function in their natural roles as explained
in the tetrameter lines. ln addition to the cock that marks the passage of
time, the grange holds the hen that provides food for her master(ll. 9-12),
the goose that signals alarm at any threat of disorder (11. 13-16), and the
cat that provides for itself by ridding the barnyard of mice (11. 21-24).
•F. W. Moorman, Robert Ht1rri,;k, A BlogmphlctJI and Critical Studv ew York: Russell and
RusoeU, 1910 and 1962), p.138:John L. Kimmey, "Order and Form in Herrick's Huperidu,"
Journal of English and Qmrrani.c Philologv, 70, o. 2 (April 1971), 260.
'Kimmey, p. 264. Kimmey notes that ..In the mAjority of the quatrains the particular po$SeSsions occupy the manometer lines--clock, cock, hen, goose, lamb, dam, and cat.. (p. 265), but
owign, oo significance to tbl., sttuctural characteristic.
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The value of these animals is clear, but two other designations, a lamb
and its dam, appear in the column of assets, and full assessment of the
function and value of these animals requires an application of the ledger
characteristics of the poem. The lamb's evaluation contains the parenthesized modifier, "(tame)," located to the left of the narrow column (1. 18).
The use of parentheses in bookkeeping denotes a cancellation as in
the entry of a credit. In this case, the parenthe es indicate a partial cancellation of value, for the persona foresees his reluctance to butcher
the tame, hand-fed lamb when it is grown and thereby devalues its
usual function as a ource of food. This cancellation of the lamb's value,
however, does not fall immediately below its designation in the column
of practical assets, indicating that tameness is not a total liability: the
lamb's greater value as a source of pleasure is described in the wider
column which evaluates emotional assets. The parentheses as a symbol
of cancellation is also clear in the evaluation of the dam.• The dam
is entered as an asset in the manometer column (l. 19), but immediately underneath her entry is the parenthetical cancellation, "(lately
dead)" (1. 20), in the tetrameter column which measures emotional
value. The dam was a recent asset which had multiplied; her death
threatened the harmony of the grange (producing a debit in the emo•
tional column), but the persona intervened and derived a greater asset by hand-feeding and taming the lamb, an emotional pleasure
catalogued in the tetrameter: "I keep (tame) with my morsells fed"
(l. 18).
"A maid (my Prew)" (1. 6) and "'Trasy'" (1. 26) are the only inhabitants
given proper names, and their names fall in the ledger column which, for
other inhabitants, contains the more important emotional evaluations.
The persona's bookkeeping sets the e two members apart from others,
reflecting his greater emotional attachment to them. In Prew's case, the
parenthe es do not indicate cancellation because, as in the case of the
lamb's tameness, they fall to the left of the column of assets, and like the
parenthetical addition of the lamb's modifier, this addition signifies the
persona's regard for the woman who contributes order to the grange (11.
6-8). Prew is not counted in the column of possessions; her greater value
is suggested by her inclusion in the longer-lined column. Trasy, the spaniel, is also named in the wider column; the dog is not tallied with the
practical assets because it is completely domesticated and serves no economic function. Trasy belongs to the wider world of the persona's emotional pleasures.
'Many modem editors have chosen to delete the parentheses, replacing them with comm,u, but the symbolic function in the ledger entriea argues for retaining the parenthes-

es.
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The monometer, "To these" (1. 25), signals that Trasy is the 6nal asset.
The final quatrain totals the sum of the inventory: the persona accedes that
these inhabitants are but "toyes" which please him. The reader remembers, however, that the e inhabitants comprise the "private" riches, those
"restricted or intended only for the use or enjoyment of particular and
privileged persons" (0. E. D.), the gentleman farmer. Kimmey notes the
''alfectionate" and "burlesque" mode of the persona ·s catalogue of possessions, yet these "slight things" seem to mean a great deal more than their
material value. We naturally assume that material objects are subjected to
inventory, but Herrick's whimsical ledger entries point out the greater
value of the harmony which can exist among living beings. The shape,
then of"His Grange, or private wealth" reveals Herrick's subtle accounting of private, emotional wealth.

Clara E. Fendley
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From Huperide,: Or, Tiu, Works Both Humo11a &DlvitltJo/Robart Herrlt:k Esq. (London,
printed for Jobn Williams and Francis Eglesfield, 1648), pp. 289--90.

H/4 CrongB, or prioole wealth

Though Clock,
To tell how night drawes hence, I've none,
A Cock,
I have, to sing how day drawes on.
I have
A maid (my Prew ) by good luck sent,
To save
That little, Fates me gave or lent.
A Hen
I keep, which creeking day by day,
Tells when
She goes her long white egg to lay.
A goose

I have, which, with a jealous eare,
Lets loose
Her tongue, to tell what danger's neare.
A Lamb
I keep, (tame) with my morsells fed,
Whose Dam
An Orphan left him (lately dead.)
A Cat
I keep, that playes about my House,
Crown fat,
With eating many a miching Mouse.
To these
•His Spaniel.
A • Trosv I do keep, whereby
I please
The more my rurall prlvacie:
Which are
But toyes, to give my heart some ease
Where care

one Is, slight things do lightly please.

Varia

Announcements
THE ALLE

D. BRECK PRIZES

The Executive Council of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association is pleased to announce the establishment of the Allen D.
Breck Prizes.
The first prize, in the amount of 200, will be awarded to the best book
published within the interest and scope of the Association by a scholar
resident in the Rocky Mountain region. Books published since 1980 are
now eligible for consideration. The second prize, in the amount of 100,
will be awarded to the best article to appear in the Journal of the Rocky
Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association, commencing with Volume 4.
The recipients of the awards will be determined by a committee of the
Executive Council All submissions and requests for further information
should be directed to

Delno C. We..rt
Deparhnent of History
Northem Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 8601 I.
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to Arizona State University, Boise State University, Brigham Young University, orthem Arizona University, and the University of Utah for the
substantial 6.nanciaJ support and other services they have given this issue
of the Journal.
WHlM CO FERE CE

The Western Humor and Irony Membership (WHIM) announces that its
1984 conference will be held from March 29 to April 1 at the Phoenix
Townehouse hotel.
The theme for the conference will be "Contemporary Humor and Contemporary Humorists."
Important people who have expressed an interest in attending 1984
WHIM include Roland Champagne, Victoria Frornkin, Mell Lazarus,
Jacqueline Tavemier-Courbin, Mike Thaler, and Larry Wilde.
There will be a special 1984 strand on George Orwell's 1984 and" ewspeak." We are therefore especially eager to receive proposals relating to
politgabble, gobbledygook, double-talk, doublespeak, involuted and circumlocuted expressions, AROMA (Advertising Rhetoric of Madison Avenue), educationese, and the like.
Proposals, abstracts, and requests for further information should be sent
to:

Don L. F. Nilsen, Chair
WHIM Conference
English Department
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85287
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CALL FOR PAPERS

Deadline for Papers or Detailed Abstracts: December 2, 1983
Sent Two Copies of Paper or Abstract and a Brief Biographical Statement

to
Jeanie R. Brink, Director
Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Social Sciences Building 224B
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85287

Papers Presented Will Be Considered for Publication in the
Journal of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renai..wmce A$$0C(ation

RESOLUTIO OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
MEDIEVAL AND RE AISSANCE
SPRI G CO FERENCE, 1983
LousDeo!

Deo oolente et odiuoonle, the members of this august and increasingly ancient
organization, gathered here in the manor of Provo in the domain of the Utahs,
surrounded by the snowy heights of the Wasatch, in the face of the noble mountain
TimpanogosWHEREAS Madison Sowell and his committee on the turf of Brigham Young
University (that vast intellectual corpus sprung from the very Heavens with true
American instantaneity), where even the President and his Vice Lords are trained
schol~ough deplorably in colonial, that is, American alfairs) have brought
us great weather, free of wind and snow, solid food and conceivably less than
solid libation, heart-warming hospitality, travel assistance, and unutterably clean
livingAND WHEREAS we were entertained and uplifted by the cancers and musicians
gathered from the Reverend John Harvard's Cambridge to bring us delight with
recorder, sackbut, Bute, percussion, lute, dulcian, shawm and leaping bodies, narration by Debbie Sowell and great luncheon didactic by their peerles leader
Brainerd-all made possible by the munificence from the ational and Utah coffers for the life of the mind in this dark age-AND WHEREAS our good and kindly Governor from the manor of Boulder in the
domain of the Coloradans, Boyd Hill, had ruled this body with grace and dignity
through sleepless days and nights, together with Charles Carlson, our scribe and
exchequer head, who has juggled figures of pounds shillings, even pence, and has
reported the same faithfully for all these years-AND WHEREAS those two redoubtable knights, James Fitzmaurice and Glenn
Edwards, have performed feats of supererogatory heroism with quill, midnight
candle, and parchment, venturing even into the realm of the High Tech for their
results, to produce the third fair copy of the JOURNAL, and have given glowing
prorruse of a fourth child soon to appearAND WHEREAS this group, summoned to a school dedicated to the memory of
Blessed Brigham Young, has duly elected its first female president, Jeanie Brink
of the manor of Tempe in the domain of the Arizonans-AND WHEREAS the governing lords of this Organization, including its token
lady, have labored fervently to bring us together to give and receive godly and
learned slices of medieval and Renaissance life and lore-BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that this Conference resoundingly thanks all
these persons (even Including Del West, now absent /rJ porlibus infidelium of the
Californians), those whom we have forgotten to mention, and all those who wish
to be included in this good company. For success bas many parents.

Gratias Tibi ogimus, Domine!
Allen Breck, monu suo proprio
9. iv. Anno Domini 1983

otice to Contributors

This journal was founded to provide an opportunity for those studying
aspects of the Middle Ages or Renaissance to share their findings and air
their positions. The editors are seeking articles and essays of fifteen to
twenty pages in length that appeal to scholars from more than one discipline
or that are written out of more than one interest.
Submission of manuscripts dealing with medieval or Renaissance studies is open to all scholars regardless of discipline or location. All submissions should follow the accepted style of the discipline to which they are
most closely related. The University of Chicago's Manual of Style or the
MLA Style Sheet are especially recommended. Papers or inquiries should
be sent to
Professor James B. Fitzmaurice
&Jitor, ]RMMRA
Department of English
Box 6032
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 86011.
The Journal is published every January. The deadline for the submission of manuscripts is October l.
SUBSCRIPTION I FORMATIO
Subscriptions to the Joumal is normally by membership in the Association at a cost of $10.00 per year for individuals and $15.00 for institutions.
For further information, please contact
Professor Charles P. Carlson
History Department
University of Denwr
Denver, Colorado 80208

For over fifty ear , devOLed to the publication of s holarly inquiries into classical and modern languages and literatures.
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A cordial invitation to join

The Renaissance Society of America
1161 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10027
in i1s 27rh year
Founded in 1954 to serve scholars in the Humanities and
Fine A rrs who specialize in Renais1;ancc srndic,;.
lndivid,ml Membership S25
lnstirutional Membership S35
The Society publishes the Rc11ai,sa11cc Q1<am1/y, distributed ro
members, and a Renaissance Texts series:
1. Alessandro Benedetti, O,aria de Bello Caro/i.,o (1496), edited

with introduction. translation, and noccs by Dororhy M. Schullian. 1967
2. Richard Pace, De From,i qui ex dortrina pmipiwr (1517), edited
with introduction, translation, and notes by Francis Manley and
Richard S. Sylvester. 1967.
3. John Calvin, Smttae /i/,n' d110 de cltmemia romme/1/ariis il/11stro1i
(1532), edited with translation and notes by Ford Lewis Battles,
and with introduction by Professors Battles and Andre M. Hugo.
1969.
4. John Foxe the Martyrologisr, Two LAti11 Comedies: Ti111s a,id
Cesippm; C/iri.mu Tn"umphons (1544; 1566), edited with inrroduction, translaaon, and notes by John Hazel Smith. l 973.

5. Thomas Chaundlcr, Liber Apolo.~eliws de am11i S1M11 /umia11ae
llat11rat (c. 1460), edited with ,nn-oducrion, rranslation, and notes
by Doris Enright-Clark Shoukri. 1974.
6. Cebt!s' Tablet, edited with introduction by Sandra Sider. 197',1.
7. John of Ravenna, Dragma/ogia de eli.11ibili vitae Jr11err (1404),
edited with introducrion, translation, and notes by Helen Lanneau Eaker and Benjamin G. Kohl, 1980.

GEORGE HERBERT
JOURNAL

The George Herbert Journal 1s published twice a year, in the
Fall and Spring . Subscription rates are $7.00 per year ($10.00
foreign) . Back issues are available, as are sample copies for
those interested in placing a standing order.
Send all communications to:
Sidney Gottlieb, Editor
George Herbert Journal
English Department
Sacred Heart University
Bridgeport, Conn . 06606
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by Texas Tech Press

Editors
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Selected Contents of Volume 21 (1980)

Leopold Damrosch on Johnson's Criticism
Robert Adams Day on Epistolary Fiction
Alexander Gelley on Character
Richard Harp on Goldsmith Biography
Dayton Haskin on Richard Baxter
George Armstrong Kelly on the New Hero
C. R. Kropf on Organic Unity
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~omitatus
A Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
is pleased to announce the publication of Volume 12 (1981). The annual

deadline for submjjting manuscripts i.s January 31 lo The Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Manuscripts arc
accepted from graduate students throughout North America. Articles may be
in any field of Medieval or Renaissance study. Each issue's best article is
awarded the fifty dollar St. Nicholas Priie.
Comilan,r 12:
S 7.50 per issue, individual
$12.50 per issue, in<tl1uli0n

Order from:
UNDENA PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 97
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ENGLISH LITERARY RENAISSANCE
One of the most widely acclaimed journals in the field
of Renaissance literature, E11glish Literary Remiiss,rnce has
brought its readers the newest in scholarly discovery and
the best in critical writing. Illustrations and format incorpontte a sense of the period. There is no better time to
subscribe than now. Commg issues will contain major
gatherings of essays on John Milton, Woman in the
Renaissance, and Renaissance Drama.

Special introductory rates through December 15, 1983.
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